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Afew Gleanings in Buddhism, hy Lieut.-Col. Low.

The following are some of the memoranda, most ofwhich I made long

ago while looking over Bali and Siamese books, in presence of Siamese

Buddhist priests. I do not profess an acquaintance with the Pali lan-

guage, hut I had in my service until his death a Siamese, hut not a

priest, of Bankok, who was, for his country at least, a proficient in it.

I had not, unfortunately, leisure to avail myself of what he did know of

the language for acquiring a competent acquaintance with it, and any

how the want of a Pali grammar and dictionary would have been a

serious obstacle.

Some of the Siamese contend that the present Buddha had no right

to enter Nirvana or Nirbritti, as his period had not arrived, and that he

attained to this dignity by practising a deception upon Yakaro Ariya,

his elder brother, he himself being the fifth. The deception is thus

described. These two brothers proposed to justly determine which of \

them was best prepared for the divine condition of Nirvana, hy a trial

of superhuman skill or power. Two lotus buds were placed before

them. Turning their persons from these, but in opposite directions,

they repeated certain sacred formulae, and on resuming their positions

found that Ariya’ s bud had blossomed, but that his brother’s had not.

Buddha, pretending some informality, required another trial ; and dur-

ing this he deceitfully changed the buds, and thus appeared the victor.

Ariya, by his intuitive knowledge was aware of the trick ; but being of

a humane disposition he said nothing, and permitted Buddha to enter

Nirvana.
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This must, I should think, have been some heretical doctrine
; for it

can hardly be believed that a religion so based on morality as Bud-

dhism is, would at the threshold of its original temples, have tolerated

such a breach of it. I feel convinced, that the comparatively pure

Buddhism, which was carried from Ceylon to Cambodia by Buddha

Ghosa, and thence by others to Siam, perhaps through Laos, was

greatly adulterated, and assumed more of a polytheistic character than

its hitherto rather theomachistic dogmas had permitted
; about the

time when the brahmans had fully achieved the superiority in India

over the Buddhists, and had spread themselves as religionists to the

eastward
;
and when the heretical Buddhist sects, let loose from alb

restraint, disseminated their own doctrines far and wide.

Much learning and ingenuity has been expended in the West in the

endeavour to trace Western Buddhism to the east, hut perhaps the pre-

valent impression on the mind of the eastern orientalist is that it

originated in the west and was there the parent of Indian Buddhism,

if not indigenous to India. Hinduism too, under the form and impress

in which we now find it, must have been brought to India from western

regions, if it was really the religion of the brahmans as a tribe of

foreigners, and not in the main, as I cannot help considering it to be,

a particoloured pantheon, tenanted by deities possessing most incongruous

attributes, and jumbled up with monstrous and polluted imaginings, and

chimeras dire
;
and thus laboriously and cunningly erected, by the brah-

mans, for the gratification of their lust for power, and of their hatred

of the Buddhists, on whom they had for centuries kept fixed their

basalisk eyes, and not with that expanded desire, which the Buddhists

seem to have entertained for the amelioration of the moral condition of

mankind.

In admitting that Buddha had a precursor in the same path as

himself, we are by no means called upon at the same time to unreflect-

ingly adopt the predecessors of the latter, although there would be

nothing, morally, to prevent our even admitting them suppositively

;

for we should in this case have only to discard the lengthened periods,

astronomical or fanciful, which have been assigned to the three first

Buddhas, and to bring them nearer to the bills of mortality, to render

them manageable.

The Buddha of the present period, dating from his apotheosis in
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B. C. 543, seems to have had no connexion personally with the nations

of the west. But from his religious system, whose roots seem to pene-

trate to a greater depth than any one appears yet to have reached, or

may perhaps be able to reach, and of the volumes, of which not per-

haps more than a mere fractional portion has yet been classically

examined, rays of light may hereafter emanate to brighten the path

both of history and arcliaiology.

The fact that scarcely any of the names by which Buddha is known

are patronymical, but mere titles, leaves open a wide field for their

application, and might give rise to a belief that they, or some of them

at the least, might have appertained to previous deified mortals.

Of the names, worldly titles, and parentage of the present Buddha,

there is now I believe no doubt, and the principal ones may be found

in the Mahawanso.

But if any of the names or appellatives now bestowed upon him as

contained in the following list, could be proved to have been borrowed,

a clue might possibly be found to their original application.

Sir W. Jones gave us a list of Buddha’s names, but I believe they

are Hindu ones, and most of them also used by Buddhists. But I

apprehend that whatever we may receive from that source, relating to

Buddhism, cannot, unless corroborated by Buddhist writings be depended

upon. I would even look with suspicion upon Buddhist wrorks com-

posed in Sanscrit, for when this language superseded the Pali or

Magadhi, a change was gradually advancing, the brahmans were spread-

ing their nets in secret, heresies were corroding the but lately purified

doctrines of Buddhism ;
and the use of Sanscrit rendered it easy for

both heretics and brahmans to color, distort, eliminate or falsify all the

Buddhist books which fell into their hands
;
and which they hoped at

least to be able to dovetail into their own system, when they should

find it convenient.

The rest, as it is suspected, or rather known, they destroyed.

The names of Buddha, in general, according to Sir W. Jones, are

—

1 Muni. 2 Sastri. 3 Munlndra. 4 Vinayaca. 5 Samanta. G

Bliadra. 7 Dharma Baja. 8 Sug-ata.

And his titles

—

1 Sacyamuni. 2 Sacyasingha. 3 Sarvartha-siddha. 4 Sud’hodhani.

5 Gautama. 6 Arcaband’hu, or kinsman of the sun. 7 Maya or

child of Maya, (delusion) or Mayadevisuta.
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Buddha is a word, he adds, commonly used for a mere wise man,

without supernatural powers.

Buddha, like Samana, seems to have been a name or title bestowed

on priests, as well as on the Buddha of the period. Samana Khu-

tama, or the man divested of passions, being the Samanakhodam of

Siam.

When Budd’ha, or a Buddha, has nearly attained to perfection, he is

termed in Siamese sacred Pali books Paramabodliisat [Bod’hisatwa].

I extract from the Siamese Pali work ‘ Milinda Raja, the following

titles expressive of nature’s divinely favored :

Sot& pattimagga.

Sakidaga mimagga.

Anaga mitto.

Arahatta ditto.

Sota patti Phala.

Saki daga mi Phala.

Anaga mi Phala.

Arahatta Phala.

The periods assigned in the Milinda Raja to the five Buddhas are

—

For the 1st, from the consolidation of the world, 12 antara Kalpas.

Ditto 2d, 10 antara Kalpas.

3d, 4th and 5th, also similar periods.

After Metraiyo a space of 1 2 antara Kalpas will occur, when Sampatti

Maha Meg will appear. Then a period will ensue of G264 antara Kal.

pas, at the end of which the world will be consumed by fire, and a new

world will be created or will arise, to be called Sangwatto. In the

‘ Ratana Ivalapa Mettaiyo’ is described as having been a Bddlii Satwa,

of whom there are three classes,

—

1. Ugliati tango, supremely wise.

2. Wipachi, of great purity of mind, &c.

3. Neyo, possessed of great perseverance
;
great mental power mili-

tates against purity of soul.

The other names and titles of a Buddha, but whether all are strictly

Pali I shall not pretend to say, are

:

Sri Sarapliet.

Buddlii lakhana.

Budd’ha baltabardm.

Chinnasi.
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Saraphet cliarangsi

Chimarat.

Budd’ha Rattana.

Salsada chan.

Yanna Sappanyo.

Kassa P’halayan.

S^masarn Budd’ho.

Baromma.

Sri Sakhot.

Baromma Buddlii Satvva.

Bardmmaming.

Bardmmanat.

Barommayan.

These are titles of Buddhas who have already been and will again be :

Sattha. Samantachak’khu

.

Dasabalo. Buripanyo.

Sabbanyo. Maraji.

Dipaduttamo. Narasiho.

Munindo. Narawaro.

Natho. Dewa Dewo.

Chakkliuma. Loka Guru.

Angiraso. D’hammasami.

Ldkanatlio. Tathagato.

Anadhiward. Sayambhu.

Maliesi. Warapanyo.

Winayako. Nayako.

In the Pali (Siamese) Ratana Kalapa it is stated that there are

three Bodhi Satwa.

I find in it also a list of seven Buddhas ending with Gotama, which

with Metteya, who is yet to come, will be eight in all. They are

1. Wipassi, his son Sawajakhanda, and his wife Sudano.

2. Sikk’hi, his son Attiila, and his wife Sabbakama.

3. Wessabhu, his son Suppabuddha and his wife Sucliita, (which is

the name of one of Indra’s wives).

4. Kakusando, whose son was Anutaro, and wife Aparojini.

5. Konagamano, son Sattawaho, wife Suwattati.

6. Kassapo, son Wjita Sena, wife Sunanda.

7. Gotama, son Rahula, wife Bunba Bhagawati.
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Wipassi and Kakusando rode on horseback when they went to be

ordained as priests.

Sikhi and Kdnagamano went on elephants. Wessabhu was conveyed

in a chariot. Kassapho in a moving palace (Q palaukin) and Gotama

rode on a horse.

“ An account (observes the compiler of the Ratana Kalapa) is to be

found of the ages of all of these Buddhas in the book called Buddhanu

Puriwatta, Vol 3d.”

In Wipassi’ s time, it is further observed, a cheti or relic fane was

built by Punabbasiito nama Setthi.

In the time of Kakusando, a temple or dagoba was erected by

Abhuta Setthi. (I cannot find the proper name of the place but it

was doubtless Abhayapura where king Abhayo reigned).

In Konagamana’s time a cheti was built by a rich man at Uggo

Setthi. The city was Waddlia, and Raja Samiddho reigned
; a famine

prevailed during this time. [Here the royal garden—the city—the

prince Samiddho—and Adam’s-peak are described as in the Ceylonese

Mahawanso]

.

In Kassapa’s time Sumangula erected a cheti, which was named

Yarama, (the Tlniparama of Ceylon perhaps was named after it.)

This was in the country of Wesaiipure to the westward in Manda-

dwip, and the Raja was Jaiwanto or Jaiyanto and Adam’s-peak was

called Subhakuta. The country was much disturbed during this time.

In Gotama’s time, a temple was erected by Anata pindi maha Seti.

The Maha Sammati Wangsa, or a genealogy of Buddha from the

same work.

1 . Rojo Wararojo.

2. Maha Panatha who came after many ages had lapsed.

3. Maha Dewa Raja.

4. Kala Raja ka Raja.

5. Sanjaya.

6. Maha Dipati Jayasena had two sons.

1. Jaiyansena who lived in Lanka.

2. Dipakumara.

Jayasena married into the family of Sakya Raja of Kapila-Wat-

thu. lie slew his father (Q. in-law) and became king of that country.

Dipakumara became king of Dewa Lanka and he had a sou.

Jaiya Dipa and a daughter Kachayana (or Yena).
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Jaiyasena’s son was Sihahami and his daughter was Yasodra.

Jaiyasena married Kachaiyana, and they had five sons.

Suddhod’hana.

Dod’hana.

Sa’lodhana.

Suk’kodhana.

Amitod’hana.

And two daughters Amitta and Palita.

Jaiyadipa married Yasodra who had

Janadhipati, son.

Kakayana, daughter.

Janadipatti married Sunanda Dewi, and they had for issue

—

1 . Maha Maya 1 r. , ,
“ > Daughters, and

2. Pajapati J

The latter married Am ita, and they had two sons.

1 . Subhada Kabhaiyana.

2. Dewadat’ha.

Sudodhana son of Jaiyasena and Kachaiyena married Maha Maya.

Their son Sidhatta Kumara, who married Bimba alias Subhada Ka-

chaiyena. Their son was Rahula.

Barommalak’hanat.

Bliakk’hawa.

Somdet Satsana.

Karunna (Karunya)

.

Maha Krasat.

The following are from the Milinda Raja Four Budd’ho, or classes of

priests and titles.

1 . Suta Budd’ho—who are deeply read in Pali learning.

2. Chatu sachcha ditto—applied to learned expounders of the doctrine.

3. Pachek’ha ditto—those whose virtuous deeds have brought them

to the threshold of Nirvana.

4. Sapp’hanyo ditto—who were divinely gifted or inspired with holy

knowledge.

I have a Pali hook in my possession hearing the title of Thassacliatta

as_ the Siamese pronounce the words, or the ten sepa-
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rate states of existence of Buddha. It is in as many volumes, and is

rather bulky. With the help of my native assistant I many years ago

made short abstracts of each of these sections—and should I find that

they may be at all useful in elucidating the history of the kings of central

India, and not yet translated, they can be forwarded for the Journal of

the Society.

The ten states of the earthhj existence of Buddha previous to his

becoming a Buddha ; from the Pali.
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The Siamese have, but not contrary, I suppose, to the spirit of Bud-

dhism, treated Devadatta (or their Thewathat), the persecutor of

Buddha throughout his ten states of existence, with more considera-

tion than he would have, under like circumstances, met with from the

brahmans. He did indeed sink down through the weight of his mis-

deeds into hell, where he is to remain for one half of an infernal day,

each of which is equal to five hundred and six years in the heavenly

regions—while one day of such a year is equivalent to one thousand

earthly years ; but, then again, after having undergone this almost eternal

fiery trial, he will return to the earth, become an Arahat, a degree of

sanctity to which (only) eight [of Buddha’s] disciples attained, and

after teaching for seven days will enter Nivana.

Wilford remarked that the Buddki Satwa of Siam calls Salivahana by

the name of Devetat.

My observation does not confirm this, although it is not improbable

that the brahmans introduced the belief amongst some of the Siamese

priesthood. In a drawing which I got long ago from a Siamese Bhiku

or Bhikchu or Buddhist Priest, this Devadhatta is represented in the

lowest or fifth mansion of hell, undergoing his punishment. Wilford,

in the Asiatic Researches, describes this victorious personage under the

name of Tacshaca, observing that lie was “ crucified by order of Buddha,

on an instrument resembling the cross, according to the writings of

travellers into Siam. By others he was impaled alive upon a double

cross and hurled into the infernal regions, and Samana Gautama fore-

told that he would he a God in reality.”

Hence too, certain writers, wishing, with a very misplaced and mis-

chievous zeal, to have it believed that the Buddhists received their

ideas of Devadhatta or Devodassa, from the Christians, although the

latter person lived and sinned B. C. 543, at the latest, have adduced

tins cross as a proof of their position. I subjoin a correct copy of

the representation in my drawing as above alluded to. From the marks

of blood on the arms and legs it should seem that it is intended to

represent him as having been nailed to the four beams, and not impaled.

“ King Aryya is the same with the Pra Aryya-sira of the followers

of Gautama in Siam and other countries to the eastward of it. He is

the mighty pre-chief of the Arryas or Christians, and with him Buddha

waged war, as well as with his disciple Praswana.

The Aryya Raja is also the same with the Deva Twasli’ta or Deva-

4 K
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tat, who was crucified by order of Buddha.”* “ Devatat being, several

times worsted in his wars with Buddha, made overtures of peace, and

Samana Gautama consented on three conditions, first to worship God,

then his word, and lastly himself. This last article was rejected, and

Tevatat was worsted in the next battle and wTas taken prisoner, and im-

paled alive by order of Buddha, and his limbs trussed up upon a dou-

ble cross, and in that state hurled into the infernal regions.”f I sus-

pect, with exception of Devatat’6 enmity to Buddha, the rest of this

account is apochryplial ; first, there was no prominent self-existent God

in the then Indian systems ; secondly, it does not appear that Buddha

inculcated at any period the worship of himself in his earthly shape,

and doubtful if he did so in his future one
;
and thirdly, such a cruelty

inflicted on his enemy was in direct contradiction to the whole tenor of

his life, which was marked by practising and preaching humanity, for-

giving even the person who poisoned him.

Buddha’s disciples were we know numerous enough. They are

classed by the Buddhists of Siam as Arahdns. The chief of these

was P’hra Arahan, but he is stated in the 10th Yol. of the Asiatic

Researches “
to have been Siva or Uranus, who both preside over

astronomy.” But the inference or identification does not appear to me

to have been proved. His followers are likewise described as having

at one period been the most powerful amongst the heterodox sects,

meaning the Buddhists in this instance.

The Phra Arahan are borne on the Siamese war flag under the svm-

bol c* S as there were eight of them—and they are represented in their

various stages of the metempsychosis under various forms of half-human

half-bestial ; or with human heads peeping out of shells, as in Sanclia-

dwip.

In the Pali Book called by the Siamese Milin, which I have sup-

posed to be the Milinda Raja, and of which I have, as already noticed,

a copy, there is a section or passage descriptive of the Arahanta, who

are rated at 100,000. Amongst these were pre-eminent

Assakliutta Thero, who full of divine inspiration, abode on the top

of the mountain Yukhunthau, (Yicuntha, I suppose,) and who had

gone to call Nagaseua down (from heaven) when he was a Devatta.

As. Res. Yol. x. p. 44. t As. Res. Vol. x. pp. 94, 95.
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P’lira Naga, who while a Devatta in Tavatinsa, abode in the palace

Ketumti in the west.

Rohana There, who was the teacher or spiritual guide of P’hra Naga

until he became priest, and who attended him during the succeeding

seven years, until he attained to be Soda, or perfectly versed in holy

writing, language, and ordinances.

P’hra Naga was also called P’hra Arahatta when his time of entering

the state ofNivan or Nibritti was at hand ;
and he had become perfect in

divine knowledge, and the Dliammanga sacred language. Ilis con-

dition then was that of essassdkaram, or of one freed from all earthly

affections and passions. His residence was in Pataliputro. This holy

man also met with Milinda at the Vihan of the priest the Ayiiban

Asangk’haia pariwena, where were multitudes (80,000) of his followers.

Maurice* curiously classifies the Buddhists thus, on what autho-

rity I forget, but I think on Wilford’s :
—“ Mahadeva is believed by the

Jainas to have assumed the form of Arahan or Mahiman, accompanied

by his wife Mahamauya” [Buddha’s mother Maha Maya is perhaps

here meant]. “The heterodox Indians [by which he here means

Buddhists] are divided into three sects. The followers of Jaina, on

the borders of India, the Buddhas in Tibet, tvho perverted Devodasa,

and the Arahan, said to have been formerly the most powerful, and

whose followers now reside principally in Siam.” But I have shown that

the Siamese do not apply the name to Buddha. The order too I think

should have here been reversed. The Buddhists, or so called Arahan

first, the Tibetans second, and Jainas the last, for I cannot help being

of opinion that the Tibet Buddhists received the doctrine after it had

changed its dress from the Pali to Sanskrit : leaving the most orthodox

class in possession of the original books in the Pali, while the Jainas

are confessedly heterodox from both.

Other noted Buddhists were Anirud’ha, Maha Kachaya, Meghi,

Khonthan, Assachina, Mahanama, Avapa, Bhakkhaivama, Chiin-

dha, Maha Thero. This last personage is invoked to cure diseases,

and is believed by the Siamese to have been a celebrated astronomer.

Ananda, Kachaya Upphakhutta, Anirud’ha, Malaiya, Kassapha,

Ubali, Simp’liali, Hattharatha, Anghulimara, who seems to be the

Angulimala who was instructed by Buddha.

f

* Indian Antiquities. + As. Res. Vol. II. p. 387.

4 k 2
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It is related of this disciple that he was instructed in his duties as a

priest, by a high caste brahman, who became much attached to him.

He was then however, it seems, of the brahminical sect, for, as the

legend runs, this partiality of the spiritual guide towards him so excited

the enmity of several other noviciates that they conspired, and accused

the favorite to the brahman of carrying on an illicit amour with his

daughter.

The brahman, dissembling his rage under the mask of friendship,

and with a view to lead to his destruction, sent for the disciple, and

communicated to him as a secret a mode by which he would assuredly

attain to Nivana without further study. This was to frame a necklace

of 109 human sculls (Siva’s necklace occasionally). The disciple fol-

lowed the advice, and had by waylaying travellers and killing them

collected 108 of these sculls, when Buddha appeared before him in

order to prevent a meditated matricide. The disciple, ignorant of his

rank, pursued him to slay him, but Buddha rose into the air, and

admonished him, and he, dreading the consequences of his conduct,

besought Buddha to pardon him, and place him on the list of his

spiritual sons. This legend was doubtless fabricated at a modern

period, for if true, which it cannot be, this convert must have been

instigated to these reputed and foul murders by a priest either of

Kali or of Siva. But it shows how corrupted Buddhism must have

become to countenance, as a fact, so attrocious a transgression of the

law.

The birth and life of Buddha, as recorded in the Siamese sacred

books, agrees closely with the description given in the Mahawanso

of Ceylon. The Buddhists attracted so little notice of the learned

until some few years hack, that I did not think it worth while to pub-

lish all of the translations which I had made of portions of Buddha’s

history. I think it probable that a copy of the Mahawanso may exist

in the archives of the palace at Baukok. But no visitor seems yet to

have had access to any Siamese Library there.

The Siamese have been deeply embued by the brahmans with a

mania for astrology, necromancy, and their kindred arts. The following

are some of their invocations, which the Sanskrit scholar will readily

trace to their source. Empiricism too, being fostered in Siam, these

invocations are in high repute with their faculty. They are believed
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to have been conferred on Buddha by five Devatta Patitha-tha, whose

names are given in the Milinda Raja.

Ovi.—The all-powerful invocation which was framed by the mighty

Indra and Sri llama and the divine Devattas of all degrees for the use

of man in his several occupations and perplexities.

A. TJ. M., according to the Asiatic Researches* is Vishnu, Siva, and

Brahma or Brahme. It is the everliving of the ancient Tartars.]'

Faber notices of this celebrated triliteral word that it thus occurs

om-phic-al, or the oracle of the Solar God, which the Greeks changed

into om-pha-lus, and the Latins into umbilicus.J I have alluded further

on to this enigmatical triliteral, in connexion with the worship of the

sun as the great first Cause and supporter of life throughout the whole

of animated nature, according to the ancient Persians.

Invocations.

May the beneficent and powerful throughout the three worlds,

heaven, earth, and hell, namely, the glorious Indra or Ph’ant’ha, and

Narai or Sri Rama, with all the good and benignant inferior deities

give efficacy to their own potent invocation for the attainment of our

present desire.

And thou Sri Sarap’hat, who art Buddha or Samana Khatama, and

art now in the enjoyment of heavenly rest, who art purified from, and

exalted above, every earthly affection, who when called upon, art omni-

present, who knowest all hearts, who alone possesses the power and

privilege of walking upon the waves of the ocean, who nicely discri-

minateth betwixt good and evil, virtue and vice. And ye inferior

Devattas who adore Buddha T’haranl, and thou, O Iswara [P’ho pen

chau, of the Siamese, or literally “ man become Lord,'] who established

or made the heavens and the earth and all that is in them.”

Who also framed the equinoctial line [typified by a threefold thread

or platted line, and which is used to encircle a new building or a ship

to consecrate it].

* Vol. V. p—

.

•f Key to Hindu Chronology.

+ Faber’s Cabiri, Vol. 1. p. 00.
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Who art invisible, intangible, and a respecter of Buddha, although

his superior. “ O come with all the benignant powers of that divine

Being (Buddha). He who established the Pali
,
founded the sacred

order [the latter one it is to be supposed] of the priesthood, and exhi-

bited iu himself a pattern for imitation to the world.”

If such were the tenets of early Buddhism, they were much fewer

aud more theistical than they now are.

“ And thou O Mania phi chai, the famous physician of old, whose

works have enlightened posterity and Saleng.”

“ And thou Yama, ruler of the infernal abodes, and Hunuman and

P’hra Thammayai, and P’hra Thammayan, lend your aid. And ye O
Maha Changkli, and P’hra Lai Darakan, come and render abortive the

machinations of evil spirits. And ye all also Krot—Kalingh&rat

—

Phonlawibat—Taling Sakh’an—Narai Seng—Narai Kramau—Kam-

mayau—Thammay’i—Sonthaya—Ratri and T’haranisan, the latter of

whom wrote a book describing whatever there is of evil in Jumbo

Dwipa, in air, earth, or water, and injurious to men, come all and

prove propitious.

“ And may these invocations which I am going to repeat prove effi-

cacious, seeing that Iswara deigned to employ them ;—Maha Samai,

Maha Chai, Maha D’hammachak, Maha Thassahak, Wi-pasit aud

Parit.

“ And may ye O Buddha ong, and Thitp’ha nangkan and Widok

Thautrai and Sut and Winai be gracious.

“ And may I be aided by the Maha Chat or the ten states of existence

of Buddha (the fourth) which a priest received from that holy one

when he had undergone the tonsure at the lake Anaudat [Manasarowara]

previous to or at the period when he entered holy orders, aud who had

seated himself below a pipul tree.”

“At this spot the divine sage was visited by all the Devattas. It

happened that a Yakhsha named Marathera, arrived at the same time.

Now this Raklislia had formerly proffered his daughter iu marriage to

Buddha along with the sovereignty of the whole world, at the end of

7 days, but had been refused, because the offer was coupled with the

condition that he should abandon his design of becoming a priest. For

Buddha contemned the riches and glories of this world. When Bud-
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dha had retired and was reclining beneath his pi pul tree (Bo tree), this

Rakhsha attacked him out of revenge. But Tharani, the goddess of

earth, came instantly and rescued Buddha [not yet a Buddha] by over-

whelming the Rakhsha in a lake of water which she wrung from her

ebony tresses.”

[This goddess is depicted in this attitude in a Siamese cosmogra-

phical drawing in my possession in a compartment betwixt the earth

and hell. She occupies the left corner, and Mekhala, I think, the

right, and betwixt the two are two snakes entwined and recumbent, hut

with their heads erect].

“ May Methangkaro [a title of Buddha] approaching by the portal

of the N. W. render propitious this spell.

Muni Deva, Muni Nagha.

Muni Buddha, Muni Phala.

Sapphe sattru winat santi.”

[Aparagita protects on the N. W.

—

As. Res. vol. viii. p. 83].

“ May Sakya Muni K’hatama resplendently enthroned in the N. prove

favorable to this spell, [another title of Buddha.]

Sappha Deva.

Pisa Chewa.

Deva Alawakat’hayo.

Picha K’hattha latang t’liittawa.

Sapphe Yakk’lia.

Palayanti.”

[Varalii riding on a buffalo protect me on the north.

—

As. Res. vol.

viii. p. 83.]

“ May Saranangk’haro [another title of Buddha] gracing the N. E.

render powerful this spell.

Wipassisara namat’hd.

Chakk’hd matsa (or massa) sirimato.

Sik’hitsa pinawat’husa.

B’hub’huta nukampino.

Wetsap’hd (or Wessaphd) sanamat’ho.

Nata Katsak’hapa Sind.”

[Narasinhi protects on the N. E.

—

Ibid.]

“May Kakusandho [the 1st Buddha] whose place is everywhere,

prove also propitious to all the spells.
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“ May T. Yhipp’ha Macara also shield us by powerful spells, and so

may Raja Naga—encircle me with his folds and protect me, and let

Saranang come too and Parit aid also.”

Then come invocations for the expulsion of national sprites such as

the Phi Mon, who are the cause of diseases and possess men, the Phi

Chalong or guardian genii of mines and excavations, and to whom I

have every reason to believe human sacrifices were made before Bud-

dhism humanised the Hindu-Chinese, or Mahometanism struck down

the bloody altars of Siva, next the spirits of women who have died in

child-birth. Then philters and charms are to be guarded against, espe-

cially those prepared out of materials procured in cemetries, and also

lightning and other dangers, and against unmarried persons beyond the

age of twenty-two years.

Early marriage is so inculcated in Siam that bachelorism after the

above age is considered to harbour something devilish about it, and is

to he suspected

!

Save us likewise from childless people and dreamers.

“ May we be aided by Chinnasi and by Sena Baraini and Dhamma

Barami and by

Budd’ho.

D’hammo.

Sangho.

Saribut.

Buddha Banlang.

May Buddha’s influence under the following attributes prevail :

—

Sila uppa barami.

Sila baramattlia barami.

Dhamma ditto.

Dhamma uppa ditto.

Ditto baramatha ditto.

Nik’liam barami.

Panya ditto.

Wiriya ditto.

Khanthi ditto.

Sach’cha ditto.

Atliithau ditto.

Metta ditto.

Ubekha ditto.
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May Buddha’s influence also avert the mischief arising from the spirits

of persons who have died a violent death [because such having died in

a passion they seek revenge], and from those sprites which hover about

the makers of coffins, and door-frames and windows, and flit around

all classes of artificers and painters, such people disturbing the spirits

pervading matter, the elements, &c. and requiring to make ablutions to

drive them away ; also the mischiefs produced by the genii of the woods,

wells, springs, ditches, and reservoirs, or which follow stage-performers

or diggers of hidden treasure.”

I may here remark that the Siamese are inveterate seekers for con-

cealed treasure, and that so degenerate have the priests become, that

they often set the example. Of this I have had many proofs, and a

Siamese who had been a Bhiku or Priest, when he saw me excavating

an old ruin, told me as a great secret how to find the treasure he be-

lieved I was in search of. Alluding to a book called Tamra Kritsana,

le lai theng, le len re pre t’hat—he described such treasure as of three

kiuds. First, that concealed in the areas of temples [to dig for which

is death by the Siamese law, at least where such temples have not been

deserted] . The second kind is that which has been buried by chari-

table persons for the use of those who can find it. The third is that

derived from the transmutation of the baser into the precious metals,

earths and other substances. This last study, or search for the Philo-

sopher’s stone, is in great vogue in Siam.

The simple and innocent owl has not here escaped anathematizing,

as being of fearful omen to those over whose house it hoots.

May Patt’ha Muttaro [another title of Buddha] approaching the East

or BarapTia, render efficacious this spell.

“ Patt’hamang b’hint’hukang chatang t’hetiyang t’hant’ha mewa

cliettayang p’hetcha kanchewa chattut’hang angkhosa b’hawang pancha

sirisang chatang nataro hoti sambliawo.” [Sakra guards the East,

As. Res. vol. vi.] Brahmani protect me on the east riding on a swan,

[As. Res. vol. viii. p. 83.]

May Buddha or Rewatto propitiously occupying the Akhane or south-

east, also assist me with this spell.

[Narayani protects on the S. E.

—

Ibid.)

“ Samp’hutdd’ho att’hawisanchat’liewat’ha sancha sahatsake pancha

sata sahassani nama mi sirisa aliang tesang dhammancha sanghancha

4 L
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at’hadare ninama mi sri sanghang nama mara nub’liawe maliantawa,

sapp’he uppat’hawe aneka antara yam piwinat sante asesato.”

May Kassiyapa [Buddha] entering the portal of the south, prove pro-

pitious with this spell. [Maheswari riding on a hull protects on the

south, Ibid.]

Trini singhe—the three lions. Sattha nakhe—the seven elephants.

Pancha Phichanu name waclia—the five ministers of Indra. Chatu

thewa—four Devatas. Cha watsa (wassa) Raja—the six kings. Pancha

Indra—the five Indras. Mahit t’hika Eka Yaksha—the Rakhsha.

Nawa thewa—the nine Devos. Pancha Brahma or (Phrahma of Siam)

—the five Brahmas. Sahabadi T’hawe Raja—the two princes. Attha

Arahanta—the eight Aralians. Panslia P’hutt’ho—the five Buddhas.

May Sumangkliald [another title of Buddha] in the portal of the south-

west, assist me with this spell. Chamunda protects in the S. W. [Ibid.]

Sirome Buddha t’hewancha lalate Brahma t’hewda liant’haye t’hannarai

nayakan t’hewa hatt’liat’hepeparang surapat’ho powissonu kanchewa

sapp’ha kama pasitt’hemi.

May Buddha Sikkhi, another title of Buddha, seated in the west, aid

me in this spell. [Caumari riding on a peacock protect me on the west.

Ibid].

Faber considers the eight gods of Egypt to be the Octaod, as repre-

senting the poetic family, or Archites* spell.

Cliatturo.

Nauwa mo.

Thame cho.

Tri nik’ha.

Pancha.

Sattha.

Attha.

Eka.

Cho.

Sapp’hachai winasanti Buddha.

Buddha received the Buddhist creed from the following deified mor-

tals :—Satakhiriyakk’ho, Asurinthd [or Rahu, I think], Maha Raja of

the heaven, Maha Rajika, Sakkotatha or Indra. Maha Brahma, he

with four faces.

* Faber’s Cabiri.
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The creed runs thus—Buddhang pachliakhami, D’hammang pachha-

kharai, Sanghang pachliakhami. Buddha—the Word—the Hierarchy.

The Vedas were venerated in human shapes because orally delivered

[A. R.] The brahmans who have in later times gone to Siam continu-

ed to instil into many there the belief that [their, the brahman] Trivi-

krama, and Buddha are the same, alleging that the latter, in guise ofan

ascetic obtained a boon from a king of Jumbo Dwipa, as much ground as

he could compass in three strides, so he compassed the world and thus

got the sovereignty, but refused to retain it.

A prominent feature of Buddhism is the veneration of relics.

Some years ago a Siamese priest who had gone to Ceylon to procure

relics, arrived at Penang from Siam, bearing the Emperor’s order to the

priests to erect a relic temple, or Chaittya, there, and deposit part of the

relics in it. There are now two principal ones and one inferior Chaittya

on the Island.

The inquirer into the origin of Buddhism is in a great measure

relieved from the necessity of classifying gods and goddesses, ad infini-

tum almost. There is only one real type which he has to trace out,

through its corruptions.

Buddha it is said, declared that the relics or S’arira were for the vul-

gar only (meaning the relics of former Buddhas).* But although he

certainly did not manifest any particular anxiety as some western heroes

did regarding the disposal of his body after his death, the omission must

have been owing also in some degree to his being aware that his relics

would be worshipped, since the enshrining of those of his predecessors

was a rule or dogma of the religion he preached.

The following is from a Siamese version of a Pali work, entitled “ An

account of the death of Buddha and the distribution of the relics.”

“ Let all praise and glory be ascribed to the mighty and holy Buddhb,

who when he was on the eve of entering the divine state of Nivan was

reclining upon a stone couch shaded by the meeting branches of two

sacred (Bo) trees near to the country of Kosinarake, the abode of peace

and delight.

“ In the year of the little snake Maseng [sappo sang wachcharo] in the

sixth month, on Tuesday, at the golden dawn of day, did Phra Chinnasi

[a title of Buddha] disappear from the earth and rest in Nirvana.

* T. R. A. S. Vol. XII.

4 L 2
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“ The relics which this divine personage left behind him out of com-

passion for mankind were in number and quantity as follows :

—

First. Seven large hones, namely, two collar bones, the lower jaw-

bone, and four canine teeth. The right collar bone was taken to Ceylon

in B. C. 307, and the right canine tooth was preserved for a long time in

the capital of the Devos (Mahawanso).

Secondly. Of smaller bones there were sixteen thanau or dona mea-

sures.*

All of these remained after the body of Buddha had been consumed

by the fire which proceeded from it.

They were afterwards separated into portions. The first portion of

the small bones, about the size of split peas, comprised five thanan of the

Siamese [dona of the Pali] or measures, and resembled gold of the ninth

touch.

The second, about the size of rice grains bruised, and vying in lustre

with the adamant, amounted to six measures. The third portion, of the

size of mustard seed, amounted to five measures.

These relics were all conveyed away by Garuda, by mankind, and by

the Devattas residing in the heavenly mansions.

The first mentioned relics [in whole or in part] were thus disposed of

:

First. The right hone was secured in a holy Phra Chedi (or Dagoba)

in the country Khaut’haratt’ha wisai, or in Pali, as the Siamese priest

gave it to me, Khantara wisaye (Candahar I suppose)

.

Secondly. The left collar bone was conveyed to Sawanua, and there

enshrined. This appears to he the Sawauna pabbato or golden mountain.]-

Thirdly. One of the upper canine teeth on the right side was taken

to Dauwadungsa Sawan, or in Pali, Tawatinsa se patit-thi-tang, one of

the heavens of the Buddhists, the capital of the Devos by the Mahawanso*

and enshrined in a Thupani (or Sthoupa).

Fourthly. The lower canine tooth of the right side was carried to

Sihala t’liipake, or Ceylon.

* The limbs of Osiris were burned and parted into fourteen pieces, and were then

dispersed all over the world (Wilford and other writers). I am not perfectly cer-

tain that this osteology is correctly given.

t Not being quite sure to what part of the body these two bones belonged, and

having no clue to their proper names, I have left them unnamed, the rest are named

as given to me by my Siamese assistant.
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Fifthly. A canine tooth of the left side, was enshrined at Gand’hara

wisaye'.

In the Mahawanso of Ceylon this country is thus noticed, “ Gand’hara

and Kasmira” near the “ Naga King.”*

Sixthly. Oue of the left lower teeth was deposited in a Fane at

Nag'hapuri.

The sixteen measures of bones before described were divided into

three sorts, and distributed throughout eight different regions of Jamhu

Dwip, in the proportions of two measures to each. These were pro-

bably the pre-eminently Buddhist countries at the period. In B. C.

157, according to the Ceylonese Mahawanso,f there were priests from

14 places in India, who attended the building of the Maha Thupo,

namely, Rajagaha, Isipattana, a temple near Baranesi, Jelo Wiharo

(near SawathipuraJ Mahawanno Wiharo of Wesall. The Ghosita

temple of Kosambia, IJjeni temple, Asoko temple of Pupphapura, Kas-

mira, Pallawabhago, Allassada, the capital of the Yona country (q.

Bactria). The Uttania temple in Winjha, Bodhimando, Wannawaso,

and lastly from the Kelaso Wiharo. But are we sure that the whole

of these fourteen countries were Buddhized during Gotama’s life?—In

the list of countries visited by Buddha given by me [T. R. A. S. 1831,

Vol. III.] the following, which are here named, do not appear, unless

names be confounded.

Anlakapake, Ramakhamo (or gamo), Wet’hatipake,Weya Kepale,Pan-

chala [q. Punjab], Kosali, Mithila, Wideha, Indraprestha, Brahman’s

Town [q. trans-Himalayan], Kuril Khandahara Wisaye, Naghapuri,

Pataliputra. It is true that in the list alluded to Buddha, like Hercules,

is said to have visited the four quarters of the world. It should seem

that Buddha did not visit Kandahar. This if proved might show that

Buddhism had not travelled east or S. E. by that route. But we must

I fancy deem it as more probable from its distance from Buddha’s birth-

place, and from having thus so early after his death obtained relics,

that it had been essentially a Buddhist country, in the days of Kassa-

pho Buddha. Indeed it seems to me that all which we possess regard-

ing the Buddhism of India points towards the N. E. from Sakya’s

birth-place as the quarter whence it emanated.

* Tumour’s Translation of the Mahawanso, 171.

t Tumour’s Mahawanso, 15, 16, et seq.
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1st. To Rajak’halia (or Rajagriha in Behar) ; Pali) also

Rajagaha.

The Pali or Bali from the Milint’ha,

This might be Yisala or Oujein, but more probably it was Wisali, the

capital of the Wajji, the country of the Lichchawi Rajas, mentioned

in the Mahawanso.*

3rd. Kabiulaphat or Kapilla Watthu (Saming). This

appears to have been the birth-place of Buddha, where his father Sud-

dhodano reigned. Supposed, observes Tumour, to be in the neigh-

bourhood of Hurdwar in India, and to have derived its name from

Kapillo, the name of Gdtama in a former existence. It is elsewhere

noticed as a place called Kapilavastu, N. of Gurruckpore, near upon

the Rapti river, where it issues from the hills.f The Siamese say it lies

close to the Chinese frontier. In the Mahawanso this country is named

Kapilawatthapura

.

This is the Burmese Kapila pye over which reigned Icliada and his

line.

4th. SiZ&Sfi l
k5

t(5€1sf) Aulakapake may be the Alawipura of the

Mahawanso, (p. 181).

5th. Ramak’ham.

This would seem to be Ramagamo of the Mahawanso^ a town on

the Ganges, for in this work, I find it thus noticed :—

•

“ The pre-eminent priest the Tliero Malta Kassapo, being endowed

with the foresight of divination in order that he might be prepared

for the extensive requisition which would be made (at a future period)

by the monarch Dhammasoko for relics (by application) to king Ajata-

sattii, caused a great enshrinement of relics to be celebrated with every

sacred solemnity in the neighbourhood of Rajagaha ; and he transferred

the other seven donas of relics (thither), but being cognizant of the

wish of the divine teacher (Buddha) he did not remove the ‘ dona'

deposited at Rajagamo." This temple was afterwards destroyed by the

inroad of the Gauges, (Mahawanso.)

1

Wesali, [Yampure.]

* Tumour’s Mahawanso, p. 73.

t Tumour’s Mahawanso, (Index,) p. 11. J Ibid. p. 184-5.
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Gth. Wet’hat’hipake.
4

7 tli. Pawaiyaka or Weyakepale.

This appears to be the Pawananagara of the Maliawanso, (p. 181.)

'S

8th. §7i£i5$$3j§§?i Kosinnarai, Kiisinarake. The Burmese Kusawady
1

in my list of Burman kings, may have been Kusinagara, or rather

the city of Hurdwar, which iVlr. Tumour observes is supposed to have

been the place where Goutama Buddha died. Buddha however died

at Kusinara, wherever that city lay. In the [Mahawanso this country

is written Kusinanagara,* (p. 181.)

In the Siamese Milin just alluded to, and having several of the fea-

tures of a Paurana, are some accounts of the relics, which I shall

extract.

From the Milin Relics.

Belies of Buddha and their size.

(5~ <4

Mahahanta pancha nali b’hinna mutta suwanna wanna,

ax ’ **

matjima chanali b’hinna kliantala p’halika wanna pab’ha.

4 G* s~
1

uthaka pansha nali cliasapha matta phikula wanna.

1 4
Chaturo d’ hat’ha

4 1 11 1 9 4

® 4

1 4

<=» 4
Then follow the eight countries into which the relics were distributed,

as already described, the names agreeing.
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Next we have a list of durations and whence derived.

$£31^, or 18 D’hato.

1

S
1 1

nsi®

£^3
iTi

3*5
(1

«i53^
4- *

. . . Cha ko wi.

si 1
*

f&63^6C0Q3^ . . . . Sota wi.

* 1

SStfSWW/W
trt *)

. . .

^ *)

&3£5C3Q3£$> .... Yana wi.

1
The dress and etfects of Buddha were thus distributed within Jumbo

Dwip.

1 . His sash or vest to Pataliputra.

2. His bathing dress to Panchala (Panchal Desa).

3. His drinking cup to Kosali.

4. Araniclia or flint and steel, to Mithila.

5. ’Wethehe parisawanang wideha. His cloth strainer to lVideha.

G. Wasi suchi gharanchapi Int’hapat’he patitt’liita. His sewing ap-

paratus to Indraprestha.

7. Upahanang kunchi kancha t’liawika yancha sapp’haso usira Brah-

mana khame. His slippers and his key (to the temple of Cloaciua) to

a brahman's town (trans-Himalayan?).
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8. Pachatliarana mang kute. Lanka Tliipe (I)wipe), pattancliapi.

Ilis clotli or mat for sitting on, to Magadha, and his begging pot to

Lanlta.

9. B’hatd’ha nakarecha chiwarang, Kurunak’hare ni sit ’hanang. His

upper dress, or chewon, to the Kuru country.

In the ‘ Ratana Kalapa’ are the following notices :—The body of Bud-

dha was burned on Monday and Tuesday, or the Gth and 7th days of

the Gth month, year of the little snake. The relics were divided on

Thursday on the 8th of the moon’s increase, in the /tli month of the year

little snake. The relics will he all collected again upon Wednesday to

Friday on the 15th of the increase, to 1st and 2d of the decrease in

the Gth month in the rat year, and they will he finally collected in

Nivana (D’hatu Nivana) from Tuesday to Wednesday, the Gth to the

7th of the increase, in the Gth month in the year rat. The relics will be

first collected and enshrined in a Cheti in Lanka, when all the Devos

and Nagas and Brahmans will he present, and they will return to Maha

Bodi Mandapa, where Buddha first became a Buddha. Here this holy

one will again appear refulgent, and the whole universe will be illumed

by his splendour. The deities of the heavens will assemble and utter

praises, exclaiming now the time of Buddha has expired, now we shall

no longer see him, now has his religion ceased. A fire will then burst

forth from Buddha’s body and the flames will ascend to the Brahme

lbke. But there will be no more relics.

Ajatasattu Raja protected the faith four months after Buddha enter-

ed Nivana, one hundred years after Buddha (B. C. 443) Kalasoka

Raja, son of Susunaga, became the protector of the faith.

In the year of Buddha 437 (B. C. 10G) Wajjagamini (I suppose he

may be the Wattagamiui of the Mahawanso) appointed Buddhadatta to

be chief ot the sacerdotal order, at a place called Tissa Maha Wihar,

where he had collected 1000 priests.

“ It was at this period that they first began to write the history and

dogmas of Buddha, a labour which occupied (these priests) one year.

A. B. 953. (A. D. 410.)—Mahanamo directed Buddha G’hosa to put

the Pali Sihala Att’liakatlia and Tika into the Magadha language in

order to preserve the same in Jumbo Dwip. (This date and the cir-

cumstances closely accord with the account of Buddha Ghdsa in the

Mahawanso)

.

4 M
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A. B. 1587. (A. D. 1014.)—Parrakoum Bahii Raja and the Thero

Kassapa convocated 1000 priests and got them to translate into the

Magadha language the Trai PilcoJc.

A. B. 855 (A. D. 312) Buddha’s tooth was conveyed to Lanka.

In the Mahawanso this is reported to have happened in the 9th year

of the reign of the Ceylonese sovereign Tirimeghawanno, who as-

cended the throne in 845, A. B., so that the difference is only ten

years betwixt the two accounts.

A. B. 433. (B. C. 110).—The Panchama Sangayanai was compiled

or written by order of Wajjagamini or Wattagamini. I do not find this

mentioned in the Mahawanso.

A. B. 1000, (A. D. 457.)—In this year Anurudlia arrived at Lanka

[q. from the Indian continent] and having had all the sacred books

copied he shipped them on board of two vessels and returned.

This Milin is, I think, the same as an Indian work which I have seen

quoted as the Milinda Raja. This one in my possession is headed

Milithara, and Milintha Raja, is stated to have been the

grandson of Punarathewa (Deva), who was (king) of Sagala nagara.

He built a Degoba on the banks of the Ganges. I believe that it contains

chapters on subjects not usually found in Pauranas. But its general

purport appears to me to support the statement given in the Asiatic

Researches* that the writings of the heretical sects of Hindus [meaning

I suppose Buddhists] exhibit quotations from the Vedas, or they might

have been quotations from books directly received or brought from Persia.

However, as the book is chiefly in the form of dialogues betwixt a king,

Milintha Raja, and a priest (of Buddha), it is most likely that they

are the same as the Milinda Raja describes. If I can meet with a

Siamese priest sufficiently learned in the Pah to he a scholastic guide,

I may perhaps be able hereafter to include this in an abstract or cata-

logue of the Pali works in my possession, and those which I may yet

procure, for at present I have neither a grammar (excepting portions of

a Pali one untranslated) nor a dictionary to assist me. But the Veda

called Caushitacif contains two dialogues betwixt Indra aud Ratardama,

and another in which Ajatasattu, king of Kasi (and a Buddhist) com-

municates divine knowledge to a priest named Balasi.

* A. R. vol. viii. p—

.

f Ibid, vol—
.
p—

.
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My copy is evidently an abridged one, for in many places the titles

and heads of chapters, and their sub-divisions, only, are given, yet it

contains 1 50 folio pages. The introduction to it informs us that “ the

Mili (n) thara contains one thousand and one K’ hat’ha or chapters.”

Raja Milin is further therein stated to have flourished in the period

of Kassyapo Buddho, or the third Buddha, Sakya’s immediate predeces-

sor. His preceptor was Nagliasena a [Buddhist] priest. At this time

he was son of Athitcha Wangsa, king of Sakhala or Sagala Nagara.

The youth had many angry discussions with his tutor, who was over-

rigorous in his discipline. Both died in the usual course of nature, and

were horn again.

In the year 500 of the Era of Buddho (B. C. 43) Milin was born

again, as king of Sak’hala. Nagasena was likewise born again, but

many years later than Milin, and in time became an officiating priest

(of Buddha) and at this latter period Milin had reached a rather ad-

vanced stage of life.

This priest is further known under the titles

Wirasena, fAtiong papang nakarotiti nak’ho.

Surasena,
J

Senti sayanti etc nawat’ha pachat’hikachanati seno.

and
|

Nak’ho chaso senochati nakhaseno.

Sihasena, [^Sila khand’ha t’liihi t’hara titi t’hero.

Milin and Nakhasena had a second time left the earth, when a learned

priest named Malia Pitaka Chula bhaya thera composed this Book,

(Milinthara,) purporting to be dialogues betwixt Milin and his said

preceptor.

The priest it is added, was considered to have had the best of the

argument owing to his former metempsychological abode having been

in one of the heavens.

When king Milinthara (last) appeared, the fame of his learning

alarmed the priesthood [Buddhist] who could not brook a rival. From

this we might infer that Milintha was not a Buddhist. With this feel-

ing one of the Arahanta who resided on the hill Yok’huntara, one of the

seven hills of Meru, hurried off to the heaven of Indra, or Tavatinsa, and

besought Nakhasena, who was then a Devata, to visit (or revisit) the

earth in order to dash the spiritual arrogance of Raja Milintha. These

Arahanta were 80,000 in number, and their chief was named Assak’hutta

Thero (before alluded to).

4 m 2
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Nakhasena, who was residing then in the resplendent palace Ketumti

Wechayantapasat, in the western quarter (of the heaven), condescended

to veil himself in a human shape to save the priesthood from the dis-

grace of being worsted in argument by a person not of their own order

(the priesthood). Nakhasena’ s lineage was as follows :

—

1 . His paternal grandfather Sdna Brahmana.

2. Ditto ditto mother Soni Brahmani.

3. His maternal grandfather T’hona Brahmana.

4. Ditto grandmother Sonant’ha Brahmani.

5. His father was Sonutta Brahmana.

6. His mother Sonuttari Brahmani.

His first residence was called Konlak’hamma, or Donagama, and when

he became a priest he resided at the temples and monastery of Esaso-

karama, in the country of Patalibutta (Pataliputra) . Ilis spiritual guide

was the learned Rohana Therd, with whom he remained for seven years

and ten months ;
after he had attained to the rank of an ofiiciating

B’hikklni or priest. His piety and knowledge of sacred things then

entitled him to he Soda, or one who fives in tfie world uuattracted or

corrupted by its frivolous enjoyments or pursuits, and unaffected by its

moral vicissitudes. He met Raja Mifintha at the abode of the priest

Ayuban, who had an immense number of followers of his religion.

Raja Mifintha’ s geneology is thus detailed :

—

His paternal grandfather, Punara-t’hewa.

Ilis maternal ditto, Narab’ho K’hawana.

His paternal grandmother, ‘WIehitawi.

His maternal ditto, Sunant’ha.

His father At’hichcha Wangsa (of the race of the sun).

His mother Chant’lia T'hewi (of the divine Lunar race).

His consort was Akk’na Mahesi Int’ha T’hewi.

King Mifintha derived much of his knowledge from the sacred books

called 1 st, Buddha Wuchana, regarding the great saviour, and contain-

ing 404 sections or volumes, and from 2d the Winaya paucha chattliicha

sattati thawi, satta sutte, abhi dhamme nawa sathi chattari chattu

sattayo (q. the Vinac.)
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The abbreviated names of the 28 Buddhas who ivere anterior to the

five Buddhas (iincluding Mettiya who is yet to come) :

—

xy>

r* 56 § ^5 56 $1 $561 #
1

Tang Me Sa Thi Ko Sa So Re So A

CX$5 FM1 56 £>5 $$ CC 55 a
u u

Pa Na Pa So So Pi A T’ha Si Ti Pu

56 $ es m $^1 Sfr $&1

Si We Thu P’ho Ka P’ho

Buddhas.
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Na Ma Na A Na Ka Na
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Ka Ka A Na A Na A Ka Ang

Females or the Wives of Buddhas.

©
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U Mi A Mi Ma P’hi Su Tang
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u 4-

A So Na P’ho T’hang So Na A

Some Account of the Battle Field of Alexander and Forus, by Capt.

James Abbott, Bengal Artilery—Assistant to the President at

Lahore, and Boundary Commissioner, Hazara District.

"When Alexander, encamped upon the western bank of the Ilydas-

pes, justly dreading to land his cavalry in face of a long line of ele-

phants, decided upon crossing at a point higher up the stream, he disco-

vered a suitable spot in a woody promontory of the western bank,

opposite to a small woody island in the river. Leaving therefore Crate-

rus with a small column in his standing camp at Jelum to mask the

movement, he, in the darkness of a night-storm, aided by the uproar of

the elephants, conveyed to the promontory the flower of his army ;
and
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reaching with them the Island (probably by boat, for it was the season

of the monsoon) speedily wafted them across the second channel, and

supposed the Ilydaspes to be passed. But what was his mortification on

discovering that they had but gained a second and larger island, around

which, considering the force of the swollen torrent, there could be little

hope of timely towing the boats.

At length, however, out of hope, (for such good fortune in such a

river, at such a season and after such a storm, was marvellous) they

discovered a ford, through which the Phalanx waded breast- deep and

gained the eastern bank. It is probable that the dawn broke as they

reached the larger island, for the alarm was then given, and Porus has-

tened from his camp opposite the present Jelum to give him battle.

They met upon a level plain of firm sand
; the chariots, elephants and

infantry of Porus, opposed to the Companion cavalry and to the Mace-

donian Phalanx. The result was the signal triumph of Alexander and

the surrender of his gallant foe.

Now, in glancing the eye over the accompanying chart of the river,

we perceive one singular advantage in Alexander’s position, viz. that

he commanded the chord of an arc in his flank movement
;
whilst his

adversary had to follow the curve. Accordingly, the spot selected by

Alexander is about 1 0 miles from his camp by a level road
; whereas

it is about 19 miles from the camp of Porus. The river is at this

moment so exactly as described by Alexander’s historian, that the map

might seem rather an ancient than a modem production. The only chan-

nel which can be forded during the monsoon is that which I have de-

signated Alexander’s channel. The bottom is of massive boulders

of quartz firmly imbedded. The soil around is a very firm stratum of

mingled sand and clay. In fact, the river Jelum, bursting here from

its prison of rock upon the open valley, has inevitably diffused its waters

by numerous channels, none of which, owing to the solid substratum ot

boulders can be deepened beyond a certain level, and whatsoever alter-

ations have occurred in the course of the river since first projected upon

the valley, arise from the efforts of the water to find the lowest level of

this pavement, from which they were originally deflected by the solid

cliff on the western bank opposite the fort of Mungla. The firmness

of the soil and the shelter from wind afforded by the height on either

side prevent any considerable deposit of sand in the older channels,
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which remain naked and sharply defined as when first grooved in the

soil, and never entirely lose their office of conduits to the waters.

Nearly all the fifty* islands of the Ilydaspes are cultivated. Several

are thickly inhabited. But the Tamarisk springs rapidly upon the

fallow, forming in three or four years cover sufficient to screen at night

the passage of a hostile armament. The length of several of the islands

is very considerable. That which I suppose to he the larger island of

Alexander]- is about 6 miles in length by an average breadth of half a

mile. It is cultivated like the mainland : and no one from the level

plain of the western side could conjecture it to be an island.

A glance at the map will assure us that from time immemorial there

has been but one ferry to the Hydaspes between Mungla and Jelum,

and that this ferry must ever have been near its present site at Pindi.

Alexander could not have been two days at Jelum without discovering

that the river above that point was full of islands,]; and he would natur-

ally have sought a passage near the ferry, because, at that season none

of the numerous channels could be supposed fordable. But as the ferry

itself would certainly be (as indeed he found it) watched by a hostile

force, he would have made the crossing at sufficient distance to escape

their opposition.

Now if we suppose both the old and the new channels to be occupied

during the monsoon, as at this day, we shall have opposite the promon-

tory at Blioonna, a cluster of four small islands,—or if we suppose the

minuter channels to be recent, we shall have a single island in their

stead. The island immediately abreast could not be reached owing to

the powrer of the current
;
the boats would therefore thread the small

channel (a) and come to at the easternmost island of the group
; which

if covered, as at this day with Tamarisk, would effectually cover the

passage. From thence, on the arrival of the rear-guard, they would put

off for what they would naturally suppose to be the mainland, being the

land of the established ferry. They would land in the parallel of the

village Seem, and would quickly discover that they had reached only a

* Between Mungla and Jelum the number of islands is fifty. Below Jelum there

are many more.

f Marked in the map (b).

+ In one of those islands a contest was maintained between the adventurous

spirits of Alexander’s and Porus’ camps, (see Quintus Curtius.)
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very large island. Around this, they could not have towed the boats

in time to escape opposition.

The channel intervening between them and the shore is that marked

Alexander’s channel. It is the only channel of the Jelum fordable dur-

ing the rains. The map will assure any one familiar with the phenomena

of rivers that its depth is lessening every year. And accordingly, it is now

only knee-deep during the monsoon. But as the Jelum is more effected

by the melted snow of the mountains than by the rain, it is at the mo-

ment of writing this* about a foot deeper than during the monsoon.

Now it is a fact with which every military man should acquaint him-

self, that barring accidental holes, the outermost curvatures in the

sinuosities of a river are deepest, the innermost, the point of least depth.

And it follows, that between any two windings there exists a ridge or

shallow, diagonally connecting the two inner curves. It is therefore

probable that the ford was opposite Sirwali.

But he this as it may, there can be no question, that this is the chan-

nel across which the Macedonian army waded, breast-deep, on tliat

eventful morning. In the course then of 2175 years, the western chan-

nels of the Hydaspes have been enlarged just sufficiently to drain off

one half of the water flowing by the easternmost channel. This appears

to me an important fact, as offering a staudard so much needed by

the Antiquary and Geologist for decyphering the handwriting of time.

Allowing, then, that Alexander effected his landing somewhere near

Siiwali, the camp of Porus, which must have been opposite Jelum, was

distant from the landing-place about ID miles; a considerable detour

being necessary to avoid the quicksands of the Sookaytur. The bed

of the Sookaytur, a level plain of sand a mile in width, and dry except-

ing during the monsoon, interposed at the distance of 9 miles from the

camp of Porus, aud at the same distance from the landing-place. But

this level plain, which might otherwise answer the description of the

battle-field, is a torrent after heavy rain, and is so full of quicksands as

to he unsuited to military operations. As therefore, Alexander could

scarcely have completed his landing before noon, and, as by that time

Porus must have been six hours advertized of the movement ;
allowing

for the unreadiness to stir of an Indian army, it is probable that they

met in the latitude of the village Pubral ; a plain of firm sand stiffened

* April 1818.
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with clay, bounded on the S. west by the Hydaspes, and by a range of

low hills and ravines on the N. east, the interval being about 5 miles.

Had Porus but been aware, wherein consisted the peculiar strength

of his adversary, wherein the peculiar feebleness of his own array,

the narrowness of this battle field might have been turned by him to

good account ;
his right resting upon the cpiicksauds of the Sookaytur

opposite Alibeg, and his left upon the Jelum. But it was the encounter

of military genius practised in the tactics of eastern foes, with the

valor which knew but of one mode of combat.

As I rode upon an elephant over the whole of this haunted ground,

splashing across the numberless channels of the crystal Hydaspes, the
«

whole tragedy seemed once more to be enacting around me. The

perilous transit of the cavalry, across the swollen and turbid gulf, in the

ponderous boats of the country amid the darkness and the thunders of

an equinoctial storm. Their formation in the stern silence of perfect

discipline. Their sudden mortifying check, as they found a wide, deep

and tumultuous current still separating them from the eastern bank
;

the galloping of horsemen hither and thither to ascertain at once the

length of the island and the practicability of fording
; their dismay

when they found the island almost interminable
; their sudden dis-

covery of a ford breast-deep through a current of portentous power,

the plunge of the iron clad Companion cavalry and steady stride of

the Macedonian Phalanx, hand linked in hand, through the foaming

torrent ; the splash, the scramble up the farther bank and instant

reconstruction of their veteran Battalia ;
the stern joy of the young

conqueror, as he finds that nature ceases to oppose him, and that there

remains but the encounter with fellow-men.

Meanwhile, fiery with haste the horsemen of the Powarr are dashing

toward the camp of their Raja, and suddenly drawing rein before the

guarded enclosure, exclaim breathless, “ The men,—the iron-men have

crost.”

Then the mighty camp is one scene of confusion and of life : war-

riors snatching up their arms
; horsemen saddling their war-steeds or

yoking the courser to the chariot of battle
;
the elephant caparisoned

in his iron panoply, surmounted hy the castle, filled with bowmen or

liurlers of the winged dart
;
the half drest food relinquished, the half

formed lustration abandoned, the half-breathed prayer cut short
;
whilst

4 N
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to the sound of the shrilly conch the ranks are rapidly arrayed. And

now in one dense, deep mass, the host advances to battle. The cavalry

leads the van, throwing out videttes on either hand. The war chariots

follow and then the infantry : and lastly, the ponderous elephant, with

long, but slow and cautious strides heaves onward his portentous, battle-

mented bulk
; as if the very towers and castles of the sultry east had

mustered in life to arrest the invader. Onward rolls the vast tide,

heavy with destruction, carefully and warily they cross the treacherous

sands of the Sookaytur. The elephant sounds the footing with his

trunk and judges of the ground by the echo of that hollow organ.

They have past the sands, they are nearing the Hydaspes. Their van

is halted. Doubtless the enemy is in sight. No ! it is only their

coqrs of observation flying in disorder and dismay : and he who led

them shall return no more. The sight inspires the needful caution.

The host proceeds more slowly and in better array. The cavalry falls

back upon the flanks. The elephants are advanced beyond the infan-

try,
r
which leaves intervals for their retreat. And now a distant gleam

of steel betrays the presence of the invaders, and the Indian host is

halted in the plain, the left resting almost on the Hydaspes, the right

some furlongs from the hills. Why does not the noble Powarr dimi-

nish the intervals to a span. He counts upon them in either case for

the manoeuvres of his cavalry. He little knows how terrible a cavalry

is opposed to his own light horse. Could he hut connect with his

Phalanx of elephants the hills and the river’s brink he might yet be

winner of the fight : for the terror of the invader is the companion

horse, and they could never face the array of elephants.

Scarcely is the Indian army in position, when the few, but iron

squadrons of the invader are at hand. They form, they pause. Their

young leader, conspicuous for his lofty crest and costly arms, and the

coal black charger which bounds beneath him, reconnoitres the position

from flank to flank. Then, like a whirlwind burst upon the devoted

wings of the Indian the iron clad Macedonian chivalry : horse and man

inspired with the same uncontrollable ardor and with an energy impos-

sible to the exhausted children of the sun. Like the sound of fire

amid the forest is the crash, the hurst, the turmoil of those strong sons

of battle as the ranks go down before them, as the helmet is cleft and

the mail is riven and the spear is shivered upon their iron flanks. Iu
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vain does the gallant Raja bear down with all his force to crush or to

sweep into the river by the weight and terror of his elephants and the

shock of his chariots the destroyers of his broken ranks. For now the

Macedonian Phalanx advances and a storm of arrows, of stones and of

winged javelins rains upon the timid elephant, or rolls his guider in the

dust. Frantic with terror and with pain, the huge monsters reel round

upon their master’s ranks and spread confusion and dismay. Then rages

the tumult of the battle. The light reed arrows of the Indian archer

rebound shattered from the plated mail of the Greek. That steady,

self-possest, never wavering mass of broad shields and brazen helmets

and long protruded pikes, never hurrying ever advancing wins, step by

step, its gory way. Death is busy in their ranks but makes no chasm

there, for the ready files still close together, self-supported and support-

ing, whilst over their heads and from either flank the archers and

slingers pour their murderous hail.

Meanwhile the battle rages upon the Indian left. Csenus with his

cavalry has past round the right flank of the Indians and driven before

him in confusion the succour sent to the other wing. The cavalry that

waits to he attacked is lost, and what chance has the timid light-armed

horseman of the Indian with men whose souls are fire, their swords

sledge hammers, their tunics of tempered steel. The broken and dis-

ordered horse are driven pell mell upon the frantic elephants and upon

the wavering foot. The chariots whose power is velocity are destroyed

without a blow. The whole dense host of the Powarr abandons the

field in the panic of flight.

Porus alone maintains the contest. His elephant still wades through

the sea of life and death, trampling, destroying, affrighting as he

moves. The Tarkhaili chief is sent to summon him. His answer

is a winged shaft. Meroo* is more successful. He represents the

hopelessness of prolonged resistance, he points to his scattered army, he

assures the Raja of honourable terms. Then, the two brave foes meet

face to face : the successful robber and the patriot whose heroism is vain.

And the robber, whose heart revolts from the iniquity his ambition has

devised, soothes the noble spirit whom, without provocation, he has

wronged.

Such were the scenes which crowded upon my mind’s eye, as for

* Meroo is still a common name in Huzara.
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two successive days, from daybreak until evening, I was wading through

the crystal waters of the Hydaspes and sketching the topography

of the Battle Field. For it happens that the boundary of the Sikh

and mountain kingdoms meet upon this most interesting liue, and the

inhabitants are either side have inherited all the rancour which ani-

mated the combatants here in Alexander’s day : so that every island

is contested, and an accurate plan was essential to enable me to adjudi-

cate the claims.

The scene itself is tpiite worthy of the stirring memories with which

it is associated. The Hydaspes, bursting from the mountains, sweeps

around the castle-crowned cliff of Muugla : and exulting in its escape

from the prison of the rock, spreads wide its waters over the fertile

valley, forming some fifty smiling islands, cultivated and often inha-

bited. Its waters gushing over a bed of white Quartz Boulders,

form by turns, rapid, pool and shallow, each of which has its own

peculiar and lovely tint. The shallows ripple in the most licpiid of

azure, the rapids pass into a delicate crysolite, as they hurry together,

entangling the eye and the heart in their ceaseless whirl : the pools

engulph those glad dancing waters without addition to their stilly

depths, without alleviation to their sombre blue by accession of those

sparklers of the deep.

As we gaze up the glittering, living pavement of crysolite and sap-

phire, fringed on either hand by the lively green of the willow, other

hues are brought into direct contrast with our foreground. The dis-

tant greens of the graceful Beere and Seesoo, clumped over the Field

of Battle, the purple of the successive ranges of mountains of Jup-

pall, and the mighty barrier snow-clad from base to summit, which

walls in the loveliest and most unblest of valleys, itself relieved upon

the bosom of the azure sky. To Alexander, first arrived from the

wretched, ravine-worn waste of Potowar, the scene must have offered

happy promise of the land he so coveted to possess. I describe it, as

it appears in the winter. At other seasons, but one channel can be

forded by the elephant.

To this description I may add, that the Taxiles of the Historian

is without doubt the Tarkhaili clan,* still inheriting a portion of their

* The personal name of Taxiles was Oomphis. Taxiles was the family name.

Khaun i Zemaun Khaun is the present head of the house, to which I lately was

permitted to restore their ancestral possessions.
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old possessions, viz. the mountain ridge of Gundgurh,* on the left

bank of the Indus and about 30 miles above Atok. The Affacini have

no doubt long since been identified with the Eusafzyes, who still inha-

bit the country they then possessed. The long sought rock Aornos towers

high above all the neighbouring mountains, its foot washed by the

broad flood of the Indus ;
the wide plains of the Affacini spread below

it on the south, their inaccessible valleys on the east and west, its

sides covered with dense forests of mountain pine. Its numberless

and perennial fountains, the support of the tillage of the mountain

skirts ; its inexhaustible pastures, the sustenance of myriads of cattle of

the Affacini ;
its forests and fastnesses, the refuge of all the outlaws for

hundreds of miles around
;
its summit, furrowed by a hundred ploughs ;

its skirts by perhaps eight hundred more
; a mountain almost with-

out parallel in the world, and too faithfully described to be mistaken.

There was formerly a fort upon the crest of this mountain, but its

very name is lost, although traces of the walls remain, agreeing exactly,

if my informant correctly describes them, with the site of Aornos.

Professor Wilson has shown that Aornos may be merely the Greek

rendering of the Sanscrit word Awur, a fortification. The use of this

word is retained only in ancient sites, and the greater number of these

have lost it, in the neighbourhood of the Affacini
;
Kote being sub-

stituted, and every old castle whose name is lost being called Kawfur

Kote, or the castle of the heathens. Upon the crest of Moha Bunn

(a name embracing a whole district comprised by the trunk and rami-

fications of this mountain, and harboring some ten thousand matchlock-

men) Nadir Shah, the Alexander of Persia, encamped his army, as the

only means of reducing to order the lawless Affacini. The mountain

is a long isolated ridge not less I think in length at summit than 5

miles. The height is upwards of 7000 feet above the sea’s level, or

5000 above that of the Indus. The length at base must he upwards

of 12 miles. At the very summit is a small square Tumulus appa-

rently from 50 to 100 feet high and scarped with precipices. This may

have been the site of the celebrated fortress—Bunn signifies in the

language of the comrtry both a forest and a pool, and Maha Bunn

* This mountain, no thanks to the successor of Taxiles, has been my refuge since

the mutiny of the Sikh army, and I despatch this packet therefrom. The Mush-

wanis of Srikote are the truest and bravest race in the Punjab.
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means probably the mighty forest, a name well deserved, as standing in

the naked plains of the Eusafzyes.

I would not give in to the notion that any thing is exaggerated* by

the Greek historians. Such an idea would, I think, lead us astray.

Their history, like their sculpture, emanates from a mental organization

most critically balanced. The same severity of taste which caused them

to discard whatever was superfluous in architecture, whatever was be-

yond the perfect law of proportion in nature, seems to have dictated

a close adherence to truth in their histories, as the secret of historical

symmetry. So far as my owm observation extends, (and I have wan-

dered over a large portion of Alexander’s track) the difficulties are

actually underrated : the descriptions so truthful that on visiting the

scene, the dramatis personae seem to confront us, and that wonderful

series of conquests seems but the work of yesterday.

The Maha Bunn agrees to the minutest particular with the descrip-

tion of Aornos, standing on the right bank of the Indus, feathered with

forests, watered by perennial springs. Its summit, a plateau capable

of holding the camp of a Persian army, and of employing a hundred

ploughs
;
its pastures, the support of innumerable cattle; its forests and

fastnesses the refuge of the Affacini of the plains and of fugitives from

Ahisara and Taxila ;
its height, gigantic and pre-eminent : its posi-

tion sufficiently near to annoy Alexander’s columns
;

its inhabitants to

this day unconquered, paying neither allegiance nor tribute to any man.

Khubul, a large village washed by the waters of the Indus, is still a noted

hotel for fugitives from Pesliawur and Huzara
; so that I was obliged

some months ago to blockade it.

The Taxila of history is supposed by Captain Cunningham to be

the present Tukht pui-
ri or Trukh purri, G miles westward of Manuk-

yala. This old site is adjacent to Rabalit, the cemetery of the eastern

or Dliangulli branch of the Gukka family, and subsequently the seat of

a subdivision of that tribe. The name long ago struck me : but there

are some difficulties attending the identification. Taxila was the place

selected hy Alexander for recruiting the strength of his army. It was

also the capital of Taxiles. Now the Tarkhaili have no tradition of

* The breadth of the Hydaspes at Bukephalia appears to me very correctly esti-

mated by Quintus Curtius as four stadia or half a mile, he is speaking of its state

during the monsoon.
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ever having held lands so far eastward. Tukht purri also is in a bare

uninviting country, far from the Indus, where all Alexander’s prepara-

tions were progressing, viz. : the structure of boats to be carried to the

Jelum. Ilussun Ubdul appears to me a more probable locality. Its

ancient name I have vainly endeavoured to discover. But it must have

been an important place very early, on account of the abundance of its

water, and of its lying upon the main road between India and Afghan-

istan. It is also an hereditary appanage of the Tarkhaili wrested

from them by the Sikhs within a few years
;

is the boast of the country

for its water, its groves and its salubrious atmosphere : is close to the

rich plains of Chuch and the fertile valley of Huzara, and sufficiently

near the Indus for communication with the Board of works established

there. Tukht or Trukh purri is said to signify the disjected rock
;
a

probable interpretation ; the last spine of the sandstone formation jut-

ting up there through the plain hi a remarkable manner, accompanied

by several enormous disjected masses of Tufa.

On the Maha Bunn the Ivy must, I think, grow in abundance, as

I have found it at much lower elevations in Huzara, and Mt. Mcerus

must be looked for amongst the subordinate hills of Maha Bunn. The

wild olive forms one of the principal forest trees in Khaunpoor (of

Huzara). Waving over sites from which we turn up Grecian relics, it

has often occurred to me that it may have been transplanted hither

from Attica.

I may perhaps be accused of extravagance in fancying I can trace the

course of the Macedonian conquerer in a singular custom prevalent

throughout that tract. On the approach of a Chief or Governor, the

women run together and sing poems in his praise. The chaunt is

every where the same : but it is not often easy to catch the words.

When I have succeeded, I have found them to consist in repetitions of
“ the conquering Raja, victorious in battle !” Grecian habits sit ill upon

Hindu persons. The obligation to he bashful, imposed by eastern

decorum, struggling with a determination to maintain a privilege not al-

ways agreeable to their Lords, drives the women together in clusters,

with faces to the centre : whilst the display of untidy linen and the

ravages of time upon such faces as are visible, are dangerous to a

reader of Macbeth. Nevertheless the custom is decidedly derived from

the followers of Bacchus or of Alexander. On first entering Kote, one
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of the towns of Huzara, at a time when the appearance of a British

Officer was a welcome sight, I observed two old crones upon a housetop,

hiding their faces in one another’s rags, whilst one of them heat either

a tambourine or a parchment sieve and both screamed in chorus. Here,

ou the Ilydaspes, the villages near Alexander’s crossing are dangerous of

approach owing to this custom, as it is made an excuse for demanding a

douceur. In Huzara it is a spontaneous tribute of respect.

This paper, excepting a few corrections, was written in April last up-

on the Ilydaspes, previous to the appearance of Captain A. Cunning-

ham’s interesting correspondence in the February number of the Jour-

nal of the Asiatic Society. It was detained owing to some errors in the

measurements of my native surveyors, and subsequently by the disturbed

state of the Punjab. Whenever my opinion may differ from that of so

distinguished an antiquary, it is offered with hesitation. Had his leisure

allowed him to visit the Maha Bunn, I think he would agree with me that

it is the only mountain upon the Indus answering to Arrian’s description

ofAornos. And that if it be not the identical mountain, the site must be

sought for upon the Loondi river. This would reconcile the difficulty

arising from Quintus Curtius’ statement of 1 6 marches from Ekbolima

to Atok. From Umb, at the foot of Maha Bunn to Atok, not above 8

marches intervene. As, however, neither Arrian, nor Quintus Curtius had

seen the country they describe, and as both wrote long after the events

they record, their itineraries are not very certain guides, and accordingly

Quintus Curtius brings Alexander to Nicaea previous to the capture of

Aornos, whilst Arrian reverses the order of events. Quintus Curtius on

the other hand brings Alexander to Ekbolima after the capture of

Aornos, whilst Arrian states that he took part there to reduce the rock.

Aornos is always styled by Arrian v the Rock, and certainly the

sense of the historian would seem to apply this term to the mountain

upon which the Fort was built. Such a term would scarcely have suit-

ed the Maha Bunn, which is essentially a mountain and not a rock,

albeit scarped at summit with precipices. But on the other hand, it is

difficult to imagine any mere rock answering to the description of the

historian as abounding in fountains, springs and forests, with arable land

for a thousand ploughs and pastures for the hundreds of thousands of

cattle of the plains. Such are the attributes of a mountain and not of

a rock. I therefore infer that Aornos is a name applicable only to the
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castle itself and its basement rock. The ruined castle of the Maha

Bunn appears to have been sited upon a square, rock some 50 or 60 feet

high, springing from the table summit, scarped to eastward with tre-

mendous precipices, having a ravine to the north and an inferior
I

mound beyond it, and being protected on the other quarters hy its own

precipitous sides.

Bearing in mind that the Macedonians, themselves mountaineers,

were fresh from the conquest of a land abounding in the loftiest and

most rugged mountains, and from the storm of several mountain strong-

holds, I should hesitate to allow that they could have mistaken a hill

of one thousand feet, for a mountain of four thousand. The Maha
Bunn, by a rude triangulation of bearings, and a ruder observation

with the sextant, I made upwards of 5,000 feet higher than the river

at its base. Arrian reckons the height of Aornos at 1 1 stadia or 4125

feet above the plain. And this altitude, if measured at all, must have

been computed by means of instruments far ruder than mine. The

great and pre-eminent attitude of the mountain is all we can elicit from

the reading. There is no mountain comparable with the Maha Bunn

upon the right bank of the Indus within twenty miles farther north, a

distance too great for the circumstances narrated. Opposite Maha Bunn,

and across the Indus, is a rocky curb to the valley, called Durbund, the

only site in this neighbourhood to which I have ever heard the name

of Alexander attached. The attack upon Aornos appears to me to

have occurred in April or May
;

for the passage of the Hydaspes was

effected in July and from Aornos to the Hydaspes, are about 20 short

marches. Owing to the great heat of the plains, the Maha Bunn,

retains its snow only one third of the period usual to mountains of

similar altitude, distant from the plains. By the end of March or

earlier the snow is melted from its summit.

Capt. Cunningham’s identification of the Dumtour district with the

Urasa of Indian history is the more happy, that he does not seem to

have been aware, that it still retains the name Aorush. But he would

probably not have supposed it the Varsa Regio of Pliny, had he been

aware that the huge table mountain of sandstone upon the right bank

of the Hydaspes about 35 miles above Dhangulli is to this day called

Nurr Varsova, a name which at once arrests the attention by its iden-

tity with that of the Polish capital. The Sutti however of this Var-

4 o
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sova hear not the slightest resemblance to the Sarmati of the Polish

Varsova. Their origin is uncertain. They call themselves aborigines

and are undoubtedly one of the oldest tribes hereabouts. It was from

the pine forests of Varsova that Alexander must have constructed the

celebrated fleet by which he wafted his army to the mouths of the

Indus.

These observations are offered with deference to the able and accom-

plished officer with whose conjectures I have sometimes presumed to

differ. They are presented as the suggestions of a Pioneer who has

been over ground which Capt. Cunningham’s leisure did not admit of

his visiting, and are insisted upon only so far as they recommend them-

selves to his judgment.

I see that in the map of that prince of topographers, Arrowsmith,

whose delineation of the features of tlie'Punjaub is beyond all praise,

one of the Swant mountains is designated Aomos : but I know not

upon what authority :—whilst in other maps a Nicetta (qusere the long

sought Niccca), appears upon the Loondi R.

The rivers Kooner and Loondi may, indeed, by a certain latitude of

interpretation, be called the springs of the Indus, and the people of

Bajoor (the Bezira besieged by Alexander), would naturally retreat to

the Swant mountains.

But it appears to me necessary to the consistency of the narrative,

that Aornos should be sited upon the Indus, and I think it quite im-

possible that so famous a retreat of the turbulent Affaciui as the Maha

Bunn should have been passed unnoticed by Arrian.

I must however observe, that people of Bajore assure me there is a

mountain upon the spot indicated by Arrowsmith’ s map, of the follow-

ing description. It stands upon the right bank of the river Loondi.

It is girdled to the south and east with stupendous cliffs, which give it

the aspect rather of a castle* than of a mountain. Its summit is the

abode of the Siah-posh Kawfurs, who maintain such vigilant watch,

that no stranger can enter without their permission. It is quite unas-

sailable and forms the principal path of communication between Bajore

and the Siah-posh Kawfur country. There is also another mountain of

not less altitude than the Maha Bunn, standing about 20 miles to the

* Terrseque motu coactum absistere—says Quintus Curtius, was the popular tra-

dition of Aornos.
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north-west of the latter, extremely precipitous and apparently isolated,

but not I think of extent sufficient to agree with Arrian’s description.

It is called Elum and stands upon the limit of the Maha Bunn and

Sohaut districts. A subordinate summit of the Maha Bunn overhangs

Khubl on the west bank of the Indus. It is about 2000 feet higher

than the river Indus, peaked at summit, extremely steep and covered

with forest. Its name is Aonj which the Greeks would probably write

Aornos, but there is no record of its ever having been crowned with a

fort, though the remains of a temple are there. The position of Rani

ka Kote was pointed out to me. It is one of the inferior processes of

the Maha Bunn. There is not a doubt that the sculpture of which

fragments remain is Indo-Greek. At the foot of the Maha Bunn on the

western brink of the Indus, and at the highest point accessible to an army

is the celebrated castle of Umb, the stronghold of the late Poynda Khan

and now of his son Jehandad Khan. Mr. Vigne thinks this the Umbo-

lima of Arrian which Quintus Curtius writes Ekbolima : but although

the position agrees sufficiently well with that of the historian, I have

vainly endeavored to discover any rock or village in the neighbourhood

called Balimah. Such a rock exists on the western bank of the Jelum,

above Dhaugulli. It is crowned with a castle or rather Tower, in which

Chuttur Singh is said to have deposited his wives. Those who have seen

Nicetta assure me there is no hill in the neighbourhood of more than

500 feet altitude.

The disturbed state of the country has for the present put a stop to

personal research : but I hope the roads will soon again be open.

J. Abbott.

P. S. We must look to the Pushtoo names of places with regard

to their identification with those mentioned by the Greek historians.

Thus Peyshawur is to this day called Peykawur, in Pushtoo, i. e. by

the Eusafzyes and establishes the right long acknowledged to be the'

Peukelaotes of Arrian.

4 o 2
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Routefrom Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal, to Darjeling in Sikim,

interspersed ivilh remarks on the people and country, by B. H.

Hodgson, Esq.

1st Stage to Choukot, East, 7 \ cos.

Proceeding via Mangal, which is within a } mile of the city, we came

to Nangsal, at the like distance from Mangal. Both are petty suburban

Newar villages. Thence to Deopatan, distant f cos, a large pakka*

village inhabited by Newars. Thence to Themi, lg- cos. Themi is a

considerable pakka town of Newars, and is famous for its pottery. Thence

to Bhatgaon, distant one cos ;
Bhatgaon is a large handsome Newar

town situated near the eastern end of the valley of Nepal, and is said to

contain 12000 houses. Its palace, temples and tanks are very striking

structures. Thence to Sanga, 2 cos. This bridge-like place stands on

a low ridge separating the great valley of Nepal proper from the sub-

ordinate valley of Banepa. It is a small place, but the houses are all

pakka, as usual with the Newars. Thence to Bane'pa, one cos. Bane'pa

is a small pakka town inhabited by Newars, and situated in the vale of

the same name. Thence to Khanarpii, one cos. It is a nice little

Newar village, situated near the point where the dales of Banepa and

Panouti blend with each other. Thence to Choukot, -} cos, ascending

a low ridge and quitting the level couutry thus far traversed, and all of

which is highly cultivated, yielding autumn crops of rice and spring

ones of wheat.

2nd Stage to Kalapani, East, 6 cos.

Ascend the large ridge of Batasia and come to the mountain village

of Phulbari, which is somewhat less than one cos from Kalapani.

Thence along the ridge 2J cos to Syampati, another small village of

Parbatias. Thence to Salancho, one cos. Salancho is a third small hill

village, and it overlooks the glen of Kashi Khand on the left. Thence

to Kanpur, a Parbattia village, close to which is the halting place, at a

tank called Kalapani, distant from Mithya Kot 1] cos.

* Pakka here means built of burnt bricks. This word and its correlative Kachcha

are most convenient terms for which I know no English equivalents.
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3rd Stage to Jhungd jholi, South East, 6] cos.

This stage runs along the same ridge of Batasia. But it is here called

Tennal. Half a cos to the hill village of Bohatia, and another half

cos to that of Gimti, hoth inhabited by Murmis. Thence \ cos to

Pokri, another similar village of Murmis. Thence to Chapa Khar,

about f cos, a fourth Murmi village. Thence to Garcha, another ham-

let of Murmis, distant from the last rather less than 2 cos
; $ cos more

brings one to the descent into the Biasi or vale of Dumja, on the banks

of the Rosi and Sun Cosi. The Biasi is low, hot and malarious, but

fertile in rice, triangular in shape, and about a mile in greatest width.

The Bar, Pipal, Semal and Khair trees* grow here, and large Dhaneses

(Buceros Ilomrai) are seen eating the fruit of the Pipal. The Sun

Cosi at Diimja flows freely over a wide bed of sand, and is about 40

yards broad and one foot deep. This river, if the Milanchi he regarded

as its remotest feeder—arises from the eastern side of Gosainthan, the

great snowy peak overlooking the valley of Nepal, and is the first of

the “seven Cosi” (sapt Cosi) of the Nepalese. Others contend that the

true Sun Cosi is that which arises at Kalingchok east of Kuti.f There

are several upper feeders of the Sun Cosi which form a delta, of per-

haps 30 cos either way, between Milanchi, Kalingchok and Dallalghat,

where the feeders are all united. From Dumja, which lies a little below

Dallalghat, proceed along the right hank of the river Sun Cosi to Jhan-

ga-jholi, by the rugged glen of the river 2 cos, the road impeded by

huge masses of rock lying half in the water.

4th Stage to Sital-pdti, East, 4 cos.

Leaving the river on the left you ascend the ridge of Sidhak and

travel along its side, far from the top, to the village of Dharrna, inha-

bited by Murmis. It is 1] cos from Jhanga-jhdli. Thence half cos to

Jhampar, a village of Murmis. Thence descending again to the bed of

the Sim Cosi you proceed along the right bank for one cos to Chayanpur-

phe'di, or the base of the Chayanpur range. Thence an ascent of one

cos to the top of Chayanpur where stands the Powra or small Dliaram-

sala of Sital-pati, the halting place, and which is close to the village of

Choupur.

* The occurrence of the Indian figs, cotton tree, and acacia, so far within the

mountains, shows that the Biasis, wherever situated, have a tropical climate. See on.

f See annexed Memorandum and sketch Map.
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5th Stage to Liang, East, 6 cos.

Two cos along the heights of Chayanpur bring you to the confluence

of the Tamba Cosi and Sun Cosi, where the united rivers, of nearly equal

size before their junction, are passed at Seliaghat, a little below the

Sangam or junction. The Tamba Cosi, or second Cosi of the Nepalese,

has its source at the base of Phallak, a Himalayan peak situated some

ten cos perhaps east of the Kuti pass, which is on the great eastern

high road from Kathmandu to Lassa. From Seliaghat the road makes

a rapid ascent of one cos to the high level or plateau of Gumounia, one

cos along which conducts you to Bhalaiyo, which is only another name

for the same plateau. From Bhalaiyo-danra, one cos to Betiani village,

still along the plateau. Thence one cos along the same high level

to the halting place or Liaug-liang which is a large village well inhabited

chiefly by Newars. Some Parbatias also dwell there, and there is plenty

of cultivation and water on the flat top of this low ridge, which is neither

mountain nor plain.* The rice called Touli by the Newars grows well,

and wheat, and generally all the field and garden produce of the valley

of Nepal.

6th Stage to Narkatia, South East, 4\ cos.

One and half cos along the plateau of Liang-liang, you come to Bliir-

pani, having the Dapcha and Manthali glens on the left, by which there

is another road, used chiefly in the cold season. Thence at half a cos

you descend slightly to Wadi Khola, a small hill stream, and passing it

make the great ascent of Hiliapani and reach Lamagaon after one cos of

climbing. Close to the village of Lamagaon is another called Salii,

inhabited by Parbatias.+ Thence one cos to the Likhu Khola, a slight

descent. Thence a small ascent to Bhalu-danra or the Bear’s ridge, half

a cos along which brings you to the village of Nigalia or Narkatia, the

halting place. The Likhu Khola is the third Cosi of the Nepalese. It

is a large unfordable river which is crossed by a bridge, but is smaller

than the Sun Cosi or Tamba Cosi. It comes nearly due south from the

snows at Khali Mungali, and forms one of the seven chief feeders of the

great Cosi.

7 th Stage to BAj-bisounia, East, 3 cos.

Still along the Bear’s ridge cos to the small village of Lachia, and

another half cos to the village of Chuphi. Thence quit the ridge and

* See note at stage the ninth, f For tribes of Nepal, see Journal for Dec. 1847.
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by a slight descent reach Phedi Khola, at 1^ cos. Phedi Khola is a

small feeder of the Molang. Pass the stream and ascending slightly for

one cos reach the halting place which is a village of good size, where

plenty of provisions may be had.

8th Stage to Bungndm Kot, East, 4 cos.

Along the same low ridge to the village of Sailiani, close to which you

come successively to the villages of Chilounia and Pokhalia and Aisiahi,

all within the compass of less than one cos. Beyond Aisiahi, 1] cos, is

a small pond, the water of which, though not rising from rock, never

fails. Its name is Dliimilopani, and on its left runs the ridge of Tharia-

danra and Katonjia village
;
on its right, the Bhanda ridge and the

village of Jaljalia. Beyond Dliimilopani commence a descent of some-

what less than a half cos leading to the Molang or Morang Khola, before

named. Cross the Khola and ascend one cos to Bungnam Kot, a large

village and residence of the rural authority, having the smaller village

of Bari on its right.

9 th Stage to Churkhu, East, 6 cos.

After one cos of descent reach the Lipia Khola, which stream you

cross at once and ascend the Lipia-danra or ridge, travelling along

which you soon come to Okal-dhunga, a village of Brahmans and Khas.

Thence to Jya-miria, another village close by on the right. Thence

going a cos you reach Charkhu-danra, merely another name for the

Lipia ridge. Descending slightly and advancing one cos you come to

Rumjatar, a celebrated and extensive pasture tract, where the Giiriing

tribe feed large flocks of sheep (Ovis Barual.)* Thence 2f cos of

slight descent to Dhanswar, the head village of the rural arrondissement,

where the Dwaria, or deputy of Rankesar Kliatri, who holds the village

in private property, resides. Had the village belonged to the first,

would have been called, as the Dvraria’s abode, not Dhanswar but Kot.

* The more general character of Tars is described in the sequel. This one must

be very unusually lofty and cool, else neither Gurungs nor their sheep could dwell

in it. It is probably only a cold weather place of resort. Otherwise it must be

5 to 6000 feet high, like the plateau of Liang, spoken of at stage 5. Both are excep-

tional features of the country, which nevertheless with all its precipitousness, has

more numerous, diverse and extensive level tracts than is commonly supposed.
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10th Stage to Hdchika, East, 6 cos.

After half a cos of descent we arrived at Thotnia Khola, a hill torrent

which joins the Dud Cdsi about 3 miles ahead. Proceeded down the

rugged stony glen of the Thotnia to the junction, which is reached at

Kasim ghat. Thence down the right bank of the Dud Cdsi for 2 cos

to Kataliar Biasi, where the river, which had thus far run through a

narrow glen incumbered with boulders, has a wider space on either hank,

capable of cultivation and yielding fine crops of wet rice, hut hot and

malarious. This sort of tract is what is called in the Parbatia language

a Biasi. Kataliar Biasi belongs to brahmans, who dwell on the heights

above. The road leads down the Biasi, which is above half a cos wide,

for more than one cos, and then ascends the ridge of Kuvindia for one

cos to the halting place or Hachika, which is a village inhabited by

Kirantis, whose country of Kirant is bounded on the west by the Dud

Cdsi, and begins on this route where the Dhanswar estate ends. The

Arun is the eastern boundary of Kirant. The Dud Cdsi is the fourth

great feeder of the Maha Cdsi, which latter enters the plains as one river

at Varalia Kshetra above Nathpur in Purneah. We have already passed

three of these great tributaries or the Sun Cdsi, the Tamba Cdsi, and the

Likhu Cosi. The remaining ones are three, or the Arun Cdsi, Baruu

Cdsi and Tamor Cosi.* Thus there are seven in all : and eastern Nepal,

or the country between the great valley and Sikim, is called Sapt Cousika,

or region of the seven Cosis, from being watered by these seven great

tributaries of the Maha Cdsi. Kirant and Limbuan are subdivisions of

the Sapt Cousika, so called from the tribes respectively inhabiting them ;

the Kirantis dwelling from the Dud Cdsi to the Arun ; and the Limbus

from the Arun to the Tamdr. The country between the great valley

and the Dud Cdsi is not so especially designated after the tribes inha-

biting it. But the Newars and Murmis of Nepal proper are the chief

races dwelling there. Of all these tribes the Newars are by much the

most advanced in civilization. They have letters and literature, and are

well skilled in the useful and fine arts. Their agriculture is unrivalled ;

their towns, temples and images of the gods, are beautitul for materials

and workmanship ;
and they are a steady, industrious people equally

skilled in handicrafts, commerce and the culture of the earth. The

rest of the highland tribes or people are fickle, lazy races, who have no

* See Memorandum at the end of the Itinerary and annexed Sketch.
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letters or literature, no towns, no temples nor images of the Gods, no

commerce, no handicrafts. All dwell in small rude villages or hamlets.

Some are fixed, others migratory, cultivators perpetually changing their

abodes as soon as they have raised a crop or two amid the ashes of the

burnt forest. And some, again, prefer the rearing of sheep to agricul-

ture, with which latter they seldom meddle. Such are the Guriings,

whose vast flocks of sheep constitute all their wealth. The Murmis

and Magars are fixed cultivators
;
the Kirantis and Limbus, for the

most part, migratory ones : and the Lepehas of Sikim still more com-

pletely so. The more you go eastward the more the several tribes

resemble the Bhotias of Tibet, whose religion and manners prevail

greatly among all the tribes east of the valley of Nepal, though most of

them have a rude priesthood and religion of their own, independent of

the Lamas.

1

1

111 Stage to Sdbn/i, South East, 3 cos.

Leaving Iiachika, which is itself lofty, you ascend for 2 cos through

heavy forest by a bad road exceedingly steep to the Kiranti village of

Dorp;i, which is situated just over the brow of the vast hill of Iiachika,

the opposite side of which however is far less steep. Going half a cos

along the shoulder of the hill you then descend for half a cos to the

village of Sdlma, the halting place.

12

th Stage to Ldniakhu, East, 2% cos.

An easy descent of one cos leads to Lapche Khola, a small stream,

which crossed you ascend the ridge of Lamakliu via Gwalung, a Kiranti

village situated near its base. Thence the acclivity of the hill is steep

all the way to the halting place, which is about half way to the hill top,

and llr cos from Gwalung. Lamakhu is a Kiranti village like Gwalung

but smaller.

13

th Stage to Khika Mucchd, East, 4 cos.

Descend half a cos to the Sapsu Kliola, a petty stream, which how-

ever the Kirantis esteem sacred. Cross it and commence ascending the

great mountain Tyam Kya. Climb for one cos by a bad road to the

village of Kliawa, and another cos equally severe to Chakheva bhanjang,

or the ridge, and then make an easy descent of one and half cos to

Khika maccha, the halting place. It is a village of Kirantis in which

a mint for coining copper is established by the Durbar of Nepal. The

workmen are Banras (Bandyas) of the valley of Nepal, of whom there

4 p
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may be 50 or GO. There is also a Taksari or mint master, and a squad

of 25 soldiers under a jemadar.

14 th Stage to Jinilchesung, East, 5 cos.

After a cos of tolerably easy travelling you come to Jukya Khola, a

petty stream, which passed, you arrive in half a mile at Pakri, a village

situated at the base of the Khokan ridge. Thence slightly descending

for half a cos reach Pikliua Khola. Cross it and ascend the hill of

Bhaktani for one cos and reach Murkialiulak, a post station of the Go-

vernment close to the GGtli mile* stone of the great military road lead-

ing from Kathmandu nearly to the frontier. Thence a descent of one

cos to the Khesang Khola, one of the innumerable small mountain

streams. Cross the Khola and ascend the ridge of Thaklia for half a

cos to Banskim and Powagaon, two small conjunct villages of Ivirantis.

Thence along the ridge of Khesang for 1} cos to Jinikhesang, a large

Kiranti village, the head of which is Balbhadra Rai, and whence there

is a very fine view of the snows.

15th Stage to Jarai tar, South East, 5J cos.

Descending slightly for 1-j- cos reach Yaku village, and then descend-

*ng more abruptly for one cos, come to the Ghongaria Khola, a small

stream. Cross it and proceed along the nearly level base of the Yaku

ridge for two cos and a half, to Jarai tar, a large village inhabited by

Kirantis, Khas and brahmans, and situated at the opening of an exten-

sive and cultivated flat running along the right bank of the Aran river,

and raised some 30 or 40 cubits above the level of its bed. Such an

elevated flat is called in the Khas tongue a Tar, whereas a low flat or

one on the level of the river is termed a Biasi. Every great river has

here and there Tars or Biasis, or both.f Tars, from being raised are

* The route gives 61. The difference of 5 cos is owing to the travellers making

an occasional short-cut, for they kept, generally, the great military highway.

f It is remarkable how universally this pheenomenon of high and low levels of

the land, indicating change in the relative heights of the land and water, prevails

wherever obvious sedimentary deposits are found in definite locations. Herbert and

Hutton in their reports of the geology of the Western sub-Himalayas, perpetually

speak of the pheenomenon as occurring in the mountains, and, according to Her-

bert, also in the Duns and even Bliaver ; and Darwin (Naturalist’s Journal) con-

stantly records it in the course of his long survey of South America from Rio

Janeiro to the north point of Chili.

The same thing is very observable in the great valley of Nepal, whose whole

surface is almost equally divided into high and low levels, though the operating
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usually too dry for rice, but some can be well irrigated from the adja-

cent mountain, and then they will produce rice as well as Biasis. If

not constantly irrigable, wheat, barley, millets, pulse and cotton are

grown in them. The elevation of Tars is too inconsiderable to exempt

them from malaria, though they are usually rather more wholesome

than the lower and often swampy Biasis. Jarai tar is an extensive one,

being 1J- cos wide, and, as is said, several miles long, following the

river. The soil is red but fertile, and the whole of it is under culti-

vation. The village is large for the mountains, and has some 50 to 60

houses, some of which are pakka, as a caravansery here called Dharam-

sala or Powa, and one or two more. The site of the village is higher

than the rest of the Tar. The Pinus longifolia abounds in Jarai tar and

peacocks are very numerous. Also jungle fowl* and Kaliches (Gallo-

phasis melanoleucos).

1

6

th Stage to Pakharibds, South East, 2\ cos.

Proceeding half a cos you come to the ferry of the Arun, which is a

large river rising in Bhot, passing the Himachal above Hathia, and

forming the main branch of the great Cdsi. It is also the conterminal

limit of Kirant and Limbuan. It is passed at Liguaghat by boat, and

is there very rapid and deep, and some 30 to 40 yards wide. Thence

down the left bank of the Arun for 1 cos to Mangma, a village inhabit-

ed by Kirantis and Limbus, being on the common frontier of both tribes.

Thence quitting the Arun you reach the Mangma Khdla in ] cos, and

crossing it proceed half a cos along the mountain side (manjh) to Ghdrli

Kharak, which is the name of a small village, and also of a celebrated

iron mine, the workers of which dwell above the line of road. A vast

quantity of fine iron is procured. This mine, like all others in Nepal,

cause must here have been modified in its action, as indeed is perpetually the

case in different localities. The high and low levels of Tar and Biasi, I consider

to represent the pristine and present beds of the rivers, whose constant erosion lias

during ages created this difference of level, often amounting to 150 or 200 feet.

The low level of the valley of Nepal I consider to have been suddenly scooped out

when the waters of the pristine lake (for such the valley was) escaped in one tre-

mendous rush under the action of an earthquake, which rent the containing rock

and let off the waters at once.—(See accompanying sketch.)

* From these indications, which are altogether exceptional as regards the moun-

tains, it may he confidently stated that Jarai tar is not more than 1500 feet above

the sea.

4 v 2
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is the property of the government. Iron and copper abound in Nepal.

Most of the iron is consumed in the magazines for the army or other-

wise within the country. But a deal of the copper is exported and

forms a good part of the pice currency of the plains on this side the

Ganges. The Nepalese are very military. Klias, Maghar, Guriing

and even brahmans, except those of the priesthood, constantly wear

sidearms of home manufacture ;
and the large army of the State is

furnished with muskets, swords, and Khukris from native ore. Thus

much iron is consumed, so that none is exported, at least none in the

unwrought state, possibly because from defective smelting the ore be-

comes hardened by the accession of fumes of charcoal, and is thus ren-

dered unfit for those uses to which soft iron is applied. From Ghorli

Kharak, an ascent of quarter cos to Pakharibas, the halting place, which

is a Guriing village, large but scattered, according to the wont of that

tribe.

] 7th Stage to Dhankuta, South East, cos.

After a severe ascent of a cos and half a wide flat-topped mountain is

gained, whence there is a fine view of the plains, and on the top of which

is a small lake, very deep, and about half a cos in circumference. Its

name is Hilia, and the water is clear and sweet. Thence a steep descent

of one cos brings you to Dhankuta, distant from Kathmandu 78 stand-

ard* cos by the great military road, as recorded on the mile-stone at

Dhankuta. Dhankuta is the largest and most important place in East-

ern Nepal, and the head-quarters of the civil and military administra-

tor of all the country east of the Dud Cosif to the Sikim frontier,

excepting only what is under the inferior and subordinate officer

stationed at Ilam, who has a separate district bounded towards Dhan-

kuta by the Tamor river. Bijaypur, Chayanpur, Manjh-Kirant and

a great part of the Limbuan are subject to Dhankuta, where usually

resides a Kaji or Minister of the first rank, who likewise commands the

troops stationed there. After defraying the local expenses, he remits

annually nine lakhs of revenue to Kathmandu. Towards the plains

* The itinerary gives 71-J cos. The difference has been explained in a prior note.

The standard cos of Nepal is equal to English miles.

f The central administration extends to the Dud Cdsi. See essay on the laws

and legal administration of Nepal in the Transactions of the Society, Vol. 17, and

Journal of Royal Asiatic Society.
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the jurisdiction of Dhankiita extends over the old Bijaypur principality,

and towards the hills, over the country of the Kirants and Limbus.

But both the latter tribes are poor at once and impatient of control, so

that the Nepal Government is content with a lax general submission

and a light revenue levied and paid through the Rais or native heads

of those tribes. And this is the reason why only nine lakhs are remit-

ted from Dhankuta to Kathmandu. The present Governor of Dlian-

kuta is a colonel, and brother to the Premier Jang Bahadur Konwar.

There is a cantonment, a powder manufactory, a parade ground at

Dhankiita, where the Sri Jang regiment, 500 strong, is now stationed.

The place owes its origin to the Gorkali dynasty, and is therefore recent

;

but it is growing fast into a town, the pakka houses being already nu-

merous, and the tradesmen and craftsmen abundant, active and skilful.

Provisions are plentiful and cheap, and the workers in Kansa (mixed

metal) are celebrated for the excellence of their commodities, many of

which find sale so far olf as Kathmandu. The Kirantis and Limbus,

who constituted the soldiery or militia of the former Bijoypur state,

pay to the Ghorka Government annually in lieu of all other taxes and

claims, 7 \ rupees per house or family. The houses or families are

large, so that each can cultivate a great extent of ground. But how

much (or little) soever they may raise, each family is free on payment

of the annual fixed assessment, which the Rais above noticed collect

and deliver. The Rais also administer Police and Justice among their

own people in all ordinary cases. Capital crimes are referred to the

governor of Dhankuta, who must have the Durbar’s sanction for every

sentence of death or confiscation. Dhankiita overlooks Bijoypilr, the

old capital of the Eastern Makwani or Bijaypur Principality, which

stands on the skirts of the Tarai of Morang, but within the hills
; and

no part of the low lands (Madhes) is subject to the Governor of Dhan-

kuta. The Madhes is administered by Subahs, of whom there are

seven for the whole.*

ISth Stage to Bhainsia tar, south east, 6 cos.

A sharp descent of one cos brings you to the banks of the Tamdr,

which is a large river, though less than the Arun. It is never fordable

and is crossed in boats. It is very deep, rapid, but not clear, and about

* The 7 zillahs of the Nepalese lowlands, which extend from the Arrah to the

Mechi, are Morang, Saptari, Mahdtari, Rotahat, Bara, Parsa and Chitwan.
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30 cubits wide between the hot weather hanks. This is the seventh

and last of the great feeders of the Cdsi, which it joins at Tirbeni, a

holy place of pilgrimage, so called from its being the point of union of

the three rivers, Tamdr, Arun and Sun Cosi.* The Tamdr rises from

the Western aspect of Kang cliang junga. We crossed the Tamdr in a

boat, and then proceeded half a cos down its left bank. Thence, quitting

the river, you skirt the base of the Madi hill for one cos to the Tan-

khuda nadi, a small hill stream. Cross it to Mamagd tar, and then

travel through this fine extensive fiat for two cos. The whole is culti-

vable, and the most part cultivated by Denwars and Manjhis, and it is

situated on the banks of the Tamdr, to which the winding of the road

again brings you. Quitting the Tar you advance a quarter of a cos to

the Rasua Khdla, which forded, you proceed along the base of the Telia

ridge for 1 ^ cos to another Tirbeni and place of pilgrimage, where the

Cherwa and Telia rivers join the Tamdr at Chenva ghat. A great fair

is annually held at Cherwa, to which traders go even from Kathmandu.

Thence proceeding a } cos you reach the halting place or Bhainsia tar.

The tar may be \ cos wide and one cos long. It is very hot and mala-

rious, and is inhabited by the Manjhi tribe.

19 th Stage to Lakshmipur, E. N. E. 5 cos.

A quarter cos of slight ascent brings you to the Nawa Kbola, a

moderate-sized stream, which is ascended for 3 cos by a very bad road

that crosses the bouldery bed of the river many times. Thence quit-

ting the Khdla you commence the severe ascent of Lakshmi churia,

which is climbed incessantly till you reach the halting place near the

hill top. Lakshmipur is a large and flourishing village of Limbus,

where men and goods abound, and the climate is fine and the water

cold—a great relief after the burning Tars recently traversed.

20th Stage to I'bhang. East, 3 cos.

After a slight descent of 1 § cos you come to Pokliaria Khdla, a small

stream which is at once crossed. Thence a slight ascent of one cos up

the ridge of Nangi, along the top of which another half cos brings you

to the halting place, which is a Khas village of large size.

* Of the seven Cdsis, the Tamba and Likhu are lost in the Sun Cdsi, and the

Banin in the Arun, the latter, far above the route. Tirbt'ni is immediately above

Baraha Kshetra before noticed, as the point where, or close to which, the united

Cdsis issue into the plains.
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21 st Stage to Khandmng, East, 4 cos.

A slight ascent of } cos to the village of Mulei, inhabited by Khas.

Thence a great descent of one cos to Kokalia Biasi, or the Magpie’s

glen, which is watered by the Deo mai, a small stream. Cross it and

ascend the ridge of Timkya a short way, and then skirting along its

waist (manjh) for 1-j cos come to the Lewa Khola, another of the

innumerable streamlets of the hills. Cross it and proceed for 1 { cos

along the base of the ridge of Khandrang to the village of the same

name, which is the halting place and a small village of brahmans.

22nd Stage to Tlum, East, 5 cos.

Descend the Khandrang ridge for half a cos and come to a small

stream called the Ital ia Khola. Cross it and then make a severe ascent

of one cos up to the ridge of Golakharak, whence Karphok, the great

ridge dividing Nepal from Sikim, is visible. Thence an equally difficult

descent of 1 cos to the Ham Khola, a small stream. Thence, crossing

the stream, make the severe ascent of Tilkiani ridge for 1^ cos. Thence

skirt along the side of the hill (manjh) for 1 cos to the halting place

or Ilam, which is a small fort designed to guard the eastern frontier of

Nepal. The Chatelain is a Captain and has 100 soldiers under him,

with 8 artillerymen and one cannon of small calibre. This officer is

also the civil authority of the arrondisement and raises the extraordi-

nary revenues thereof to meet the local expenses, sending the balance,

if any, to Kathmandu. The land revenue is wholly assigned to his troops

in pay.

23rd Stage to Godha/c, East, 2 cos.

After a steep descent of one cos you come to the Jogmai or Mai

river, a small stream, which passed, you commence the steep ascent of

Gddliak, and continue ascending to the halting place, which is a small

village of brahmans half way up the hill.

24 th Stage to Siddhi, North-East, 3 cos.

Detained much by rain to-day and yesterday, and therefore made

short marches. Leaving Godhak ascended by a very bad road loaded

with dense vegetation for 1]- cos to Karphok chouki, a frontier Gor-

khali post, where 8 soldiers always reside. Thence one cos along the

ridge or Lekh to Sudiing, which is but another name for the ridge.

Thence a slight descent of one cos to the Siddhi Khola, a small stream,

on the banks of which we halted on account of the rain.
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25th Stage to the English Chould, N. E. 7| cos.

Crossed the Siddhi stream and proceeded 1| cos of slight ascent and

skirting the mountain bases to Thaplia. Thence half a cos of descent

to the small streamlet of Sechideu. Thence a quarter cos over low

hills to the Mechi river. The Meclii is the present boundary of Nepal

and Sikim. It is a small stream which rises in the Singalelali ridge, a

spur of Karpli&k. Crossed it and ascended the hill of Nagri, by a

very bad road and severe ascent of 1} cos to the top. Thence a severe

descent of one cos to the smaller Rangbhang Kliola, a streamlet merely
_

Thence along the glen to the great Rangbhang, distant one cos. Thence

a steep ascent of one cos to Nagri Kot, an old fort in ruins. Thence

a painful descent of cos to the Balason river. It is a moderate sized

stream, larger than the Meclii. Thence half a cos of rather uneven

travelling to the halting place.

2GM Stage to Darjeling, North, 4 cos.

A severe ascent of one cos, and then an easy half cos along a ridge,

brought us to the Company’s high road, along which we travelled for 2f

cos to Jellapahar and Herbert hill at Darjeling.

Total cos 109.

At 2£ miles per cos=miles 254.

Note.—The Nepalese standard cos is equal to 2J English miles, and the travellers

had this standard to refer to along a great part of their way, asbeing coincident gener-

ally with the measured military road several times adverted to on the route. Hence

their distances from stage to stage may be perfectly relied on, though in the details

of each stage the same accuracy cannot be expected.

Memorandum relative to the seven Crisis of Nepal, by B. II.

Hodgson, Esq.

The enumeration of the seven Cosis by the Itinerists is doubtless the

accredited one, and what I have myself often heard at Kathmandu.

Nevertheless names are not always applied in strict correspondence with

things in geography. Witness the neglected Jahnavi, the true and

transnivean source of the Ganges ! Now, if we are to estimate the

seven chief feeders of the great Cdsi according to the length of their
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courses, or their effect on the physiognomy of the country, tire enumer-

ation ought seemingly to be as follows :

—

1st. The Milamchi.

2nd. The Bhotia Cosi.

3rd. The Tamba Cosi.

4th. The Likliu Cosi.

5th. The Dud Cosi.

6th. The Ariin.

7th. The Tamor.

This list omits the Barun of the usual enumeration, and substitutes

the Bhotia Cosi for the Sun Cosi : and not without Nepalese authority

for both changes, for it is very generally allowed that the Banin hardly

belongs to the Sub-Himalayas, and that Sun Cosi is rather the name of

the general receptacle of the Cosis till joined by the Ariin, than that of

a separate Cosi. The following remarks on each river will make this

apparent.

1st. The Milamchi rises above the Bhotia village of that name, and

at or near to the eastern base of Gosainthan, the great snowy peak

overlooking the valley of Nepal. From the snows the Milamchi has a

south-eastern course of probably 60 miles to Dallal ghat. It is joined

from the west by the Sindhu, the Tand, and the Cliak, and from the

north and north-east by the Indravati, the Balamphi and the Jhari. The

three former are petty streams ; but the three latter are considerable

ones, one of them rising in the snowy region, and another having two

subordinate affluents. The Indravati comes from the Hemachal at

Panch pokri and flows nearly due south into the Milamchi below Ilel-

mii. The Balamphi and Jhari have only sub-IIimalayan sources,

situated south-east of Panch pokri, but they have longer independent

courses than the Indravati before they unite, after which they presently

join the Milamchi not far above the confluence of the Chak. The

subordinate feeders of the Balamphi above adverted to, are the Boksia

and Lipsia. They have short parallel courses W. S. W. into their

parent stream. Thus the Milamchi is a notable river, and it is the more

so as forming very distinctly the western boundary of the basin of the

great Cosi, of which the equally distinct eastern limit is the Timor.

2nd. The Bhotia Cosi has its sources at Deodhunga, a vast Hima-

layan peak situated some 60 or 70 miles east of Gosainthan and a little

4 Q
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north ami cast of the Kuti pass, being probably the nameless peak

which Colonel Waugh conjectures may rival Kangchangjiinga in

height. The river flows from the base of Deodht'mga past the town of

Kuti, and has a S. West direction from Kuti to Dallal ghat, where it

joins the Milamchi after a course about as long as the Milamchi’s,—the

two rivers, of nearly equal size, forming a deltic basin. In about its

mid-course the Bhotia Cdsi is joined by the Sim Cosi from Kalingcliok.

But Kalingcliok is no part of the true Ilemachal, nor is the stream

thence flowing equal to that coming from the snows at Deo dhunga.

Consequently the name Bhotia Cdsi should prevail over that of Sun Cosi

as the designation of one of the separate seven Cosis, and the name

Sun Cosi be reserved for the general receptacle, within the mountains

as far east as Tirbeni. The Bhotia Cosi is joined at Listi by the Jum

Khdla, whilst from the Manga ridge another feeder is supplied to it,

much lower down or below the confluence of the Sun Cosi, from the

east. But as the Milamchi below the junction of the Balamphi and

Jhari is often called the Indravati vel Indhani, so the Bhotia Cosi below

the junction of the Sun Cosi is frequently styled by the latter name,

which others again with more reason confine to the more general con-

fluence below Dallal ghat. There no doubt the name Sim Cosi beging

to be well applied, it being universally the designation of the great

receptacle of waters running W. and E. from Diimja to Tirbeni. At

Diimja, which is only a few miles south of Dallalghat, the Sun Cos;

receives a considerable aflluent from the west. This affluent is called

the Rosi. It rises on the external skirts of the great valley under the

names Biyabar and Panouti, from the respective dales watered by the

two steamlets.

3rd. The Tamba Cdsi. It rises at Phallak in the snowy' region, about

two journies east and a little north of Kalingcliok, or the fount of the

upper and pseudo Sun Cosi. The Tamba Cosi’s course from Phallak

to Selaghat, where it falls into the receptacle, is nearly south, and as

far as I know it has only one considerable affluent, which is the Khimti.

The Khimti rises in the Jiri ridge and flowing nearly south, parallel to

the Tamba Cosi, joins the latter in its mid-course at Chisapani.

4th. The Likhii. This river is less than the Tamba Cosi and seems

to rise somewhat beneath the snows, though its place of origin at Khali

Mungali is said to be a ridge connected therewith. Its course is still

more directly south than that of the Tamba Cosi, to which however its
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general direction is very parallel. I know but one of its feeders, the

Khani, which comes from the Chaplu ridge on the east of the main river.

5tli. The Dud Cosi. It is a large stream, larger even than the Tam-

ba Cosi, though inferior to the Arun or Tamor. It rises amid the per-

petual snows, but at what exact spot I do not know, and it has a

southern course to the Sun Cosi at Rasua. Its feeders are numerous.

But I know only those near Rasua, which are the Thotia and the Sisnia

on the west, and the Rao on the east.

6th. The Arun or Arun Cosi. It is the largest by much of the

whole, and consequently the main source of the Maha Cosi, having

several feeders in Tibet, one from Darra on the north, another from

Tingri on the west, and a third from the east from a lake. The Arun

is not only the greatest of the Cosis but of all the Sub-himalayan rivers,

if the Karnali be not its equal. None other can compete with it. The

Bariin, often reckoned a separate Cosi, is a mere feeder of the Arun and

joins it so high up that there is little propriety in admitting the Banin

as a member of the Sapt Kosi. The Banin is lost in the Arun in the

Alpine region, at Hatia, the great mart for the barter trade of the Cis

and transniveans by the very accessible pass of the Arun. Lower down

the Arun receives many tributaries—from the west, the Salpa and

Ikhua—from the east, the Sawai, the Hengwa, the Pilwa, the Ligua,

and the Mamaga. Its course on this side the Himalaya is generally

north and south ;
but in Tibet it spreads to the west and east also,

covering and draining a deal of ground there.

7th. The Tamor Cosi. The Tamor also is a very fine river, inferior

only to the Arun. It is alleged to have more than one trans-himalayan

source. It passes the snows at Wallung chung, or arises there from

the snows. Its course from Wallung to the general junction at Tirbeni

is south-west, and it receives many affluents on the way, as the Wallung,

the Chung, the Yangma, the Mewa, the Kabaili, the Khawa, the Nhabo,

the Tankhua, the Telia, the Nava, the Cherwa, the Kokaya.

To this appendical memorandum on the Cosis I subjoin a sketch

of the several primary feeders of the so called Sun Cosi, made from my

own observations as well as enquiries. I have no personal knowledge

of the rest of the “ Sapt Cousika.” Indeed no European has yet set

foot in this region save myself on the western, and Dr. Hooker on the

eastern, margin. We may shortly expect much information trom Dr.

H. as to the latter, or the skirt confining with Sikim.
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On the Chepang and Kusunda tribes of Nepal, by B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

Amid the dense forests of the central region of Nepal, to the west-

ward of the great valley, dwell, in scanty numbers and nearly in a state

of nature, two broken tribes having no apparent affinity with the civi-

lized races of that country, and seeming like the fragments of an earlier

population.

“They toil not, neither do they spin they pay no taxes, acknow-

ledge no allegiance, but, living entirely upon wild fruits and the produce

of the chase, are wont to say that the Rajah is Lord of the cultivated

country as they are of the unredeemed waste. They have bows and

arrows, of which the iron arrow-heads are procured from their neigh-

bours, but almost no other implement of civilization, and it is in the

very skilful snaring of the beasts of the field and the fowls of the air

that all their little intelligence is manifested.

Boughs torn from trees and laid dexterously together constitute their

only houses, the sites of which they are perpetually shifting according

to the exigencies or fancies of the hour. In short, they are altogether

as near to what is usually called the state of nature as any thing in

human shape can well be, especially the Kiisundas, for the Chepangs are

a few degrees above their confreres, and are beginning to hold some

slight intercourse with civilized beings and to adopt the most simple of

their arts and habits. It is due, however, to these rude foresters to say

that, though they stand wholly aloof from society, they are not actively

offensive against it, and that neither the Government nor individuals

tax them with any aggressions against the wealth they despise or the

comforts and conveniences they have no conception of the value of.

They are, in fact, not noxious but helpless, not vicious but aimless, but

morally and intellectually, so that no one could without distress behold

their careless unconscious inaptitude. It is interesting to have opportunity

to observe a tribe so circumstanced and characterised as the Chepangs,

and I am decidedly of opinion that their wretched condition, physical

and moral, is the result, not of inherent defect, hut of that savage fero-

city of stronger races which broke to pieces and outlawed both the

Chepang and the Kusunda tribes during the ferocious ethnic struggles

of days long gone by, when tribe met tribe in iuternecal strife contend-

ing for the possession of that soil they knew not how to fructify ! Nor
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is there any lack of reasonable presumptions in favour of this idea, in

reference to the Chepangs at least ; for the still traceable affiliation of

this people (as we shall soon see), not less than the extant state of their

language, demonstrates their once having known a condition far supe-

rior to their present one or to any that has been their’ s for ages.

That the primitive man was a savage has always appeared to me an

unfounded assumption
; whereas that broken tribes deteriorate lament-

ably we have several well founded instances in Africa.* Quitting how-

ever these speculations I proceed with my narrative. During a long

residence in Nepal, I never could gain the least access to the Kusundas,

though aided by all the authority of the Durbar : but, so aided, I once

in the course of an ostensible shooting excursion persuaded some Che-

pangs to let me see and converse with them for 3 or 4 days through the

medium of some Guriings of their acquaintance. On that occasion I

obtained the accompanying ample specimen of their language
; and,

whilst they were doling forth the words to my interpreters, I was en-

abled to study and to sketch the characteristic traits of their forms and

faces.f Compared with the mountaineers among whom they are found

the Chepangs are a slight but not actually deformed race, though their

large bellies and their legs indicate strongly the precarious amount and

innutritious quality of their food. In height they are scarcely below

the standard of the tribes around themj—who however are notoriously

short of stature—but in colour they are very decidedly darker or of a

nigrescent brown. They have elongated (fore and aft) heads, protu-

berant large mouths, low narrow foreheads, large cheek-bones, flat faces,

and small eyes. But the protuberance of the mouth does not amount

to prognathous deformity, nor has the small suspicious eye much, if

any thing, of the Mongolian obliqueness of direction or set in the head.

Having frequently questioned the Durbar whilst resident at Kathmandu

as to the relations and origin of the Chepangs and Kusundas, I was

invariably answered that no one could give the least account of them,

but that they were generally supposed to be autochthones, or primitive

inhabitants of the country. For a long time such also was my own
opinion, based chiefly upon their physical characteristics as above noted

1 Prick. Pkys. Hist. Vol. II. passim. Scott’s exquisite Novels throw much
light on this subject.

f See the accompanying outline, which is remarkably faithful and significant.

Magar, Miami, Kbus, G fining, Newar.
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and upon the absence of all traceable lingual or other affinity with the

tribes around them. So that I took the Chepangs, the Ivusundas and

the Ilaiyus, a third tribe, remarkably resembling the two former in posi-

tion and appearance—to be fragments of an original hill population

prior to the present Tibetan original inhabitants of these mountains
;

and to be of Tamulian extraction, from their great resemblance of form

and colour to the Aborigines of the plains, particularly the Kols. It

did not for several years occur to me to look for lingual affinities beyond

the proximate tribes, nor was I, save by dint of observation made, fully

aware that the Mongolian type of mankind belongs not only to the races

of known northern pedigree, such as the mass of the sub-Himalayan

population,* but equally so to all the Aborigines of the plains, at least

to all those of central India. Hav ing of late however become domi-

ciled much to the eastward of Kathmandu, and having had more leisure

for systematic and extended researches, those attributes of the general

subject which had previously perplexed me were no longer hindrances

to me in the investigation of any particular race or people. I now saw

in the Mongolian features of the Chepangs a mark equally reconcileable

with Tamulian or Tibetan affinities ; in their dark colour aud slender

frame, characteristics at first sight indeed rather Tamulian than Tibetan,

but such as might, even in a Tibetan race, be accounted for by the

extreme privations to which the Chepangs had for ages been subject

;

and in their physical attributes taken altogether I perceived that I had

to deal with a test of affinity too nice and dubious to afford a solution

of the question of origin. I therefore turned to the other or lingual

test ;
and, pursuing this branch of the inquiry, I found that with the

southern Aborigines there was not a vestige of connexion, whilst to my

surprise I confess, I discovered in the lustyf Llibpas of Bhutan the

unquestionable origin and stock of the far removed, and physically very

differently characterised, Chepangs ! This lingual demoustration of

identity of origin, I have for the reader's convenience selected and

set apart as an Appendix to the vocabulary of the Chepang language ;

and I apprehend that all persons conversant with ethnological enquiries

will see in the not mere resemblance but identity of thirty words of

prime use and necessity extracted from so limited a field of comparison

* See Journal for December last. I date their transit of the Himalaya from

Tibet fully 1200 years back.

f See the subjoined note at the end.
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as was available for me to glean from, a sufficient proof of the asserted

connexion and derivation of the Chepangs, notwithstanding all objec-

tions derivable from distance, dissolution of intercourse and physical

nonconformity. But observe, the last item of difference is, as already

intimated, not essential but contingent, for both Lhopa and Chepang

are marked with the same essential Mongolian stamp, whilst the dete-

riorations of vigour and of colour in the Chepangs, though striking, are

no more than natural, nay inevitable, consequences of the miserable

condition of dispersion and out-lawry to which the Chepangs have been

subject for ages anterior to all record or tradition. And again, with

regard to local disseveration, it should be well noted, in the first place

that by how much the Chepangs are and have long been removed from

Bhutan, by so much exactly do conformities of language demonstrate

identity of origin, because those conformities cannot be explained by

that necessary contact with neighbours to which the Chepang language

owes of course, such Hindi, Parbatia and Newar terms as the vocabu-

lary exhibits ; and, in the second place we must recollect that though

it be true that 300 miles of very inaccessible country divide the seat

of the Chepangs from Bhutan, and moreover that no intercourse there-

with has been held by the Chepangs for time out of mind, still in those

days when tribes and nations were, so to speak, in their transitional

state, it is well known that the tides of mankind flowed and ebbed with

a force and intensity comparable to nothing in recent times, and capable

of explaining far more extraordinary phoenomena than the disruption of

the Chepangs, and their being hurried away, like one of the erratic

boulders of geologists, far from the seat of the bulk of their race and

people. Indeed, the geological agents of dislocation in the days of

pristine physical commotion may throw some light, in the way of ana-

logy, upon the ethnological ones during the formative eras of society ;

and, though we have no record or tradition of a Lhopa conquest or in-

cursion extending westward so far as, or even towards, the great valley

of Nepal, we may reasonably presume that some special clan or sept of

the Bhutanese was ejected by an ethnic cataclysm from the bosom of

that nation and driven westward under the ban of its own community

alike, and of those with which it came in contact in its miserable migra-

tion, for misfortune wins not fellowship.

The lapse of a few generations will probably see the total extinction

of the Chepangs and Kusundas, and therefore I apprehend that the
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traces now saved from oblivion of these singularly circumstanced and

characterised tribes, now for the first time named to Europeans, will be

deemed very precious by all real students of ethnology. Their origin,

condition and character are, in truth, ethnic facts of high value, as

proving how tribes may he dislocated and deteriorated during the great

transitional eras of society.

Addendum on Bhutan.

Lhd is the native name for Bhutan, and Lhopa and Diikpa (written

Bnikpa) are native names for an inhabitant of Bhutan—whereof the

former is the territorial, the latter, the religious, designation. In other

words, a Lhopa is one belonging to the country of Bhutan, and a

Diikpa (rectc Briikpa), a follower of that form of Lamaism which pre-

vails in Bhutan, and which has become equally distinctive with the local

designation for an inhabitant of the country, since the people of Blidt or

Tibet were converted to the new or Gelukpa form of that faith. Bhu-

tan is a Sanscrit word, and is correctly Bhutant, or ‘ the end of Blidt’

(inclusively), the brahmans like the natives, deeming the Cisnavian re.

gion an integral part of Tibet, which it is ethnographically, though by

no means geographically. Had Klaproth and Ritter been aware that

Lhd is Bhutan, and Lhopa an inhabitant of Bhutan, we should not

have had their maps disfigured by a variety of imaginary regions placed

East of Bhutan and termed Lokahadja, &c. a sheer variorum series of

lingual error resting on the single local name Lhd and its derivatives of

a personal kind, as correctly and incorrectly gathered by them. Origi-

nally some Bengali rendered Lhd by the, to him, familiar word Ldk (re-

gio)
;
and then, being unaware that the Tibetan affix ba vel pa means

belonging to, inhabitant of, he subjoined to the ba his own equivalent of

ja (born of) and thus was deduced Klaproth’s furthest error (I omit

others short of this one) of Lokahadja. To trace an error to its source

is the best way to prevent its repetition, an aphorism I add, lest any per-

son should suppose me wanting in respect for the eminent persons whose

mistake I have pointed out. Klaproth was possibly misled by Hastings’

letters to and from Teshulungba.* Blithe and Ritter are fairly charge-

able with constant creation of new regions out of mere synonyma ! I

could give a dozen of instances from their splendid maps.

* See Turner’s Embassy and native account of Bhutan, in the Society’s Transac-

tions.
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Vocabulary of the language of the Chepdng.

English. Chepdng. English. CMpang.
The world Caret, Winter Namjiing
God *Nyam Ding The rains Nyamwa
Man Pursi Grain Yam
Woman Miru Rice, unhusked Yang
Quadruped Sya Rice, husked Chur
Bird Moa Wheat Kan
Insect Pling Barley) Caret

Fish Gna T Plantain Maisc
Fire Mi T Pear Pasai

Air Maro Tobacco Mingo
Earth SaT Pepper Marich H
Clay, plastic Sa lena Red pepper Raksai
Water Ti Garlick Bin
Light

, lux Anglia Oil Sate

The Sun Nyam T A tree Sing-tak T
The Moon Lame T A leaf Lb T
The Stars Kar T A flower Rb
A mountain Rias T A fruit Chai
A plain Dani Wood Sying T
A river Ghoro Fuel Jharo sying

A ferry Titachaparna ? (fold) Grass Caret

A boat Caret Straw Won
A bridge Ta Bran R6k
Husband Palam A horse Serang

Wife Malam An ox Shya
Father Pa A bull You shya

Mother Ma A cow Mb shya

Brother IIou A buffalo Misha T
Sister Hou dhiang A dog Kui T
Grand-father To A cat Caret

Grand-mother Aie A monkey Yukh
Uncle Pang A jackal Karja

Aunt Mum A tiger Ja
Child Cho A leopard Mayo ja

Boy Ch6 A bear Ybm
Girl Cho riang A goat Micha
Kinsfolk Laikwo A sheep Caret

Strangefolk Suing A hare Caret

Day Nyi Gni T A hog, pig Piak T
Night Ya An elephant Kisi N
Dawn Wago A deer Kasya
Noon Syawa A rat Yu
Evening Nyam rama A mouse Mayo yu
To-day Tin A manis Chang jung

Yesterday Yon A fowl (gallus) Wa
To-morrow Syang Its egg Wti-kum
A week Caret A pigeon Bak-wa
A fortnight Bakha yatla A crow Kawa
A month Yatla A sparrow Yurkunwa
A year) Yatang A lark Baju wa
Summer Lhapa A partridge Tithara H

* Nyam is the Sun, which is no doubt worshipped, and hence the identity of

terms.

t The separate 12 months and 7 days have no names.

) No other grain named but wheat and rice,

4 R
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English. Chpjidng.

A quail IFmba-wa
A kite or hawk M6-wa
A fly Yang
A bee Tiimba

The human body Mha
The head Tolong

The hair Min
The face Khdn
The forehead Jydl

The eye Mik T
The nose Gne Nye
The mouth Mothong
The chin Kam-tyo
The ear No T
The arm Knit
The hand Kutpa
The leg Dom
The foot Caret

The belly Tukh
Bone Rhus T
Blood Wi
Blood-vessel So
A house Kyim T
A door Khanjk
A stone Bang
A brick Caret

A temple Ding tbani

An idol Simta
Dinner Amjia
A dish L6
A plate Mila

Flesh Mai
Bread Lang
Vegetables Kyang
Honey Turn
Wax Main P
Milk Gmiti

Gheu Gheu H
Cloth Nai
Clothes, apparel Nai
Bed clothes Lou
Upper vest Doura
Lower vest Sumba
Shoe Panai P
Stocking Ddcha P
Wool, raw Min
Cotton, ditto Kapas H
Hemp, ditto Kyou
Bow Lui
Arrow Lah T
Ax Warhe
Spade, hoe Taik

Plough You sing

Loom Caret

Knife Phia ghiil

Brush, broom Phck
Basket Tokorong
Rope, thick Ra

English. Chr-gang

.

Cord, thin Rhim
Thread Mayo rhim

Needle Gyap
Pen Re syang

Ink Hildang

Sovereign Rajah H
Subject Parja H
Citizen Berang moy
Countryman, rustic Bo moy
Soldier Gal moy
Villager Desing moy
Priest Jhakri

Physician Chime
Druggist O'sa yilong

Master Sing chopo

Servant Mayo ? (small)

Slave Grang
Cultivator Kamin chara

Cowherd Gothala II

Caqienter Sing kami N
Blacksmith Kami N
Weaver Naik yousa

Spinner Rhim rhousa

Taylor Rupsa
Basket-maker Grang kidni

Currier Pun rupo
Tanner Pun lai

Cotton-dresser Rhim rhowan
Iron Phalam P
Copper Tamba H
Lead Sisa II

Gold Liang
Silver Rupa H
Rain Nyong wa
Frost Chepu
Snow Rapang
Ice Chepu
Fog Khasu
Lightning Marang
Thunder Marang mura
A storm Marhu
A road Liam T
A path Mayo liam

A spring (water) Tishakwd
Trade Y inlang

Capital Ras
Interest Chd
Coin Tanka H
Robbery Latilang

Theft Ditto

Murder Jensatang

Rape Kutyalang
Cultivated field Blu
City or town Berang
Village Desi N
Horn Rdng T
Ivory Laik

A still Kiiti pong
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English. Chepdng.

Beer Han
Spirits Rakshi P
The senses Caret

Touching Dina ?

Smelling Gnama ?

Seeing Yorsa ?

Hearing Saisa ?

Tasting Yangsa ?*

Hunger Rung
Thirst Ki6p
Disease Rog H
Medicine O'sa N
Fever Aimang
Dysentery Boarlang

Small-pox Brom
Fear Rai
Hope Aphro
Love Mharlang
Hate Ghrim nang
Grief, sorrow Manbharang
Joy Yang nang
One Ya-zho
Two Nhi-zho T
Three Sum-zho T
Foul- Ploi-zlio

Five Puma-zho
Six Kruk-zho
Seven Chana-zho

Eight Prap-zho

Nine Taku-zho
Ten Gvib-zho

Half Bakha
The whole Yagur
Some, any Caret

Many Jho
None Domanalo
Neai- Lbkto
Far Dyangtd
Blind Mikchangna
Lame Domtonga
Dumb Ndsa cln'd

Deaf Ndsa mal
Clean Bhangto
Dirty Galto

Strong Jokto

Weak Joklo

Good Pito

Bad Pilo

Ugly Pilo

Handsome Dyangto
Young Dyang mai
Old Burha Id

Clever Chimo

English. Chepdng.

Stupid Waiva cliul

Honest Wuba pina

Dishonest Waba pilo

Great Bronto

Small Maito, Mayo
Heavy Lito

Light, levis Caret

Black Galto

White Bhamto
Green Phelto

Blue Galto

Red Duto
Yellow Yerpo
Sweet Nimto
Sour Nimlo
Straight Dhimto
Crooked Dbngto
Hot Dhato
Cold Yestho
Dark Caret

Light, luminous Takto
Great Bronto
Greater Mhak talto

Greatest Mhak talto

Small Maito
Smaller Ckolam
Smallest Cholam
To stand Chimsa
To fall Chdnsa
To walk Whasa
To ruu Kisa
To climb Jyaksaf
To question Hotsa
To answer Dyengnuksa
To request Bajhinang ?*

To refuse Bainanglo ?

To fight Kaichinang
To kiss Chopchinang
To laugii Nhlsa
To cry Rhiasa

To eat Jhichang
To drink Tumchang
To talk Nhochang
To be silent Ashimanga ?

To shit Yeshang
To piss Chuchang
To ascend Jyakchang*
To descend Susyang
To cut Palchinang

To break Tleschang

To join, unite Chochaug
To jump Jybschang

To sit down Muchang

* Sa I think is the infinitive sign, aud ang the participial. And one or other
should appear uniformly here.

f If as 1 suppose, Sa be the infinitival sign there must be error and the rather
that all the verbs should have one form. A'ng I think is the participial sign.

4 r 2
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English. Chepang. English. Chepang.

To stand up Chingsa To write Resa

To sleep Yemsa To read Brosa

To wake Tyoksa To sing Mansa
To give Buisa T To dance Svaksa

To take Lisa T To lie down Kontimusa
To lend Buisa To get up Caret

To borrow Lisa To tell a falsehood Hekaktang
To buy Yingsa To see Chewang ?

To sell Yinlangalsa To hear Saiyang ?*

To exchange Gyesa To taste Lyernsa

To live Caret To smell Namsa
To die Caret To touch Dimsa
To reap Rasa To count Thengsa
To sow Warsa To measure Krusa
To thresh Rhapsa To remember Mhardangsa
To winnow Krapsa To forget Mhoiyangsa

N. B.—T postfixed indicates a Tibetan etymon for the word, H a Hindi origin, P
a Parbatia or Khas, and N a Newar, ditto. It was not in my power to do more
than collect vocables. I could not ascertain structure : but comparing all the words

I conceive the anomalies of the verbs may be set right by assuming Sa to be the

infinitival sign, and ang, varied to chang, yang and nang, the participial one.

—

B. H. H.

List of Chepang words derivedfrom the Tibetan language and especi

English.

ally the Bhutanese dialect of it.

Tibetan. Lhopa. Chepang.

Eye Mig yy Mik
Sun Nyima Nyim Nyam
Sky Namkhah Nam Nam
Ear y y No Navo
Mountain Ri Rong Rias

Star Karma Kam Kar
Free Jon-shing Shing Sing-tak

Wood yy Shing Sing

Leaf Lo-ma yy L6
Salt Tsa Chha Chhe
Road Lam Lam Liam
House Khyirn Kkim Kyim
Moon Lavo yy Lame
Bone Ruspa »> Rhus

Fire Me Mi Mi
Arrow Dah Dah Lah
Dog Khyi Khi Kui
Buffalo Mahi S Meshi Misha

Day yy Nyim Nyi

Earth yy Sa Sa

Fish Nya Gna Gna
Hog Phag Phag Piak

Horn Ra Rung Rong
Two Nyis Nyi Nhi-zhof

Three Sum Sum Sum-zho
Give Buh Bin Bui

Take Lan Ling Li

* These should be Chesa and Saisa I apprehend.

t Zho is a emunerative servile affix like Thampa in the decimal series of Tibetan.
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A passagefrom Ibn Qotaybah’s Adah al Kdtib ’ on Arabic Astronomy ;

by A. Sprenger. Communicated by H. M. Elliot, Esq. Foreign

Secretary to Govt, of India.

We find in Arabic two sets of names for stars and constellations.

Some are purely Arabic, like jjisio'l) (the Bear), others are tran-

scribed or translated from the Greek, as (the Bear), and a

corruption of (Cepheus). In the same manner we find two

totally distinct systems. In one (the purely Arabic) we find names for

southern stars which are visible only in Arabia and not in Greece or

Babylonia ; the ecliptic is divided into twenty-eight parts, and not into

twelve, and, consistently, the year has twenty-eight solar months ; many

stars have names of which the Greeks have not taken notice, and they

are grouped into constellations in a manner different from that of the

Greeks. This system of astronomy rests solely on observation without

calculation or generalization.

Greek astronomy seems to have been first introduced among the

Arabs by Klialid b. Yazyd, who flourished towards the end of the first

century of the Hijrah ; he had several hooks translated from the Greek

into Arabic, and was in possession of a celestial globe which had been

made by Ptolemy ;* and so rapidly did this science take root and spread

among the followers of Muhammed, that the Moors in Spain were, as

early as the ninth century after Christ, the instructors of their northern

neighbours. We find in the writings of the venerable Bede the words

Alidada and Almajest which bear witness to the Arabic

origin of part of his astronomical knowledge. Ever since the time of

Khalid, systematical writers on astronomy follow exclusively the Greek

system, whilst encyclopaedic authors mix the two without much discri-

mination. The chapter of Ibn Qotaybali on astronomy, though the

tendency of the author is philology, is therefore very valuable ;
for he

carefully excluded every Greek ingredient from it with the exception

* Kitty’s Bibl. Philosophorum, the account of this (or globe) is in Casiri II. 417,

but not complete : the psssage ought to run

I , . y/C j __ XS. . .

. ^

lfi)| boj be Bbc 13 )

&s.„i j (compare the MSS. copy of Kitty in the Lib. of Faris).
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perhaps of the names of the signs of the Zodiac, with which the Arabs

were probably acquainted long before Muliammed.

The object of Ibn Qotaybah’s* book called the Writer’s Manual,

or according to others is merely to explain

the words and terms which occur in the poems, proverbs, &c. of

ancient Bedouin poets, we can not therefore expect complete explana-

tions. To supply what I can, I have added some extracts from the

Mabdhij al Filer of Wat-wat of which I believe, there is no copy

in Europe, the extracts from this hook however must be received with

some caution, for the author is not always critical, and the MSS. not

always correct ; but the extracts from Ibn Qotaybah may be completely

relied upon, and they will be found copied under the respective heads

in the Qaimis and CiMA and translated in Freytag’s Diet. Arab. Lat.
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“ On the heaven, stars, seasons, and winds' ’—“ All which is above

you is called sama (heaven) ; therefore the roof of the tent is called

sama, and a cloud is called sama. It is said in the Qoran, “ We have

sent from the sama, i. e. from the cloud blessed water.” Falak (sphere)

is the name for the orbit of such stars as it contains. It is said in the

Qoran ‘They all swim in a falak.’ The name falak has been chosen

(to designate a sphere of the heaven) on account of its round shape
;

for you say the falkah (ball) of the spindle, you also say the breast of

a woman became falak (round).

A sphere has two opposite holes ; one in the south and one in the

north.—The milkyway is called majarrah because it looks like a beam

(supporting a vault) ; it is also called the sharaj (fissure) of heaven and

the gate of heaven. The singidar of bonij (signs of the Zodiac) is

burj
;

it means fortress or castle (German, Burg)
;
in this sense the word

is used in the Qoran ;
‘ If you are in strong boruj (fortresses) .’ The

names of the signs of the Zodiac are : the ram, bull, transit, crab, lion,

ear of corn, balance, scorpion, bow, goat, the water-basket, and the fish.

There are twenty-eight mansions of the moon. The moon is every

day of the month in another mansion. It is said in the Qoran we

have appointed for the moon mansions until she returns to her former

place.” The Bedouins were of opinion that the term “anwa” (heliacal

settings), is exclusively applied to the mansions of the moon ; and they

called them the stars of occupation, for the moon occupies every night

another mansion.

The year has four seasons : the autumn is now called (by the Arabs

settled out of their native country) Kharyf ;
but the Bedouins called it

Baby (fresh grass), for in that season falls the first rain. It is called

Kharyf, because people cut their crops in that season. It begins when

the sun enters Libra. The sun passes during this season through

the following mansions of the moon
:
ghafr (occultation), zobanv, iklyl

(crown), qalb (heart), shawlah (the curvature of a tail when raised),

na’ayim (the ostriches), baldah (fissure).

Winter begins when the sun enters into the sign of Capricorn. He

passes through the following mansions of the moon in this season : sa’d
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al-dzabiA (the butchering luck), sa’cl bola’ (the devouring luck), sa’d

al-so’ud (the luck of lucks), sa’d al-akhbiyah faragh al-dalw al-moqact-

dam (the foremost trough of the bucket), faragh al-dalw al-mowakh-

khar (the hindmost trough of the bucket).

Spring was called cayf by the ancient Arabs, and Ruby by the latter

Arabs who had settled in cities. It begins when the sun enters into

the sign of the Aries. Its mansions are : sliaratun (the two signs or

marks), hotazn (the small belly), thorayya (multitude, i. e. Pleiades),

dabran or dabaran (Hyades), haq’ah (the race-course), han’ah (the

curvature), and dzira (the forearm).

Summer was formerly called qaytz by the Bedouins, and is now called

cayf by the towns-people. Its lunar mansions are : nathrah (the back

of the nose, the stars are on the nose of the lion), t&xi (the eye, viz. of

the sign of the lion), jabhah (the forehead), zobrah (the lion’s mane

between his shoulders), carfah (returning), ’awwa (the barker or dog),

sinsak.

Nawo (heliacal setting), means that one of those stars sets (heliacally)

in the west, whilst another rises (heliacally) in the east. The term

nawo, which means rising, is used in this instance (for setting), because

the setting of one of the mansions of the moon is always accompanied

by the rising of another ; some say that nawo means both rising and

setting. One cf the mansions of the moon sets (heliacally) and ano-

ther one rises every thirteen days. The twenty-eight mansions make

therefore their revolution once a year. If at the setting of a mansion

of the moon a change of the weather took place, the Arabs used to

ascribe it to the setting mansion, and they thought that it continued to

influence the weather until the next mansion would set (the setting

mansion, it must be recollected, proceeds towards coming in conjunc-

tion with the sun). If a mansion of the moon set and brought no

rain it was called “empty.”

Sirar or Sirar (occultation), is a term for the last night of the (lunar)

month, for the moon becomes invisible, sometimes one and sometimes

two nights. Bara (salvation), is equally the name of the last day of

the month, for the moon escapes from the sun ; moMq (destruction), is

the name for the last three days of the (natural) month, for the moon

perishes during them. NaAyrah (having the throat cut), is also a

name for the last day of the month, for the coming month cuts the
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throat of the going. The first three clays after the moon has become

visible she is called hilal, and the remaining days of the month the

moon is called qamar. The thirteenth night of the month is called

the night of equation, the fourteenth night is called the night of

haste (full moon), for she hurries to overtake the sun before he sets

and seems to drive him away. Some say that the word badr is to be

taken in the meaning of ‘ completion or fulness’ for the moon is then

full, you use the word in this sense in calling a purse of 10,000

dirhams badrali, and in calling a full large eye badrah. Every three

nights of the month had, with the Bedouins, a separate name. The

first three were called ghorar, plur. ghorah, which means the first of

any thing. The next three nights (4th, 5th, Gth) are called superero-

gations, the next three are called ninth, for the last of this three nights

is the ninth of the lunar month ; the next three are called tenth, from

the first night of the set ; and the next three (14th, 15th, and 16th)

are called white on account of the silvery light of the moon, during

these three nights, and the next three nights (17th, 18th, and 19th)

dora’ the regular form would be dor,’ for the first half is dark and the

other half is moonlight
;
you call a sheep dar’a if the head and neck is

black and the rest of the body white. The next three nights (20th,

21st, 22d) are called dark, the next three (23d, 24th, 25th) are called

black, diidiy, because they are a remmant, and the last three nights

are called destruction, for the moon perishes.

The sun and moon have two orients and two Occidents. It is there-

fore said in the Koran “ God is the Lord of the two easts, and of the

two wests.” One is the place where the sun rises and sets in summer,

and the other where it rises and sets in winter. The exact place of the

east of winter is the point of the horizon where the sun rises in the

shortest day of the year, and the east of summer is the point of the

horizon where the sun rises in the longest day of the year. The other

risings and settings of the sun are between these two extremes ;
the

words (orients and Occidents) are used in the plural in the Korun.

A star is called najm because it rises. You say of a tooth najama,

i. e. it comes forth. You also say a star najama, i. e. it rises ; a star

is also called £ariq, for it lights at night. You say of a man who comes

to hue at night taraqa, in this sense, says the poetess. Hind b. (bint ?)

’otbah : We are the daughters of a fciriq, we walk on carpets. She
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means to say our father is a star in nobility and height of position,

“ What do you know of the meaning of £ariq ? it is a bright star.”

The moon is called qamar because she is white ; acpnar means white ;

you say of the night it is qamra if it is light. There are two dawns,

the first is also called the tail of the wolf, it is the false dawn and

resemble a wolf’s tail, because it is narrow and does not spread
;
the

second is the true dawn which spreads, this is the red of the morning.

The sun is called glowing for he glows like fire. The morning is hence

called the morning of the glowing, (i. e. sun.) The highest part of the

sun, which first rises above the horizon is called the horn of the sun.

Ilis sides are called liawajib ; iyali is the light of the sun ; halah means

the halo of the moon.

There are four cardinal winds : the north wind which comes from

Sham (left) ; or from the right if you are in the ’Iraq and place your

face towards the qiblah. If the north wind is hot in summer it is

called trying. The opposite wind is called south wind. The east wind

comes from whence the sun rises, and the west wind comes from the

opposite direction. A wind which comes from between two cardinal

points is called declinating.

A large star is called dorriyy without a hamzah (pearly). Abu Mu-

hammed says if you pronounce the word dorriyy with a hamzah and

say doriy, it means a star which rises over you.

By the jady (polar star) through which you ascertain where the

qiblah is, the jady of the ursa minor is meant. The ursa minor is close

to the ursa major and resembles it ; four stars are called na’gh (bier)

and the other three are called banat (daughters) . The first two of the

four are called farqadan (the two calves), the last of the banat is called

jady (polar star, literally, he-goat).—Soha is an obscure star in the

larger Bear on which people exercise their eyesight, and hence the say-

ing : I show her the soha (talks on subtilities) and she shows me the

moon. Fakka (languor) is a round constellation (Corona borealis)

behind the Arcturus the common people (’ammah, and not ghilmaln

as Freytag seems to have read) call it the poor man’s cup. Before

Arcturus is the simak ramih, (i. e. the simak armed with a spear
;)

it is

called armed with a spear because there is a star before it which is

called spear. The unarmed simak (Spica virginis) is between the

southern and northern stars. The setting vulture consists of three
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stars disposed like a julha (i. c. a fire-place consisting of three stones

placed like a horse-shoe) ; opposite is the flying vulture which consists

of three stars in a line. The former is called the sitting vulture, for

two of its stars are considered as its wings ; and it is conceived that the

vulture has shut its wings like a bird that sits down. The latter is

called the flying vulture, for two stars are considered as expanded wings,

resembling those of a flying bird. The common people call this con-

stellation the balance.—The tattooed hand is the open hand of the

Pleiades. This constellation has another hand which is called the cut

hand and which is below the shara£an. The ’ayyiiq is on the right

(south) side of the milkyway, behind it are three clear stars called

marks. The lowest star of the ’ayyuq is called the foot of the ’ayyiiq.

Canopus is a red isolated star, as it is near the horizon it appears

always twinkling. The poet says “ I see a board from the Canopus

which when it rises towards the end of the night, resembles a twinkling

eye. This is a southern star, a man who faces in the ’Iraq the qiblah

sees it to his left. It is visible in all Arabia but it is not visible in

Armenia. The Bear sets in Aden but never sets in Armenia. You see

the Canopus about ten days sooner in the 7/ijaz than in the ’Iraq. The

heart of the Scorpion rises in the country of Rabadzah (which is four

days journey from Madynah) three days sooner than the vulture, but

at Kiifali the vulture rises before the heart of the Scorpion by seven

days. On the track and behind the two feet of Canopus are large white

stars, which are not visible in ’Iraq, aud which are called Avar in the

Z/ijaz. Two constellations are called shi’rah (cauis), one is called the

shi’ra of setting over (the river), (i. e. canis major), and is in the Gemi-

ni, the other is called the shi’ra with sore eyes (canis minor). The canis

major and minor have each a star called mirjam.

Ten stars are called sa’d (luck) ;
four of them are among the

mansions of the moon, and have been mentioned
;
the remaining six are

:

luck of the second grass, luck of the king, luck of the chickens, luck

of the hero, luck of the distinguished, luck of the rain. Every one of

these sa'd consists of two stars which are apparently one cubit from

each other. They are regular, and these stars and the mansions of the

moon are well known, and frequently mentioned by the ancient Arabic

poets.

The Klionnas (retrograde) mentioned in the Qoran, is said to mean.
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Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus and Mercury, they have this name,

because they move through the zodiac and mansions, like the sun and

moon, hut then they return ;
when you see one at the end of the zodiac

it returns to the beginning. They are also called konnas, for they con-

ceal themselves like “ gazelles in their dens.”

The word nawo, helical setting of a mansion of the moon, (plur.

anwa,) is of frequent occurrence in Arabic authors, and several of them

have written monographies on the anwa, to which the changes of the

weather were ascribed, as with us to the quarters of the moon
;
yet

this term seems to have escaped the diligence of Ideler, and its

meaning has baffled the learning of Richardson and Freytag
;

the

former explains it :
“ setting in the west (as a star) in the twilight, ano-

ther one rising in the east.” A passage from Wabvaf, which bears on

the meaning of this term, may therefore be useful.

The mansions of the moon alternately watch each other. The term

watching is employed, because one indicates the rise of another, as if

one was waiting the setting of its fellow before it rises. The reason is

this. The mansions are divided into two sets (or halves) as we have

said, viz. the southern, which comprizes fourteen mansions, and the

northern, which comprizes the same number. When the first mansion

of the southern half rises, the first mansion of the northern sets.

The first mansion of the northern set is the sliaraian, and the first

mansion of the southern set is the ghafr. When the shara^an rises

the ghafr sets, and so on until the simak rises, which is the last mansion

of the northern set, and which alternates with the Mt (fish) : the one

sets when the other rises the second morning. Rising and setting are

not to be taken in the usual meaning, or rising from the horizon ; for in

this sense, the mansions of the moon rise and set every twenty-four

hours. The meaning is this. When the sun approaches to a fixed

star or planet, he hides it and it is not visible to the eye of the observer ;

a star is therefore visible only at night and not at day time, and being-

in occultation is as much as being not on the sky. The star remains

invisible until it is sufficiently distant from the sun
;

it can first be seen

at dawn, for the light of the sun (not of the stars as the MSS. has it)

is then weak and does not overpower the light of the stars ; the star

of the rising mansion can therefore be seen in the east in the morning.

This is the meauing of the term “the rise of a mansion.” Its watcli-

4 T
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man becomes at the same time invisible, and this is the meaning of the

term “it sets.” Fourteen mansions are constantly visible in the hemi-

sphere of the heaven which is above the earth, the other fourteen

mansions are concealed under the earth, in the other half of the heaven.

To every two and one third mansion corresponds our sign of the

zodiac. The mansions of the sliaraMn, bo/ayu and one third of the

thorayya correspond to Aries, &c.
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It seems that the mansions of the moon must be considered as a

division of the ecliptic hy which the progress of the sun through the

vastness of the heavens is measured, and the time of its annual

revolution divided into twenty-eight parts or solar months. The motion

of the moon has furnished this division. From the observation of the

same stars from which the Arabs learned what solar month of the year

was, they could also learn the date of the lunar month and even the

hour of the night. The lunar mansions were the almanac and dial of

the illiterate children of the desert, and they are probably their own

invention. As a more precise knowledge of them may he of historical

interest, I insert here another passage of Wa^wai (Lib. I. cap. 3) on

the subject :

—

“ As the Arabs (Bedouins) had no knowledge of the results which

the ancients had obtained by their observations of the fixed stars, and

as they were not acquainted with the stars which might enable them to

define the seasons of the year and to fix the time, they observed certain

stars and attempted to ascertain by experience to what extent the heli-

acal setting of every star was true or deceptive (in predicting the wea-

ther), and what influence the stars exercise on the temperament and

constitution of man wdieu they rise or set. They did not however

attend to the signs of the zodiac in their observations, but they divided

the sphere of the fixed stars into a number of parts, equal to the number

of days of a revolution of the moon, that is to say into twenty-eight.

They looked for a sign to mark the distance which the moon passes in

twenty-four hours; and called it “stage” (mansion). They began

with the two stars in the horn of Aries, called sharaftm, then they

looked out for another star by which to might mark the distance which

the moon goes in 24 hours, starting from the sharafan, and this star is

bo/ayn. After the bo^ayn comes the tharayya, &c. It is the Arabs

who gave names to these stars without reference to the division or signs

of the Zodiac, thus the liaq’ah is one of the stars marking the limit

of a mansion of the moon, yet it is not in the Zodiac but in Orion.

The term mansion is taken by exact writers in the meaning of a portion

of the heavenly sphere equal to one-fourth of one-seventh, i. e. one

twenty-eighth of the circumference. It is not more than this, for the

moon, in her mean course arrives on the 29tli day at the spot from

which she started. Mansion means originally the respective arc and not

4x2
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tlie star, for the stars are only the limits which divide one mansion from

another, hut these were called after the stars, and now the names of the

stars are applied to the respective mansions. Every mansion has 1 3-JA

days, for this is the result if you divide 3G5j, the number of days of

the solar year hy 28. The almanack of the mansions is calculated by

the solar year, for their apparition (read Ljy^ls instead of lAjyb) is con-

nected with the solar year. Every mansion has therefore thirteen days

or degrees. But the solar year is one day and one fourth of a day

longer than this period (i. e. 28x13 days), therefore one day is

added to the last mansion, which is called jabhat. To make up for the

remaining fourth, a day is intercalated every four years in the mansion

of the jabhah. The sharafun are considered the first mansion, for they

are in Aries, which is the first sign of the Zodiac.”
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In the following account of every mansion of the moon I follow the

same author, but abridge his text :

—

“ Fourteen mansions are northern and called the left mansions, and as

many are southern and called the right. When the northern mansions

rise (heliacally) the night is longer than the day, and when the southern

ones rise the day is longer than the night. The moon either makes

her daily stages in the respective mansion or a little before or behind

it (but in the same line), or out of the line of the mansions to the north

or south.

1. Sharatdn or sharfan (dual), sing. shar£ or shara£, pi. ashra/, which

means signs cuU^ic. Also called the horn (^Tj I would observe that

this and most other pure Arabic terms of returning are obsolete in their

common acceptation, or perhaps belong to a dialect, which forms but

a slight ingredient into the written language) being, according to those
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who paint the constellations, in the horns of Aries. The shara^an are

two bright stars, not far asunder north and south ; not far from the

southern is another and smaller star, which is sometimes added to the

preceding two. The setting of the sliara^an portends luck. The Arabs

say

tylxwill (jhoyi JjSfl (sic) I,}!

“ When the sharafan rise (set ?), day and night are equal, the

country becomes green, the teeth stand opposite each other (?), neigh-

bours make presents to each other, and the poor man may spend the

night wherever he likes.”

2. IWayn (the small belly) the diminutive is used because there is a

star in the fish called belly (barii). Three stars resembling a horse-

shoe, somewhat less in magnitude than the shara/an. Those who make

drawings of the constellations place them in the belly of Aries.

3. Tliorayya (Pleiades); six small stars; ignorant people believe

that there are seven, they are close together and look like sparks.

Some say there are twelve, but it would require the eye of Muhammed

to see them. This constellation is called al-najm (the star) in the same

manner as Venus is called al-kawkab (the star) par excellence. The

Pleiades are also called the fat sheep’s tail ; most times the

moon does not go into the Pleaides but into Lhyqali (straits)

which is the name of two small stars between the Pleiades and

Aldabaran. This is considered as the best and most lucky nawo by

the Arabs, and occurs therefore frequently in their poetry. (The rhymes

of the Bedouins on this and some other mansions are so much disfigured

by errors that they could not be transcribed here).

4. Dabaran is a bright red star, before it (east of it) is a group of many

stars, of which two stars are nearer to dabaran than the rest. These

are called the two dogs of the dabaran ; and the rest its booty

(fjrii its flock of sheep?) or its camels <je30>. The two Bedouin

proverbs: “more faithful than dabaran ^j 1),”

and “more treacherous than the Pleiades (ejb^jJl ^-oj^l)” are owing

to the constancy with which the latter follow the former, who is his

faithless love. The dabaran is also called ^sr^l JO and ^s^'^O and

n* and and jjxll and It is of the first

magnitude.
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5. Haq’ali (race-course, three small nebular

stars called the jalha (fire-place of three stones disposed like a horse-

shoe) .

6. Han’ah (curved), five stars resembling a club with a hook at the

top called Three form a straight line. The third is called the

bow of the Gemini Ij^srl the fifth is turned hack (forms the hook)

by about one space towards the south. Astronomers place the han’ah

in the foot of the gemini
;
some call it the how of the gemini, with

which they
.
shoot at the arm of the lion, and give to it eight stars

which have the shape of a how, and of which the two stars which form

the han’ah in its more limited sense, form the place where it is held.

Others say the han’ah consists of two stars which are very close to

each other, and the northern of which is brighter and called the pearl,

and the southern is called cJ . Sometimes the moon takes up

her quarters in three stars called ^1^1, which are opposite the han’ah.

Here the moon crosses the northern galaxy.

7. Dzira’ (arm), twTo stars, one bright the other dark, distant from

each other the length of a horse-whip. There are several small stars

between them called the nails jl&t ill. This is the southern of the two

arms of a lion and also called (shut), the other arm is called

(expand), they are like each other. Astronomers place the

latter in the canis minor. The Bedouins say

01*1
!j ^

j *UJail cUj

“ When the dzira’ rises the sun takes off her veil, the coal is lighted

on earth, everywhere shines the mirage, and the gazelles and lions go

into their dens.”

8. Nathrah is a nebula resembling a portion of a cloud. Astro-

nomers place it into the hut of the crab. This star is called nathrah

(bridge of the nose), because on either side there are two small stars

called the nostrils of the lion, and before them is his forehead

Some however say that this mansion is mouth of the lion ***»^ l

f*

J’ some

call it the SsLgUl.

9. Tarf (the eye of the lion), two small stars close to each other, be-

fore them are six small stars called by the Bedouins yLa-*>! (traveller

;

this is probably an error instead of eye-lashes) ; two of these stars
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stand symetrically with the eyes, the other are before them. The Arabs

make nearly as much of this mansion as they make of the Pleiades.

10. Jahhah (the forehead of the lion), three bright stars, the mid-

dling one is farthest to the east, they form therefore a triangle with long

sides and a short base. South of them is a bright very red star called

the heart of the lion <—-l*. The astronomers place this mansion

in the shoulder of Leo. The uawo of this mansion causes high

winds.

11. Zobrah, also called and and oy, two

bright stars two cubits asunder east and west, extending along the

equator. They are called haratlian (incisions in the bow to receive

the string) because they look like holes in the heaven. Below these two

stars are nine lesser ones called hair^^*-". These eleven stars together

are compared with the mane on the back of the lion and called zobrah.

The Arabs say i£>l«iy=»- <A ciJSi Ijl—"when the haratlian

rise the small dates of the Ilijaz are eaten.”

12. Cirfali, a bright star, it is considered to be the «-*** of the lion,

which is explained to Uj
; close and almost connected with this

star are seven very small stars. This mansion is called cirfali, for when

it rises with the dawn (in March) the heat returns, aud when it sets, the

cold ; it is therefore said to be the gate of time. Astronomers place it

on the tail of Leo.

13. ’Awwa five bright stars having the figure of J from north to

south ; four of them are in a line and one turn up. This mansion is

also called the buttocks of the lion l
. The Bedouins also

likened it to a dog who goes behind the lion. Astronomers place it in

the breast of Virgo.

14. The unarmed simak (Spica virginis) is a bright bluish star. On

its side is another bright star called the simak, with a spear (Arcturus),

for it has a small star in front considered to be its spear. Both simaks

are of the first magnitude. The unarmed simak is towards the south of

the armed, The name simak (a thing with which another

thing is raised) has been given to these two stars, because they are near

the zenith. The astronomers place the simak in the Spica,
; somc

times the moon takes up his mausion in four stars in front of the unarmed

simak, called (buttocks of the lion) or (seat of
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the simak). This mansion is between the southern and northern

mansions.

15. Gliafr—three very small stars on a curved line ; astronomers place

them between the thighs of Leo. Prophets are horn at the nawo of

this mansion, which takes place in April.

16. Zobaniyan—two bright stars; astronomers place them in the

scales of Libra. They are the length of a man asunder. The Arabs

say :
blyfc ah-it/c iJxJj U(4i

“ When the zobany rises, time assumes a new shape for every one

that has eyes, and easy for every animal.”

17. Iklyl (crown), three stars about one cubit asunder, behind the

ghafr. They are like a crown upon Scorpio. They are with astro-

nomers on the beam of Libra. The Arabs say : $ l li i

e»^i j l “When the crown rises

on male animals in heat and rivers dry up.”

18. Qalb—a red bright twinkling star, near two small stars, called

ijs Li (the vein and artery which issue from the heart) by the

Bedouins. Astronomers place this star in the heart of the Scorpion.

There are four constellations which are called heart v*A first the heart

of the scorpion, simply called the heart, which has just been mentioned ;

second i— third w-L, fourth .

19. Shawlali
;
several stars in a curved line resembling the raised tail

of a Scorpion, among these are two small stars close together like a

double star
;
one of them is called by the Bedouins and the other

<s*a.
; close behind them is another star called Some people say

the moon does not enter the shawlah but remains before it. Some-

times she takes up her mansions in the jbas, which is between the qalb

and shawlah, and consists of six white stars in a curved line.

20. Na’ayim—eight stars, the four southern of them are bright, and

form an irregular square, and are called this is the station of the

moon. Waridah means sheep ;
or cattle going to drink water, and this

name has been given to these stars because they are close to the milky-way,

which is likened to a river. The other four stars are called sjOLaJl j»Uih

(i. e. returned from drinking water), because they are some distance

from the milkyway. Astronomers place the waridah in the hand of

Sagittarius, with which he pulls the bow.

4 u
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21. Baldah—a round fissure in the heaven without a star. Baldah

means in the Bedouin dialect a fissure in the ground, (jcjill y
This fissure is surrounded by six small stars resembling a bow

; some

people call them. (ostrich’s nest), for not far from it are other

stars called (eggs) by the Bedouins. The moon sometimes makes

her stage in the odM. Astronomers place the baldah in the forehead

of Sagittarius.

22. So’ud, (luck,) so called because they bring rain. There are

four sa’d : 1st.—Sa’d dzabih—two small stars less than a cubit asunder

north and south. Astronomers place it into the horn of Capriconi.

23. 2d. Sa’d bola’—two stars as far asunder as the above mentioned.

Astronomers place it in the heel of Aquarius. The epithet devouring

is given to this constellation, because at its nawo the rivers and wells

being full the earth devours its own water.

24. 3d. Sa’d al-so’ lid (luck of lucks). According to some, two stars, as

the above, and according to others three, one is bright, the others smaller.

Astronomers represent them in the breast of Aquarius. Sometimes

the moon makes her stage in the
;

the Bedouins say:

(J/ —*1 iX*~w jJ-b 1^1

oj) Jo “When the sa’d al-so’ud rises, all which is frozen melts, and

trees and shrubs come to life again.”

25. 4tli.—Sa’d al-akhbiyah. Some are of opinion that this mansion is

marked by one star which is surrounded by three others. The latter form

a triangle, and are the tent of the former star, which is considered to

be the sa’d. Others considered the central star as the pole of the tent.

Astronomers place this mansion on the eastern shoulder of Aquarius.

26. Farazh al-moqaddam, also called farazli al-awwal and farazh

al-a’la—two bright stars apparently about five cubits asunder. Astro-

nomers place it into the northern hip of the horse.

27. Farazh al-mowakhkhar, also called the second or lower (i. e.

southern) farazh or dalw. Two stars resembling the preceding ; one is

north and the other is south. Astronomers place them in the hind

quarter of the horse. The moon sometimes stops short and takes up

her mansion in the middle ofthe yy, and sometimes in the

28. 7/iit, oj^l, also called s-lZj—consists of eighteen small stars which

have the shape of a fish, whose head is towards the north and the tail

towards the south. To the east of this is a star of the first magnitude
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called tlie navel, ij~>, or heart, >— or belly of the fish or

I

;

sometimes the moon takes up her mansion in the lesser fish, which

is farther to the north of the greater fish. These two constellations

resemble each other, but the lesser fish is broader and shorter than the

greater. Another (the star) of them rises at the same time in the

east. Nawo, means rising with a weight
;
some say that nawo means also

setting, and that this is one of those words which have opposite mean-

ings. The sun is in every one of the mansions of the moon 13 days,

and after he has passed through them he returns into the first. If a

change of weather takes place when one of these stars sets and another

rises, the Arabs ascribe it to the star thorayya, dabran, liaq’ali,

han’ah or dzira’. Summer is called qaytz by the Bedouins and cay

f

by towns-people, it begins when the sun enters into the Crab. The

stars of the mansions of the moon are—nathrah, (arf, jabliah, zobrah,

car fab, ’awwa and simak.

The meaning of nawo
(
plur

.

anwa) is that one of these twenty-eight

stars sets in the west in the morning.

Notes on the Nidification of Indian Birds. By Captain Thomas

Hutton, F. G. S.

(Continued from No. 193, for July 1848.)

No. 21 .
—“ Psilorhinus occipitalis.” (Blyth, J. A. S. XV, 27).

“ Pica erythrorhyncha
.” (Gould’s Century.)

“ Psilorhinus albicapillus.” (Blyth, nestling plumage.)

This species occurs at Mussooree throughout the year, collecting into

small parties of 4 to 6 during winter. It breeds at an elevation ot

5,000 feet in May and June, making a loose nest ol twigs externally,

lined with roots.

The eggs are from 3 to 5, of a dull greenish ash-grey, blotched and

speckled with brown dashes, confluent at the larger end. Diameter

ItV * rf inches. The ends nearly equal in size. The nest is built on

trees, sometimes high up ;
at others about 8 or 10 feet Irom the ground.

The “ Psilorhinus albicapillus” of Mr. Blyth, is nothing more than

the nestling of this species, as I have fully ascertained this season by

4 u 2
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robbing several nests,—the plumage of the young birds agreeing exactly

with his published description.

No. 22 .
—“ Dendrocitta sinensis.” (Gray.)

Crypsirina sinensis. (Hodg. Gray.)

Pica sinensis. (Gray.)

Corvus sinensis. (Daud.)

Occurs abundantly about 5,000 feet during summer ; more sparingly

at greater elevations,—and in the winter it leaves the mountains for the

Doon. It breeds in May, on the 27th of which month I took one nest

with 3 eggs and another with 3 young ones. The nest is like that of

Psilorhinus occipitalis, being composed externally of twigs and lined

with finer materials, according to the situation,—one nest taken in a

deep glen by the side of a stream was lined with the long fibrous leaves

of “ mare's tail” which grew abundantly by the water’s edge
; another

taken much higher on the hill side and away from the water, was lined

with tendrils and fine roots. The nest is placed rather low, generally

about 8 or 1 0 feet from the ground, sometimes at the extremity of a

horizontal branch, sometimes in the forks of young bushy oaks. The

eggs somewhat resemble those of the foregoing species, but are paler

and less spotted, being of a dull greenish ash, with brown blotches and

spots somewhat thickly clustered at the larger end. Diameter 1 y.

if inches. Shape ordinary.

No. 23.—" Geocichla citrina.” (Blyth.)

Petrocossyphus citrinus. (Gray’s Cat.)

Turdus citrinus. (Lath.)

P. pelodes. (Hodg.) young.

Arrives at an elevation of 5,000 feet about the end of May and re-

turns to the plains in autumn ; it breeds in June, placing the nest in

the forky branches of lofty trees, such as oaks and wild cherry ; exter-

nals it is sometimes composed of coarse dry grasses somewhat neatly

interwoven on the sides,—but hanging down in long straggling ends

from the bottom. Within this is a layer of green moss and another of

fine dry woody stalks of small plants and a scanty lining at the bottom

of fine roots. The eggs are 3 to 4 in number, pale greenish freckled
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with rufous ; the spots of that colour confluent and forming a patch at

the larger end. Diameter 1 Jg- X inches. Somewhat gibbous at

the larger end.

No. 24.

—

“ Geocichla unicolor.”

Turdus unicolor. (Tickell & Gould.)

Petrocincla homochroa. (Hodg. Gray.)

Petrocossypkus unicolor. (Gray’s Cat.)

This bird arrives iu the hills up to 7,000 feet, and probably higher,

about the end of March, the first being heard this year (1848), on the

26th of that month, at 5,000 feet. Every morning and evening it may

be heard far and near, pouring forth a short but pleasing song from the

very summits of the forest trees. It is a summer visitor only, returning

to the plains in early autumn. It breeds in May and June, laying 3 or

4 eggs of a dull greenish white, freckled, blotched and spotted with

rufous, sometimes closely,—sometimes widely distributed.

The nest is neatly made of green moss and roots, lined with finer

roots, and placed usually against the body of the tree, from whence

spring one or two twigs ;—sometimes placed upon the broad surface of

a thick horizontal branch, or on a projecting knob. The diameter of

egg— 1 tV X i 77
inches, varying a little. Shape sometimes ordinary

ovate ; at others more rounded at the smaller end. When shot, the

crop usually contained the half-ripe berries of a species of laurel (L.

lanceolatus ?)

The following is the description of a male, shot while singing on the

topmost branch of an oak tree (Quercus incana.)

Bill yellow, as also the rim of the eyelid, gape, inside of mouth and

the legs.—Iris brown.—Length !) inches. Wing from bend 4J inches.

Above uniform pale slate-grey ;—throat, breast, and sides ash co-

lour, the former palest and nearly white on the chin. Belly and under

tail coverts pure white ; under wing coverts bright ferruginous. Nails

yellow, length of bill to gape 1 T\ inches. Tarse 1 inches.

Female. Bill wax-yellow with dusky about the nostrils ; legs and

feet wax-yellow
; Iris brown

;
length 9 inches ;—wing from bend 41-

inches
; bill to gape 1 inches—to forehead inches. Above uni-

form dark ashy-gray
; chin and throat pale cinereous, bordered by a

dark stripe descending from the base of lower mandible, between which

the feathers are longitudinally dashed with dark centres
;
breast and
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sides asliy tinged with fulvous
;

belly, vent and lower tail-coverts white
;

under-wing coverts bright ferruginous ; ear-coverts ashy with pale shafts.*

The nestling is above like the female, but beneath the throat and

chin are purer white in some ;—in others with a rufous tinge, but no

spots between the stripes descending from the base of lower mandible,

and the breast much spotted with brown ;—scapularies and greater

wing-coverts tipped with triangular fulvous spots ascending through the

shafts of the feathers. This during the summer months is one of the

commonest birds in the hills, especially about 5,000 feet, where their

nests are numerous.

No. 25.—“ Myophonus Temminckii.” (Vigors. Gould.)

M. metallicus. (Hodg.)

On the 16th June, I took two nests of this bird, each containing

3 eggs,—and another one containing three nearly fledged young ones.

The nest bears a strong resemblance to that of the Geocichtce above no-

ticed, but is much more solid, being composed of a thick bed of green

moss externally, lined first with long black fibrous lichens, and then

with fine roots. Externally the nest is inches deep, but within only

inches
; the diameter about 4£ inches, and the thickness of the outer

or exposed side is 2 ins.

The eggs are 3 in number, of a greenish ashy, freckled with minute

roseate specks, which become confluent and form a patch at the larger end;

shape ordinarily, and rather gracefully, ovate ;
diameter 1 yk X y-f in*

The elevation at which the nests were found was from 4,000 to 4,500

ft., but the bird is common, except during the breeding season, at all

elevations up to the snows, and in the whiter it extends its range down

into the Doon. In the breeding season it is found chiefly in the glens,

in the retired depths of which it constructs its nest ;—it never, like the

Thrushes and Geocichlse, builds in trees or hushes, hut selects some

high towering and almost inaccessible rock forming the side ot a deep

glen, on the projecting ledges of which, or in the holes from which small

boulders have fallen
; it constructs its nest, and where, unless when as-

sailed by man, it rears its young in safety, secure alike from the how ling

blast and the attacks of wild animals. It is known to the natives by

the name of “ Kuljet,” and to Europeans as the “ Hill Black bird.”

* The female of this race is utterly uudistinguishable from that of G. dissimilis,

nobis, J. A. S., XVI, 144.—E. B.
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The situation in which the nest is placed is quite unlike that of any

other of our Hill Thrushes with which I am acquainted, and the habits

of the bird render it far more deserving of the name of Petrocossyphus

or “ Rock blackbird than those to which, in the Catalogue of Mr.

Hodgson’s Collection, Mr. Gray has assigned that name. Indeed, as

applied to the two preceding species, it is altogether a misnomer, for

they are, in the first place,—not Blackbirds or Merulce, as the Greek

word “ Cossyphus” implies,—and in the second place, they are not

Rock lovers at all, hut true forest birds, building in trees and taking

their food upon the ground, where they find it in berries and insects

among the withered leaves which they expertly turn over with their

beaks, and hence the reason why the beak is almost invariably clotted

with mud or other dirt. I have never seen these Geocichlse except in

woods,—whereas “ Myophonus Temminckii” is as often found in open

rocky spots on the skirts of the forest, as among the woods, loving to

jump upon some stone or rocky pinnacle, from whence he sends forth

a sort of choking chattering song, if such it can be called,—or with an

up jerk of the tail, hops away with a loud musical whistle, very much

after the manner of the British Blackbird (M. vulgaris)* On the

southern side of the range at Jerrepanee, elevation about 5,000 ft. the

forest is open and scattered among immense bare blocks of stone ;—on

the northern side of the same range, the forest is dense and contains

much underwood. It is remarkable that while the Geocichlse above

noticed, are strictly confined to the close forest tracts of the northern

side,

—

Petrocossyphus cinclorhynchus (Gray’s Cat.) affects the rocky

southern forest
; I have however occasionally seen the latter on the

northern side also, but I cannot call to mind a single instance in which

I have seen either Geocichla citrina or G. unicolor on the southern

side. This fact will at once show how little applicable to the latter

birds is Mr. Gray’s name of Petrocossyphus. Mr. Gray may possibly

reply to my criticism by asking—

“

what’s in a name?” To which I

must respond that in natural history, as with man, a good name is most

important, and ought as much as possible to convey some idea of habits,

* The sweet songster to which Mr. Vigne alludes, as being heard by him, was

not this bird, whose song, if such it can be called, is nothing but a subdued grating

chatter, as if singing to itself ; the song heard by Mr. Vigne was that of Merula

boulboul, by far the sweetest songster in the Hills.
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manners, or markings, so as to assist the naturalist not only in the

identification of species, but also lead him to the places where he might

expect to find them. But who would ever dream of seeking in the

forest’s gloom for birds whose name pointed to the fact of their de-

lighting in rocky situations? Yet, if misled by the generic name Pe-

trocossyphus, the naturalist should venture to some rock-bestudded

mountain in search of the species “ citrinus” and “ unicolor’—he

would have nothing but his trouble as his reward, for those species are

procurable only amidst the boughs and thickets of the forest.

No. 26 .
—“ Copsychus saularis,” (L.)

Gryllivora intermedia, Swainson.

Bahila docilis, Hodgson.

Arrives on the hills up to 5,000 ft. and perhaps higher, in the be-

ginning of April. It returns to the Doon and plains in early autumn.

It breeds in May, on the 19th of which month I took a nest from a

hank by the road side ; it w'as composed of green mosses and lined with

very fine roots. Eggs 4 ; carneous cream colour. Somewhat blistered

at the larger end. Diameter X fs ins -

This species delights to sit on the topmost branches of a tree, gene-

rally selecting some dry and leafless branch, from whence it utters a

pleasing song, which is replied to by another individual at no great dis-

tance ;
when on the ground it hops with the wings half open or droop-

ing, and at each hop it stops to spread and flirt the tail.

No. 27 .
—“ Stoparola melanops.” (Blytli.)

Niltava ? melanops. (Gray’s Cat.)

Muscicapa melanops. (Vigors. Gould.)

This is a common species throughout the mountains up to about

12,000 ft. during summer, arriving about the beginning of March. It

breeds in May and June, making a neat nest of green moss in holes

of trees, in stumps, and in the holes of hanks by the road side. The

eggs are 3 to 4 in number, dull white with faint rufous specks at the

larger end and somewhat inclined to form a ring.

The bird has a pleasing song. Gould figures this species very faultily,

—as the black of the lores does not pass beyond the eye, as he repre-

sents it, and the under tail coverts instead of being uniform pale green-

ish, are dull blue green, each feather apically barred with dull white.

In the winter it leaves Mussooree.
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No. 28 .
—“ Cyornis rubeculoides (Blyth.)

Niltava rubeculoides. (Hodg.)

Phcenicura rubeculoides. (Vigors.)

Chaitaris brevipes. (Hodg.)

Arrives in the neighbourhood of Mussooree in April, and breeds in

June, on the 13th of which month I took a nest from a hole in a bank

by the road side in a retired and unfrequented situation : I afterwards

found another nest in a hole of a rock, also in a retired spot. The

elevation was about 5,000 ft. Externally the nest is composed of green

moss, and lined with black fibrous lichens like hair. The eggs are 4 in

number, of a dull and pale olive green, faintly or indistinctly clouded

with dull rufous or clay colour. Diameter y| >£ T
9
^ ins. The male has

a very pleasing song which he wrarbles forth from the midst of some

thick bush, seldom exposing itself to view, like Stoparola melanops,

which delights to perch upon some high exposed twig.

No. 29 .-—Sibia capistrata. (Hodg.)*

Remains at an elevation of 7,000 ft. throughout the year, but I never

saw it under 6,500 ft. ;—its loud ringing note of titteree—titteree

twSeyd, quickly repeated, may constantly be heard on wooded banks

during summer. It breeds at Mussooree in May, making a neat nest

of coarse dry grasses as a foundation, covered laterally with green moss

and wTool, and lined with fine roots. The number of eggs I did not

ascertain, as the nest wTas destroyed when only one had been deposited,

but the colour is pale bluish white freckled with rufous. The nest was

placed on a branch of a plum tree in the botanical garden at Mussooree.

No. 30 .
—“ Dicrurus longicaudatus (A. Hay.)

This species, the only one that visits Mussooree, arrives from the

Doon about the middle of March and retires again about September.

It is abundant during the summer months, and breeds from the latter

end of April till the middle of June, making a very neat nest, which is

placed in the bifurcation of a horizontal branch of some tall tree, usually

oak trees
; it is constructed of grey lichens gathered from the trees, and

fine seed-stalks of grasses, firmly and neatly interwoven
;
with the latter

it is also usually lined, although sometimes a black fibrous lichen is

used ;—externally the materials are kept compactly together, by being

plastered over with spiders’ webs. It it altogether a light and elegant

* Cinclosoma capistralum, Vigors, v. Sibia nigriceps, Hodgson.—E. B.

4 x
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nest. The shape is circular, somewhat shallow and diameter within 3

inches. The eggs are 3 to 4,—generally the latter number, and so

variable in colour and distribution of spots, that until I had shot several

specimens and compared them narrowly, I was inclined to think we had

more than one species of Dicrurus here. I am however now fully con-

vinced that these variable eggs belong to the same species. Sometimes

they are dull white with brick red spots openly disposed in form of a

rude ring at the larger end
;

at other times the spots are rufescent claret

with duller indistinct ones appearing through the shell ;—others are of

a deep carneous hue, clouded and coarsely blotched with deep rufescent

claret ;
while again some are faint carneous with large irregular blotches

of rufous clav with duller ones beneath the shell. Diameter varvinsr

from 1 X if;—to j-£ X -j-J
ins.

No. 31.—“ Campephaga fmbriata.” (Temm.)

Campepliaga lugubris. (Gray’s Cat.)

Ceblephyris lugubris. (Sundevall.)

Volvocivora melaschistos. (Hodg. Gray.)

Graucalus maculosus. (McClelland.)

This too is a mere summer visitor in the hills, arriving up to 7,000

ft. about the end of March, and breeding early in May. The nest

is small and shallow, placed as in the last in the bifurcation of a

horizontal bough of some tall oak tree, and always high up
;

it is com-

posed externally almost entirely of grey lichens picked from the tree,

and lined with bits of very fine roots or thin stalks of leaves. Seen

from beneath the tree, the nest appears like a bunch of moss or lichens,

and the smallness and frailty would lead one to suppose it incapable of

holding two young birds of such size. Externally the nest is compaetly

held together by being thickly plastered over with cobwebs. The eggs

are two in number, of a dull grey green closely and in parts confluently

dashed with streaks of dusky brown. Diameter || X ye ins -

The bird has a plaintive note which it repeatedly utters while search-

ing through a tree, after the manner of Collurio Hardwicfcii, for insects.

No. 32 .
—“ Abrornis schisticeps. (Hodg.)

Culicipeta schisticeps. (Gray’s Cat.)

Phgllopnetiste xanthoschistos. (Hodg.)

A common species at 5,000 ft. and commences building in March.

A pair of these birds selected a thick China rose bush trained against
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the side of the house, and had completed the nest and laid one egg,

when a rat destroyed it. I subsequently took two other nests in May,

both placed on the ground in holes in the side of a bank by the road

side. In form the nest is a hall with a round lateral entrance and is

composed externally of dried grasses and green moss, lined with hits of

wool, cotton, feathers, thread and hair. In one I recognized more than

one lock of my own child’s hair, which had been cut not long before,

and had been appropriated by the bird. The eggs are 3 in number

and pure white. Diameter if X T
7
fl

ins.

No. 33.—“ Cryptolopha cinereocapilla.” (Vieillot.)

Cryptolopha ceylonensis. (Strick.)

C. poiocephala. (Swain.)

Platyrhynchus ceylonensis. (Swain.)

I took a nest of this species on the 18th April in a deep and thickly

wooded glen at an elevation of about 4,500 ft. It was placed against

the moss-covered trunk of a large tree, growing by the side of a moun-

tain stream, and was neatly and beautifully constructed of green moss

fixed in the shape of a watch-pocket at the head of a bed, to the mosses

of the tree, (with which it was completely blended,) by numerous threads

of spiders’ webs. The lining was of the finest grass stalks, no thicker

than horsehair,—and beneath the body of the nest depended a long

bunch of mosses fastened to the tree with spiders’ webs, and serving

as a support or cushion on which the nest rested securely. Within

this beautifully constructed fabric were 4 small eggs of a dull white

colour, with a faint olive tinge and minutely spotted with pale greenish

brown, and having a broad and well defined ring of the same, near the

larger end. The eggs were set hard. Diameter T
9
B X T\ ins. Shape

bluntly ovate.

No. 34.—“ Parus erythrocephalns .” (Vig.)

Common at Mussooree and in the hills generally throughout the

year. It breeds in April and May. The situation chosen is various,

as one taken in the former month at Mussooree, 7,000 ft., was placed

on the side of a bank among overhanging coarse grass ; while another

taken in the latter month at 5,000 ft., was built among the same ivy

twining round a tree, and at least 14 feet from the ground. It is in

shape a round ball with a small lateral entrance, and is composed of

green mosses warmly lined with feathers. The eggs are 5 in number,

4x2
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white with pinkish tinge, and sparingly sprinkled with lilac spots or

specks, and having a well defined lilac ring at the large end. Diameter

T?r ^ "nr ins>

No. 35.—“ Paras xanthoyenys.” (Vig.)

Common in the hills throughout the year. It breeds in April, in

which month a nest containing 4 partly fledged young ones was found

at 5,000 ft.
;
it was constructed of moss, hair and feathers and placed

at the bottom of a deep hole in a stump at the foot of an oak tree
; the

colour of the eggs was not ascertained.

No. 36.—“ Acrocephalus montanus.” (Gray’s Cat.)

Salicaria arundinacea ? (Hodg. Gray.)

This species arrives in the hills up to 7,000 ft. at least, in April,

when it is very common, and appears in pairs with something of the

manner of Phylloscopus. The note is a sharp “ tchik-tchihf resem-

bling the sound omitted by a flint and steel. It disappears by the end

of May, in which month they breed, but owing to the high winds and

strong weather experienced in that month in 1848, many nests were left

incompleted, and the birds must have departed without breeding. One

nest which I took on the 6 th May, was a round ball with lateral en-

trance
;
placed in a thick barberry bush growing at the side of a deep

and sheltered ditch
;

it was composed of coarse dry grasses externally

and lined with finer grass. Eggs 3, and pearl white, with minute scat-

tered specks of rufous, chiefly at the large end ; diameter -{-£ * T
8
^ ins.

(The high winds which prevailed in May, destroyed an incredible num-

ber of the nests of various Doves, Treron sphenura, Garrulus lanceo-

latus, &c.)

No. 37 .
—“ Zosterops palpebrosus.” (Temm.)

Z. anmdosus. (Swain.)

Motacilla madagascariensis. (Gm.)

Sylvia madagascariensis. (Lin. Lath.)

Motacilla maderaspatana. (Lin.)

Sylvia pafpebrosa. (Tem.)

S. leucops. (Vieillot.)

S. annulosa. (Swain.)

Zosterops maderaspatana. (Gray’s Cat.)

These beautiful little birds are exceedingly common at about 5,000

ft. during summer, but I never saw them much higher. They arrive
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from the plains about the middle of April, on the 17th of which month

I saw a pair commence building in a thick bush of Hybiscus ? and on

the 2/th of the same month the nest contained 3 small eggs, hard set.

I subsequently took a second from a similar bush, and several from the

drooping branches of oak trees, to the twigs of which they were fas-

tened. It is not placed on a branch, but is suspended between two

thin twigs, to which it is fastened by floss silk torn from the cocoons of

“ Bombyx Huttoni” (Westwood) and by a few slender fibres of the

bark of trees or hair, according to circumstances. So slight and so

fragile is the little oval cup, that it is astonishing the mere weight of the

parent bird does not bring it to the ground
;
and yet within it three

young ones will often safely outride a gale, that will bring the weightier

nests of Jays and Thrushes to the ground. Of seven nests now before

me, four are composed externally of little bits of green moss, cotton,

seed down, and the silk of the wild mulberry moth torn from the co-

coons, with which last material moreover, the others appear to be bound

together; within, the hiring of two is of the long hairs of the Yak’s tail

(Bison poephagus) two of which died on the estate where these nests

were found ;
and the third is lined with black human hair

;
the other

three are formed of somewhat different materials, two being externally

composed of fine grass stalks, seed down and shreds of bark, so fine as

to resemble tow ; one is lined with seed down and black fibrous lichens

resembling hair
; another is lined with fine grass, and a third with a

thick coating of pure white silky seed down. In all the seven, the

materials of the two sides are wound round the twigs, between which

they are suspended like a cradle, and the shape is an ovate cup about

the size of half a hen’s egg split longitudinally. The diameter and

depth are respectively 2 x f ; and l-g- ins. The eggs usually 3 in num-

ber, of a very pale whitish green ; diameter T
8
^- x T

6
¥ ins. The young

continue with the old birds for some time after leaving the nest, and are

often mixed up with the flocks of Parus erytlirocephalus. They appear

to feed greedily upon the small black berries of a species of Rhamnus

common in these localities. They depart for the Doon about the end of

October.

No. 38 .
—“ Orthotomus longicauda.” (Gm.)

O. Bennettii. (Sykes.)

O. suthorius, v. ruficapillus, v. sphcenura. (Hodg. Gray.)
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Motacilla longicauda. (Gm.)

M. sutoria. (Gm.)

Sylvia guzuratta. (Lath.)

O. lingoo. (Sykes) young.

O. sepium. (Skyes) young apud Blyth.

O. sphoenurus. (Swain.)

Sylvia raficapilla. (Hutton.)

It is very evident from the accounts given both by Mr. Ilodgson and

Captain Tickell, of the colour of the eggs of supposed O. longicauda,

that there must either be more than one species confounded under that

name, or that they have erroneously attributed to it the eggs of some

other species. In the J. A. S. No. 22, for Oct. 1833, I described the

nest and eggs of true O. longicauda, under the name of Sylvia rufica-

p>illa, and similar nests and eggs agreeing in every respect have since

fallen under my observation
;

in all of these the nest was composed of

cotton, wool, vegetable fibre and horsehair, formed in the shape of a

deep cup or purse enclosed between two long leaves, the edges of which

were sewed to the sides of the nest in a manner to support it, by threads

spun by the bird ;—the eggs are 3 to 4, of a white colour, sprinkled

with small specks, chiefly at the larger end, of rufous or tawny. Captain

Tickell gives the eggs “ pale greenish blue, with irregular patches, espe-

cially towards the larger end, resembling dried stains of blood, and

irregular broken lines scratched round, forming a zone near the large

end.” These cannot be the eggs of O. longicauda, any more than the

“ unspotted verditer blue eggs” mentioned by Mr. Hodgson, P. Z. S.

1845. p. 29.

The true O. longicauda occurs in the Doon along the southern base

of the mountains, but does not ascend even in summer.

(Note.—I fear that in many instances Capt. Tickell has trusted solely

to native information, in which case the chances are he has often been

deceived ;—I have noted no nest that I did not either take myself, or

examine before I allowed it to be touched.)

No. 39.—“ Drymoica criniger.” (Hodg.)

Suya criniger. (Hodg.)

This little bird appears on the hills at about 5,000 ft. in May. A

nest taken much lower down on 22nd June was composed of grasses

neatly interwoven in the shape of an ovate ball, the smaller end upper-
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most and forming the mouth or entrance
;

it was lined first with cottony

seed down and then with fine grass stalks
;

it was suspended among high

grass and contained 5 beautiful little eggs of a carneous white colour,

thickly freckled with deep rufous, and with a darkish confluent ring of

the same at the large end—Diameter yi(XyVns -—I have seen this spe-

cies as high as 7,000 ft. in October. It delights to sit on the summit

of tall grass or even of an oak, from whence it pours forth a loud and

long continued grating note, like the filing of a saw.

No. 40 .

—“ Pyrgita indica.” (Jard. Selh.)

This, if really distinct from the European Sparrow, does not appear to

be a common bird on the heights,—nor is it nearly so common at 5,000

ft. as it is in the Doon
;
yet it cannot be called scarce. It breeds in

the caves of buildings and in bushes, making a loose slovenly nest of a

round form with lateral entrance
;
it is of large size and constructed chief-

ly of dry grasses or hay externally, and plentifully lined with feathers,

hits of cotton and wool. The eggs are pale ash colour, moderately

sprinkled with specks and dashes of neutral tint, clustering rather thick-

ly at the large end. Diameter if X -yg- ins. Eggs usually about 6 in

number. Breeds several times in the year.

No. 41.

—

“ Francolinus vulgaris.” (Steph.)

This is a common bird in the Doon, and by no means rare in warm

cultivated valleys far in the hills
;

it breeds in the hills in June
;
and a

nest taken by a friend on whose accuracy I can rely, and who shot the

old bird, contained 6 eggs of a dull greenish white colour ;
the egg ap-

pears very large for the size of the bird, and tapers very suddenly to the

smaller end ;
diameter 1| l T

3

f ins.

There is no preparation of a nest, the eggs being deposited on the

bai’e ground. Called “ Kala-teetur” by the natives.

No. 42. “ Eujolocomus albocristatus.” (Vigors.)

This species, the “ Natick” of the hill men, is found in the hills at all

seasons, and is common at every elevation up to the snows. It breeds

in May and June. In the latter month I found a nest, by the side of a

small water course, composed merely of a few dead leaves and some dry

grasses, which had very probably been accumulated by the wind and

tempted the bird to deposit her eggs upon them. The spot was con-

cealed by large overhanging ferns, and contained the shells of 8 eggs of

a sullied or faint brownish-white like some hens’ eggs ; the tops of all
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were neatly cut off as if by a knife, showing that the young ones had

escaped, and singular enough I had the day before captured the whole

brood, but knowing the almost impossibility of rearing them, had allow-

ed them again to go free. The diameter of the egg is 2 % 1 T\ ins.

In Mr. Gray’s Catalogue of the Collection presented to the British

Museum by Mr. Hodgson, this and Phasianus Ilamiltonii are given as

synonymes of Gallophasis leucomelanos. In this there appears to be

some degree of error, for the species are distinct. Mr. Blyth in episto-

Id, writes that “ there are” 4 true races and 2 hybrids. Of the former,

one is albocristatus ; crest rarely very white, the wdiite on the rump

always well developed, and found exclusively westward of Nipal. Me-

lanotus (Blyth), has black crest, and no white on rump
;
common at

Darjeeling; and the Nepalese leucomelanos is certainly a cross between

these two. Cuvieri of Assam, Sylhet, &c. has white on rump, but under-

parts wholly shining black
;
and this has produced a mixed race with

lineatus of Arracan.”* If such he the case, the name of leucomelanos,

belonging only to a hybrid, and not to a true species, must give place

to Gould’s name of albocristatus. Phasianus Ilamiltonii of Gray’s

111. Ind. Zool. looks very like an immature male of the present species,

but being from Nipal, is probably an immature hybrid. In the neigh-

bourhood of Mussooree and Simla, we have only Euplocomus (Gallopha-

sis) albocristatus (verus) the others all occurring more to the eastward,

as correctly observed by Mr. Blyth. The long white crest is seldom or

perhaps never found except in fully mature birds, it being generally of a

dirty or dusky hue like that figured in Gould’s Century ;
every place

however is now so thoroughly poached over by native shikarrees, that an

old white-crested bird is extremely rare.

No. 43 .
—“ Pucrasia macrolophaP (Gray’s Cat.)

Phasianus pucrasse. (Gray. Griff. An. King.)

Gallophasis pucrasia. (Ilodg. Gray.)

For the eggs of this species I am also indebted to a friend who took

them in June from the ground, where there was no other symptom of a

nest than a slight scratching away of the leaves and grass. The eggs

were 5 in number, of a sandy brown, sprinkled over with specks, and

* Since the above was written, I have seen the series of specimens of these birds

preserved in the Society’s museum, and fully concur in Mr. Blyth's opinion.
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large spots and blotches of deep red brown resembling dried blood.

The diameter was 2y-g x 1^ ins. Shape ordinary, and altogether a

very close miniature of the egg of Lophophorus Impeyanus. This bird

occurs in the hills at all seasons, from Mussooreeto the snows, and bears

several names, such as “Blass” at Simla, “ Koklass” at Mussooree, and

“ Pocrass” farther to the eastward.

No. 44 .
—“ Phasianus Wallichii.”

Lophophorus Walliclm. (Hardw.)

Phasianus Stacei. (Vigors.)

This beautiful species is likewise truly a hill bird, being found at all

seasons. Its egg is pure white and of the ordinary shape, but the

number not ascertained. It is known as the “ Cheer,” and “ Bun-

cheel.”

No. 45 .
—“ Lophophorus Impeyanus.”

Phasianus Impeyanus. (Lath.)

L. refulgens. (Ternm.)

These birds do not occur so low down as Mussooree, but are found in

abundance on the next range
; in days of yore they were found at

Simla, but civilization has of late years banished them to the less dis-

turbed localities. It makes no nest, but lays its eggs on the ground
; the

number not satisfactorily ascertained, as one nest contained 3 and ano-

ther 4 eggs of a pale brown or sandy hue, thickly sprinkled over with

reddish brown spots and dashes.

The diameter 2\ X Iff ins. Shape ordinary. Called “ Monaul.”

No. 46.—“ Tragopan Hastingsii.” (Vigors).

A pair of these birds kept in confinement produced 2 eggs in June,

both of which were destroyed hy the male
;
the colour was pale rufous

brown like what are usually termed in this country (India) “ game hen’s

eggs.” These birds are only found on the loftier hills along the con-

fines of the snow. They lived contentedly in confinement and became ex-

ceedingly tame. In the catalogue above referred to, Mr. Gray gives

Satyra melanocephala of Hardwicke’s 111. Ind. Zool. Plates 46,47, 48.

as synonymous with Gould’s Tragopan Hastingsii. This is again errone-

ous, for the plates quoted, unless intended as caricatures, can never re-

present T. Hastingsii in any state of plumage. Plate 46. gives what

is termed “ the adult male” and although agreeing pretty well in other

respects with T. Hastingsii, it is represented with “ ochreous yellow

4 v
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wattles’ ’ whereas in living specimens of the latter species, the wattles

are of a bright metallic ultramarine blue ; those on the head are usually

concealed beneath the feathers, and are only occasionally exserted when

the bird is excited, but never erected as represented in plate 46. Again

Plate 47 represents no phase of plumage of T. Hastingsii, while Plate

48, purporting to be a female, is in all probability the young male of

some other species,—but is assuredly not the female of T. Hastingsii,

which is correctly figured by Gould in his Century of Himalayan Birds
;

a comparison of his plate with that of Air. Gray’s 111. Ind. Zool. will, I

think, be sufficient to convince any one of the total distinctness of the

birds represented. I therefore reject Gray’s Synouymes in toto, and

retain T. Hastingsii as an undoubtedly good species, peculiar to the

snowy regions of the North Western Himalaya ; while Satyra melano-

cephala, if it be a species at all, must be sought for farther to the East-

ward of the range.* At Simla called “ Jahjee at Mussooree “ Jwire

by Europeans the “ Argus Pheasant.”

* We doubt altogether the existence of more than two Himalayan species of this

genus, Hastingsii in the N. W., and cornutus in the S. W. A third exists in the

Chinese Ternminckii

;

and fine specimens of all are in the Society’s Museum.—E. B.
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ASIATIC SOCIETY OE BENGAL,

For December, 1848.

The usual monthly meeting was held at the Society’s House on

Wednesday evening, Gth December.

The Hon’ble the President in the chair.

The minutes of proceedings of the November meeting were read, and

the accounts and vouchers for November submitted.

The following gentlemen, duly proposed and seconded at the Novem-

ber meeting, were ballotted for and unanimously elected :

—

T. A. Anstruther, Esq. Madras, C. S.

Rev. J. Richards, Chaplain, Madras Establishment.

Wm. Macintosh, Esq. was proposed by Mr. Alex. Mitchell, seconded

by Rev. J. Long, as a candidate for election at the January meeting.

Letters were read

—

From Dr. Jameson, withdrawing his name from the list of members

in consequence ofan application made to Mr. Jameson, by the Librarian,

for a book supposed to have been in his possession.

From F. J. Halliday, Esq. Officiating Secretary to Govt, of India,

Home Department, dated 25th November, transmitting a list received

from Capt. Kittoe, of the pieces of sculpture presented by Government,

as recorded in the Proceedings of last meeting.

List.

1. Large erect figure of Sakhya, with kneeling attendant.

2. Large erect figure with six arms, holding the attributes of Brahma.

3. Large seated figure of Buddha on lion and elephant throne, with a figure

of a female dancing on a prostrate Guneslia ; height 5 ft.

4. Large seated figure of Buddha ; 4 ft.

5. Six-armed figure seated ; same attributes as No. 2 ; height 3 ft.

6. Erect figure of Buddha and attendants ; 3 ft.

4 y 2
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7. Female figure of Pudmavati, or Mahamaya on lion throne, inscription ;

3 ft.

8. A very elegant erect figure, 2' 6".

9. A small Buddha seated
; 2 ft.

10. An erect (female) figure, two attendants, with inscription
—“SriBal-

chundra,” 1' 10".

11. A Budhiswata or prince, 1' 8".

12. Small four-armed male figure, 8"'

13. A small figure of Budhiswut with inscription ; 2/

14. A remarkable fragment of a figure of a fat man seated on lotus-stool ; 3.

15. Figure representing the Nirvan or death of Sakhya, beneath the two

trees, with his disciples lamenting, and heavenly musicians playing.

lfi. Fragment of a beautiful miniature Chaitya (not sent).

17- Ditto of a Chaitya figure of Budhiswatus and inscriptions (not sent).

18. Shiva and Parbutti ; the Siva has six arms ; from the Chaitya at Poonaha.

19. Siva and Parbutti and ten Avatars, from the Chaitya ditto.

20. A Guryogh in two pieces ; in shape of a monster with a trunk.

21. A seated figure of Buddha in two pieces with attendant figures ;
3'.

22. A large erect figure of Sakhya with royal umbrella, attendants ;
4' 6".

23. A broken figure with six arms ; in two pieces.

24. Seated Buddha on lion throne ;
3' 6".

25. Large figure (erect) of Mahamaya ; 6 ft.

2G. A small pillar.

27. Seven small Chaityas.

(Sd.) M. Kittoe, Capt.

Archeeological Enquirer.

(True Copy)

F’red. Jas. IIalliday,

Offg. Secy to the Govt, of India.

From H. A. Harland, Esq. M. D. Genl. Secretary Honkong Branch

of Royal Asiatic Society, forwarding a copy of the Transactions of the

Society for the past year.

From the Secretary Royal Asiatic Society, London, dated 1st Sept.,

calling for payment of subscription to the Oriental Translation Fund for

1847-48, (£21.) Payment directed accordingly.

From Henry Vincent Bayley, Esq. dated London, August 19tb,

requesting co-operation in the preparation of a revised edition of his

Bengal and Agra Gazetteer. The Librarian was directed to afford the

information required.
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From Dr. Campbell, Darjeeling, communicated by the Ilon’ble the

President, giving a summary report of Dr. Hooker’s progress in the

eastern Himalaya.

From Dr. Campbell, forwarding, with a chart, a note on some of the

results of Colonel Waugh’s operations in the Great Trigonometrical

Survey of the Himalaya near Darjeeling.

From B. H. Hodgson, Esq. Darjeeling, forwarding a paper entitled

‘ Anatomy of Ailurus, Porcula, and Stylocerus, with sundry emenda-

tory notes.’

From the same, on the Aborigines of India.

From Capt. Newbold, Madras Army, forwarding notes on the rocks

of the Mokattam Chain and of the eastern desert of Egypt, by Ileke-

kyan Bey, Honorary Member Asiatic Society.

The Secretary then read the following extracts from a Report from

Oriental Section :

—

To Dr. W. B. O’Shaughnessy, Secretary to the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Dated Asiatic Society, the 2nd Dec. 1848.

Sin,—By direction of the Oriental Section I have the honour to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 6th ult., requesting the opinion

of the Section on several subjects of reference.

1. With regard to Mr. Koenig’s books, I submitted a report to the Section,

on the strength of which I recommended the immediate purchase and

despatch of the books asked for by Mr. Koenig, the money to be gradually

repaid by the sale of Mr. Koenig’s publications. The Section, however, are

against the purchases alluded to, without receiving further explanation as to

the source whence the expenditure on behalf of Mr. Koenig is to be defrayed,

or somj certainty that the Society will not be a loser by the measure. Nor

do they think that the Society are at all called on to act in the matter. At

any rate they wish the case to be submitted to a general meeting of the

Society.

Among Mr. Koenig’s books, there are some of great value, which ought to

be in the library of every Oriental scholar, for instance :
“ Westergaard’s

Radices Sancrit,” “ Koregarten’s Paneha Tantra,” “ Bcethlink’s Panini,”

“ Lassen’s Indian Antiquities,” etc., and I have no doubt that the books will

sell soon, if their prices be reduced. I submit for the approval of the Sec-

tion and the Council a list at reduced prices.

2. The Section have not expressed their opinion about the arrangement of

the sculptures, referred to in Mr. Bushby’s letter.
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3. The Section approve of the reduction in the prices of the Society’s

books, and submit a list recommending a still greater reduction of the prices.

4. The Section approve of the proposition to publish the Kamanduk

Niti Sha’stra, in the Oriental Journal.

5. The Section would recommend the Society to subscribe to at least 20

copies of Mr. Corcoran’s work.

6. The Section consider Mr. Laidlay’s translation of Fa Ilian, with its

numerous original notes, a valuable addition to Oriental Literature, and

recommend to subscribe to at least 30 copies.

/. I take this opportunity to invite the attention of the Society to a work

of the highest importance for Oriental literature, viz. Lassen’s “ Indische

Alterthumskunde” (Indian Antiquities). It is of a very comprehensive cha-

racter, embracing the political, religious and social history of India. In fact

it contains the result of the previous researches in India, and is founded on

the most diligent study of the various branches of Hindu literature, monu-

ments, inscriptions, etc. as well as on the information of the adjacent nations

and of travellers in India. The work is dedicated to the Asiatic Society in

very flattering terms. I add a translation of the dedication for the inform-

ation of the Society.

8. The books and original enclosures are herewith returned.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

E. Roer,

Secy. Oriental Section of Asiatic Society.

To the Secretary Asiatic Society.

Sir,—

I

beg leave to bring to the notice of the Asiatic Society a rare and

interesting manuscript lately received from Capt. Kittoe, and respectfully

suggest, if it shall meet with the approbation of the Oriental Section, to

publish it in the * Bibliotheca Indica.’

The work is entitled the “ Polity of Kumandaki” «ftT<T?TT^0

and was composed about the end of the fourth century before Christ, bv a

disciple of the celebrated minister—Vishnugupta. It treats of the duties of

man as a member of society ; of the principles and form of civil government

as prevalent amongst the Hindus ; of the rights and privileges of kiugs and

ministers : of the art of fortification ; of the principles of military tactics ;

—

iu short, of all the branches of political science, which engaged the attention

of Hindu statesmen at the time of Chandragupta. It is perhaps the onlv

work of its kind that is known to exist, and considered with reference to the

state of civilization in India about the time of Alexander's expedition, pos-

sesses a strong claim upon the attention of the Society.
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It comprises twenty chapters, which together with an English version, and

notes, would occupy about 120 pages of the Oriental Journal.

I am, Sir

Your obedient Servant,

Rajendralal Mittra.

Asiatic Society, 1st Nov. 184S.

To the Secretary to the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Sir,—Being of opinion that the sale of the Society’s Oriental Publications

would be greatly promoted if the enclosed reduced scale of prices were

adopted, I beg to submit it to you for your approbation and recommendation

to the Society.

Asiatic Society, 2bth Oct. 1848.

Names of Books.

Mahabharata, an Epic Poem, 4 vols.4to.

Index to ditto, 4 vols. 4to.

Naisliada Churita, or adventures of Nala Raja, 1 vol. 8vo. 6

Susruta, 2 vols. 8vo. ; vol. I. pp. 368 ; vol. II. 562 pp. 8

Harivansa, 1 vol. 4to. 563 pages. 5

Rajatarangini, 1 vol. 4to. pp. 440. 5

Fatawe Alamgiri, 6 vols. 4to. 48

Inaya, 3 vols. 4to. 24

Khazunatul Ilm, a Treatise on Mathematics, 1 vol. 4to.

pp. 694, 8

Jawame ul Ilm ul Riazi, 1 vol. 4to. with 11 plates, pp.

168,

Anisul Mosharraln'n, 1 vol 4to. pp. 541.

Sharaya ul Islam, 1 vol. 4to. pp. 641.

Istallahat e Sufia, 1 vol. 8vo. pp. 168.

Tarikh e Nadiri, 1 vol. 4to. pp. 386.

Tibetan Grammar, 1 vol 4to. 256 pages,

Tibetan Dictionary, 1 vol. 4to. 373 pages,

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Rajendralal Mittra.

Present Proposed Proposed
price, reduction, price.

Rs. 40 8 32

6 2 4

2 4

2 6

1 4

1 4

none 48

none 24

4 4

4 1-8 2-8

5 2 3

8 3 5

5 3 2

8 4 4

8 2 6

10 8 2

Much discussion having ensued on the presentation of this report,

regarding the purchase of the books required for Mr. Koenig

—

It was proposed by W. Seton Karr, Esq. seconded by Capt. Latter,

and agreed unanimously.
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“ That in the case now before the Society, Mr. Koenig has a right

to expect that the books famished to him in March, 1847, be for-

warded, and that the Society do procure and despatch them accord-

ingly as soon as possible, hut also that for the future the Society

do abstain from disbursing or pledging itself to disburse sums in the

purchase of works not published by the Society, for individuals in

Europe, which sums are only to be prospectively repaid by the sale of

works received from such individuals, the Society not considering them-

selves in the light of purchasing agent for any parties.”

The other recommendations of the Section were unanimously agreed

to, as well as a subscription for 100 copies of Mr. Laidlay’s version of

the travels of Fa Ilian.

The Hon’ble the President then brought to the notice of the Society

the loss they had sustained in the death of their distinguished Honor-

ary Member, Mr. David Hiram Williams, and proposed the following

resolution, which was unanimously agreed to :

—

“ Resolved, that the Society desires to record its sense of the loss

which this Society, as well as the public service, has sustained by the

premature death of David Hiram Williams, Esq., the Superintend-

ent of the Geological Survey, and an Honorary member of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal.”

“ Resolved, that the above resolution be communicated by the Secre-

tary to Mr. Williams’ family.”

The Curators and Librarian having submitted their usual reports, the

meeting adjourned to January, 1849.

(Signed) W. B. O’Shaughnessy,

Secretary.

Report of the Curator Musuem Economic Geologyfor the month of November.

Geology and Mineralogy .—I can do but little more this month than record

what has been received, having but just restored this department of the

Musuem to some order.

From Captain H. L. Thuillier—Deputy Surveyor General. Eight Coloured

Lithographic Impressions of Captain Sherwill’s Geological Map of Zillah

Monghyr and Bhaugulpore.

W. Bracken, Esq. C. S.—A specimen of Fibrous Gypsum from America.

I have put into the form of a paper for the Journal my notice of the mag-

nificent mass of Meteoric Iron now exhibited, which is the gift of our indefa-
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tigable associate and contributor Capt. Sherwill, B. N. I. and refer our readers

to that paper for full details of the examination of it.

Economic Geoloyy .—From the late D. H. Williams, Esq. Company’s Geo-

logist, we have received specimens of two new beds of Coal, the exact locality

of which is not given, hut the one is stated to be from a new locality 15 or 20

miles to the south-east of Hazareebagh, and the other from two new beds in

the Damooda Coal field ; and specimens of Iron ore, also from the Hazareebagh

and Burdwan districts.

From Messrs. Jardine, Skinner and Co. a specimen of Coal from New-

castle, N. S. Wales, from which part of the world we hitherto had no spe-

cimens for comparison if required.

From J. Ilomfray, Esq. some small but highly curious specimens of the

Ball Coal from the Seetarampore Colliery in Burdwan, of all sizes, from that

of a walnut to a small Cheshire cheese. Mr. Ilomfray has also presented the

Museum with another splendid specimen, which appears to be the carbonised

and flattened stem of a tree, the first tree stem, I think, of any kind, which

has been found in the Coal in this country.

Mr. Homfray’s letter is as follows :

—

My dear Mr. Piddington,— I have now the pleasure to send you some

specimens of the “ Boulders of Coal” from a new Colliery opened upon the same

vein of Coal as that to which my printed notice refers. The largest boulder

I think very unique, and some of the small ones still more so, but you will

observe that in some pieces I have sent there are 2 small boulders or nodules

close to each other, and imbedded in the circumjacent Coal remarkably—the

boulders having their concentric layers of Coal, whilst the masses in which

they are imbeded has the layers horizontally disposed.

There is one specimen which has the appearance of the stem of a tree,

as though it had been cut across. The layers of Coal are also concentric,

just similar to those in the stems of trees—this specimen was originally about

3 feet in height, but broke across in its carriage from the Colliery to this place.

I am still very undecided what to say about the formation of the balls, the

manner in which they originally increased by additional coats of carbonaceous

matter, or, if you please. Coal. About 175 feet above the Coal vein are found

the Ironstone measures 43 feet in thickness, and having several veins of Iron-

stone, some of which are what we call ball Ironstone. In my survey of the Pa-

lamow Coal July 1837) recorded iu the Coal Committee’s Report, (page 159,

and section, p. 162,) the Ironstone thence alluded to contains beautiful “Ball

Ironstone,” and in page 163 you will see the allusion to the existence of peb-

bles and rounded conglomerates in the sandstone overlying one of the veins

of Coal. I mention these to call your attention to the fact of its having been

4 z
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now eleven years under notice. I had occasion to send home some copies of

my printed Coal Survey reports to Glamorganshire, and it has been the means

of arousing attention to the same circumstances as to Boulders of Coal being

found in veins of Coal which have horizontal layers. An old acquaintance,

Mr. Benson of Swansea, an extensive Coal Miner and Copper Smelter, at

the late meeting of the British Association, read a paper on the Boulder

Coal found in a vein of Coal. I send you the paper, which is interesting

enough, but I must not be deprived of my priority of its public notification,

which now stands as recorded in the Society’s Journal, as well as in my

printed reports of 1842.

I beg you to take care of the paper, not having any other Copy, and request

you to return it as soon as you conveniently can.

1st Nov. 1848.

Your’s truly,

J. Homfray.

P. S. It may be interesting to some persons to know that the locality of

this new Colliery whence these Boulders are taken, is situated less than one

mile from the site of the oldest Colliery in that district opened by Mr. Heatly

near Aytura village, and upon the same vein.

“ The following is an extractfrom Mr. Benson’s paper.”

“ Mr. Benson next read a communication on a boulder of Cannel Coal

found in a vein of common bituminous Coal.

About ten years since, Mr. Logan noticed the frequent coal and iron

stone conglomerates occurring in the sandstones of the Town Hill, near Swan-

sea. His attention was first awakened to the subject from the discovery of

an undoubted boulder of Cannel Coal above the seam of common bitumi-

nous coal, called the Five-feet Rock Vein, at Penclawdd. The series of coal

measures included in the Pennant rock are easily traceable throughout the

South Wales Coal field, from the greater hardness of their sandstone, and

their elevation as a nearly continuous range of hills. It would appear that

whilst the sandstones and slabs of the coal measures below the Pennant

rocks have been deposited or formed in comparatively quiet water the sand-

stones of the Pennant series contain frequent conglomerates of coal and

ironstones, drifted plants, and occasionally small boulders of granite, with

other proofs of drift to a considerable extent having occurred during the

period of their formation. Bivalve shells are also found in considerable mass-

es in the shales below the Pennant group, both on the north and south out-

crop, evidently showing that they now repose unmoved from their original

beds, whilst the only shells I have yet seen on the Pennant were at a short
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distance ftom the Penclawdd seam, which is one of the lowest in that series.

During the present year another boulder of cannel coal, was discovered in

the Penclawdd seam, which the workman who found it positively affirms to

have been in the vein of bituminous coal. The boulder is 13 inches long,

7 wide, and 3 thick, one corner having been broken off after it had become

rounded by attrition, probably a short time prior to its arrival at the spot

in which it was found ; a siliceous cement has coated a part of the surface of

this fracture, has filled the cavity caused by another fracture and also attach-

es a piece of rock to the boulder. The Penclawdd five feet vein, is about 300

yards in geological position below the quarries of the Town Hill sandstone,

and throughout this depth there would appear to be frequent instances of

drift and false beds of coal : in some specimens the pebbles of the older or

drift coal having from their greater hardness, penetrated into and distorted

the drift plants, which have since become coated with the newer coal. One

or two other pieces of cannel coal have been found at Penclawdd, but as

these were discovered in the heap of bituminous coal, after it had been raised

to the surface, and from exposure to the air had heated, and slacked, they

may have originally formed parts of large boulders, and their present angular

form is no certain proof of their having been derived from other beds in the

immediate locality. In the subjacent measures of the South Wales coal

field, some seams associated with regular seams of cannel coal are known to

exist about 700 yards below the Penclawdd vein, and laying conformably with

it. In alluding to the boulder he discovered Mr. Logan remarks

:

“ To suppose that the boulder is derived from the lower seams, after they had

been indurated, converted, and crystallized, would, it is apprehended, be carry-

ing the age of the whole deposit to the extent that has never yet been conceived

and is perhaps inadmissible for it is not easy to account for any mode in which

a fragment of them, without a disturbance of the stratification, which yet exhi-

bits none of a requisite order, could be displaced and conveyed to the newer

beds whilst forming. It is therefore, safer to refer the boulder to some anterior

deposit of coal, perhaps no longer in existence.* To attempt to determine

whether these boulders of cannel coal are derived from the lower measures,

or from some anterior deposit, I have not been able to collect sufficient data,

but some pieces of the top stone of the Penclawdd vein may be interesting,

as they show that a conglomerate of small pebbles of ironstone, apparently

identical in quality with the large deposits of ironstone of the lower mea-

sures, has been deposited within a few inches of the top of the Penclawdd vein

of coal. If the boulders have been derived from the lower veins of the

* See Journal for January, p. 60, in which, with reference to our Indian Ball Coal,

the same view is expressed.— II. P.
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series, they may probably have been supplied from partial destruction of the

lower measures at the south-west corner of the basin, previous to the forma-

tion of the veins included in the Pennant series of sandstones. It may have

occurred, that during the gradual subsidence of the land beneath the estuary

or basin in which the successive strata of coal, sand, and shale have been

deposited, communication between such basin and the larger seas have been

formed or enlarged, and that the detritus of the lower measures, thus exposed

to the action of the sea, has from time to time supplied the boulders and drift

during the formation of the Pennant series. The greater coarseness of the

Pennant sandstones, and the frequent conglomerates and marks of drift, infer

that these deposits have occurred frequently under the action of the rough

sea, rather than of the quiet lake, and if the boulders of granite should, upon

examination, be found to be equivalent to that of Pembrokeshire, it would

rather point to the line of drift. The destruction of a portion of the lower

beds before the deposit of the higher, might, as I have ventured to suggest^

have been effected without disturbing the conformity of the lower and Pen-

nant measures on the existing portions of the coal field. The question whe-

ther a large portion of the coal measures has or has not been cut off by the

anticlinal line of Cefu Bryn, would not affect the suggestion ; as this upheav-

ing of the old red sandstone equally distorts the higher and lower measures,

and probably occurred when the present coal field was again raised above the

level of the waters. But if the suggestion is admitted as deserving of further

enquiry, namely, that these boulders are derived from the lower veins of the

same coal field, the inference (and a question of considerable interest it is)

would follow, that sufficient time has elapsed between the deposit of each

vein to allow the perfect crystallization and formation of the vein below

it. It also yields information interesting with reference to the ascertaining

of the manner of the formation of the coal ; as it would infer, that the ma-

terial of which, in this instance, the bituminous vein was formed, was origin-

ally too soft and yielding, notwithstanding its present hardness and density,

to fracture the boulder during the period of pressure necessary for its forma-

tion, and also that the chemical agents acting, or escaping during the formation

of the bituminous coal, do not appear to have in any way affected the cannel

coal deposited within it.”

It will be noted that Mr. Benson speaks of boulders of Cannel Coal, which

renders these facts still more extraordinary. I have not been able to examine

our boulders, yet having some other researches on hand which are not yet

completed.

H. PlDDIXGTOX.
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of
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Mo

Meteorological Register kept at the Survegor General's Office
,
Ca v the Month of Dec., 1848 .

Lat. *2*2° 33' *28". 33 N. Long. 88° *23' 42". 84 East. Mag. Variation *2° *28' [ag. Dip. 27° 45'.

I'hese Observations Imve been made f°r the most pari, with a supply of new md first rate Instruments received im
1 st. ine Barometer is a standard Instrument by N ewmun, diameter of the tube 0.504 Inches. 1 he following is

•• •> » „ „ 0.514 Ditto.

29.999 75.5 i 74.9 63,7 29.936 77.3 76.4 64.5

the Observatory, by orders of the Bengal Government
;
a brief description of the Instrument'

a

mpurattve shewing s Instrument and those Barometers winch

I

1

.,

1
*

q« I Jilin ... Ditto Ditto...

I.tate. Ill Thermometer, itud m the event el the quutify »«•*«", P""1
'

2nd. I lie Thermometer is a Standard Instrument by Newmnn, on metal Scale and graduated
f

lie token into o^jfotiotf
ter 1* e'v,,,u,,

» graduated to single degree divisions, the difference between standard Thermometer and dry Thermometer of this Instrument is + 0.2, the Temperature of the dry Bulb

I
,y The

.

difference bet.veett three instrumetiL., end the Slundnrd Thermometer is + 0.7 for the former nnd 0.53 for the letter.
, , . ,

of Solar reHectmn^
9 n ,n u,ni1 47 of “ 1 hormometer. in sun s rays, is acquired by means ot a Newmans Maximum Thermometer having a bluck bulb.—The above Instruments, excepting the Thermometer placed m tl xcd utnbove 4$ feet from the groun , p .

The height of the Surface of the Mercury in the Cistern of the Standard Barometer in the Observatory attached to the Surveyor General’s Office above the Mean Level of the Sea, having been <ledu of Tide Observations taken from a Register kept

Lowest Monthly Average of Mean Tides in the Months of February and March, above the Zero of Gauge ut Kyd’s Dock Yard. Calcutta 8.38
Difference ol Level between the Zero ol Tide Gauge at Kyd’s Dock Yard, and the Standard Barometer at the Observatory. . . L . ..i:"":”: 26>,9e Observatory,

Height of Staudnrd Barometer ubove the Level of the Seu 18.21

January,.

.

February,

Fall of Rain in' each Month
0.00

|

May, ...

0.00 June, ...

0.11 July. ...

1.31
|
August, .

13 52
|

, 17.50
|

. 9.22

3d
", TL’qaiciu; U U the d.ff.ronce .

a thickly chopper.,1 house, end nre freely ..posed to the cir cod *lt«ltered t»»

'

t K,m Dock Yard, the result i. recorded for gooerul infomtctico.

II I„ TUUILLIElt, Capta

Officiating Deputy Surveyor Oenrrf,
M
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PI XXXIII

Low ridge of Chohhar m the valley of Nepal with the desiccating deft therein

The great range of Chandragm in the distance

and the river nearing it.
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